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CATALOGUE SECTION 1
THE FIGURINES OF THE PRECERAMIC PERIOD
Table 1	 Text: Vol.!, pp.37-42	 Plate: not illustrated
The figurines do not form a group and are described under the sites where they were found.
BANDURRIA
Sample: 1 Figurine (examined)
Manufacture
The figurine is hand-made, solid, unfired. The colour is greyish white. Compared to an early
photograph (Fung 1988: fig.3 .2) the specimen has now greatly deteriorated: the nose, hanks of
hair and anns are missing.
Description
Head: Now separate from the body, small (less than one fifth of total height), with the shape of
a flattened sphere. Elongated incisions mark the eyes and a modelled nose protrudes
above the crown of the head. Modelled hanks of hair (?) appear to be hanging down on
the chest.
Body: Elongated, with square shoulders and straight sides; in profile the outline is slightly
convex. The arms, modelled along the sides, point inwards; hands are indicated by
incised fingers. The legs are separated by an incision in their upper part and completely
separated lower down; feet are shown by incised toes. The genitals, breasts and an
umbilicus are not indicated.
EL ASPERO
Sample: 17 Figurine fragments (examined 3)1
Measurements: see Table 1. There is no complete figurine.
Manufacture
The figurines are hand-made, solid, unfired with a greyish-white colour. One specimen is
entirely painted red.
Description
Head: Only preserved on 985, 986, P2, P141, in the shape of a flattened cylinder (more conical
on 986). The eyes are rendered by narrow slits, the mouth by a shorter, wider one. The
nose is a raised triangular ridge, sometimes with small slits for the nostrils. Ears (P2) are
1 Only three figurine fragments were available for recording at the INC. Trujillo. Feldman described
five figurines in 1980 and the rest in 1991, hence the gap in my "P" numbering (see Table 1).
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rounded, with a central punctation. The head features clay appendages, representing a
hairstyle or head-dress. The neck is shown by an indentation.
Body: Cylindrical, slightly wider than the head. On 984 it is clearly divided into two sections at
waist level, the lower section being wider. Arms are applied, either folded above the
waist (984, P143, P149), or extended downwards (985, 986, P1) or forwards (P139);
trace of broken anus (P140, P142, P146, P148). Incised fingers on 984, 986, P149,
P 145. Most of the figurines appear to be sitting, with legs stretched out; 984 has short
tubular legs folded towards the middle; only 986 is standing on separate legs, with
incised toes. P 140, P 142, P150 have enlarged abdomens, perhaps indicating pregnancy.
Genitals are net shown, though breasts or their point of attachment are visible on nine
figurines. Feldman uses this feature to detennine the sex (see Discussion). The back is
mostly featureless, except on 985, 984 with unidentifiable applied features.
Clothing: 984 wears a skirt, bulging out at the waist. A head-dress with hanging lateral
appendages or hair with hanks may have been originally represented on 984, but this is
not verifiable on the figurine in its present state. 985 and P2 wear a head-dress.
Remnants of necklaces made of square beads, some coloured red, are worn by 985?,
P 143, 984; an arm fragment (P145) features a similar bracelet.
RIO SECO DE LEON
Sample: 5 Figurines fragments (net examined).
Measurements: see Table. Only one figurine is complete.
Manufacture
The figurines are hand-made of unfired clay and solid.
Description
Only one figurine (P6) is complete, with a rounded head with oval incisions marking the
eyes, a large nose with incised nostrils and a deep, square hole for the mouth. The neck is
indicated by a shallow groove; the straight-sided cylindrical body is featureless. According to
Wendt's description (1964: 246), some bodies are flattened. Two body fragments (P3, P4)
show legs, separated by deep incisions. A further head fragment (P7) also has incised eyes and
mouth.
EL PARAISO
Sample: 1 Figurine head fragment (net examined).
Manufacture
The fragment is modelled in gray clay, "probably" unfired.
Description: The following details were provided by Jeffrey Quilter (personal communication):
The headline is rounded, with a clay fillet folded over the top and sides to indicate a hairstyle
or head-dress. The nose is a mere "crinide", the eyes, nostrils and mouth are incised. Two rows
of punctations fuature at neck level. The profile is flattened, the back plain.
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CATALOGUE SECTION 2
THE FIGURINES OF THE LOWER AND MIDDLE FORMATIVE
GROUP 1: FIGURINES FROM ANCON
SUB-GRouP 1.1
Table 2	 Text: vol.!, pp. 52-57	 Plate 1
Sample: 29 Figurines (examined 29):
Measurements: See Table. All the specimens except 666, with a height of 14.3 cm, are
figurine fragments.
Manufacture
All the figurines are hand-made and solid (2006 may be hollow). Four body fragments have
perforations at the shoulders, one of them also through the lower legs. These perforations may
have served to hang the figurines: on 2297 the groove linking the two holes is visible, but on
2005 the holes are not connected.
The most common ware has a black (also greyish or brownish black), burnished, unslipped
surface, sometimes achieving a very high gloss (see 2006), whilst the incised grooves remain
matt. These grooves can be filled with what appears to be post-fired resinous paint in different
colours: red occurs on ten figurines, white on seven, yellow on three, orange and pink on one;
these can occur in combmations of fbur (2006), three (2278, 2296), two (2281, 2287, 2295) or
one colour (six specimens), but the overall number of figurines with inlaid paint was probably
higher, many fragments being heavily eroded. One rather unusual figurine (2297) has a pale
terracotta surface.
The paste varies from coarse to fairly fine. Temper includes some large particles looking
like pottery, but which may be sandstone; fine black temper also occurs. The colour of the
paste varies from grey to buff, but pale terracotta also occurs.
The decor generally consists of fairly broad incised lines, probably made with a blunt
instrument. Punctations, used for eye pupils or nostrils, and stippling—on 666 within outlined
areas—also occurs.
Description
Head: There are two basic shapes of head: one (2276, 2277, probably also 2278, 2282) is
elongated as a result of a hairstyle or head-dress, the other is quite high (except on 2291,
2292) but naturalistic. The incised decor probably indicates hair, with either diagonal
strands (2276, 2277) or horizontal bands with a central parting (2290) and a fringe?
(2287, 2288, 2289). However on 666, 2292 the bands are rendered by stippling, so a
headdress cannot be excluded; 2291 definitely wears a headdress. 2283 has a plain head,
2298, 2278, 2282 are damaged. In profile the head is completely flat, forming a
continuous line with the body; except 2282, which is slightly tilted backwards.
Face: Naturalistic shape (2276, 2277, 2283, 2292); somewhat fbreshortened on others.
Chin: Rounded (e.g. 2283) to practically straight (e.g. 666). Minimally protruding in profile.
Eyes: Mostly lozenge- or almond-shaped, with deep incisions marking the lids and deep circular
punctations for the pupils. Exceptions: 2291 has raised lids and no pupils, 2292 has
slanted grooves, with deep punctations as pupils.
Nose: Naturalistic, fairly straight, the nostrils marked by deep punctations, no alae.
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Mouth: Represented by a straight, broad groove.
Ears: Incised circles, probably representing ear-plugs, on 2276, 666, 2287, 2288, 2291, 2292;
circular depression on 2278; some modelling with a straight incision on 2282; no ears on
2277, 2283.
Hair: (see above, head); at the back it is shown by diagonal incisions on the upper part of the
head (2277), vertical incisions down to the neck (2288).
Neck: Indicated by a deep groove in front only.
Body: Only four complete bodies are preserved: they show an evolution from an elongated,
fish-like shape, narrowing down from the shoulders, flaring again at the base and lacking
anus (2005, 2280), to a broader, shorter, triangular shape, with wide shoulders and some
indication of anus (666); an mtennediate shape is represented by 2279. Modelling is rare
(breasts on 666), but incised lines may indicate anus (2279,2281?), the thoracic cage
(2297) and/or clothing. In profile the body is flat and narrow (exception 2299, a
hunchback).
Arms: Shown on six specimens: on 2296, 2297 modelled arms and hands are placed along the
sides of the body; 2006 has arms, but no hands; on 2282 and 2284 only modelled hands
are shown; on 2285 the hands are joined above the waist (no arms); on 666 only the
lower part of modelled anus are shown, with hands supporting the sagging breasts.
Hands are rounded, with two or three incisions for fingers.
Legs: Stylized, with a fish-tail shape. There might be an evolution from the single extremity,
with only some incisions to indicate toes or fins (2005, 2280, 2279), through a first
indication of a separation (2293, 2294) to a deeper groove (666, 2296, 2299) to a clear
separation (2295). Feet as such are not indicated (the base only widens), but the incisions
may represent toes.
Genitals: Not indicated (on the figurine fragments where this area is preserved).
Breasts: Modelled, sagging, with central punctations for the nipples on 666. Possibly indicated
by incisions on 2285, 2297.
Umbilicus: Shown by a deep punctation on 2285 and 2296? An incised circle on 2284
probably represents a pendant.
Back: Plain (except for hair or head-dress), firly straight vertically, very slightly convex
horizontally. Modelling of the arms visible on 2297 and 2006, which also has four
diagonal incised lines at the back.
Clothing, accessories:
Head-dress: A low cap seems to be depicted on 2291, decorated with horizontally aligned
stippling, also at the back.
Clothing: 2289 is wearing a short tunic, marked by small incisions at the sides and waist;
2002 and 2296 feature a large square on the chest, with lateral incisions on 2002, which
may also represent a garment. 2006 has long parallel lines incised at the front and back.
But generally any ornamentation is placed below the neck and may therefore be a collar
or necklace.
Collar, necklace: Row of square incisions (2277), stippling (2283), stippling inside three large
pendant triangles (666), horizontal band with incised lozenges and central dots (2281),
row of five large circles (2286), two concentric rows of incisions (2285), incisions
(2292). Pendants are shown on 2005 (applied, semi-spherical, with some stippling,
attached to applied string), 2282 (raised, with incised string and outline, central
punctation). Incisions below the neck (2278, 2279) may also represent pendants.
Ear-plugs: Circular shown on seven specimens (see above Ears).
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SUB-GROUP 1.2
Table 2	 Text: vol. I, pp. 52-57	 Plate 2
Sample: 6 Figurines (examined 6)
Measurements: See Table. All the specimens are head fragments.
Manufacture
All the fragments are hand-made and hollow; according to Rosas (1970:221), one specimen
(23 02) is coiled. The surface colour varies from terracotta (orange) to brown or greyish black
and contrary to Rosas description only 2302 and 2303 have a polished surface; there are traces
of black (paint?) on 2301. The paste is quite coarse, with sand temper; its colour is generally
pale terracotta. The decor is applied with incised lines, which are somewhat thinner and sharper
than in sub-group 1.
Description
Head: The crown of the head, only preserved on 2301 and 2302, is semi-circular, low,
separated from the face by a recess (2301) or a groove (2302) and adorned with
incisions. The profile (2301, 2302) appears to have been flat.
Face: Broad, flat, without modeling. Incised nose-to-chin lines (2301, 2302), incised cheek
decoron 2303, 2300.
Chin: Visible on 2301,2302, 2303, 2300: broad, rounded, slightly protruding in profile (jutting
on 2300).
Eyebrows: Indicated by a row of vertical incisions on 2302, 2305.
Eyes: Vary greatly in shape: ahnond shaped, outlined by a deep incision, bulging eye-balls
(2301); lenticular, slightly recessed (2301); extremely elongated (2303) or lozenge-
shaped (2304), both outlined by incisions; naturalistic, bulging (2305). The pupils are
marked by a straight incision, except on 2305 by a circular hole. Damaged on 2300.
Nose: All (except 2300) appear to have a snub nose (starting high on the forehead on 2301,
2303), with incised nostrils; alae on 2302, 2300 (incised) and 2303 (modelled). Nose
missing on 2304.
Mouth: Marked by a single incision on 2301 (with corners turning upwards) and 2302; three
incisions, turned downwards, on 2303. Modelled in relief on 2300. Damaged on 2304,
2305.
Ears: Naturalistic, modelled, rounded with central depression, placed rather high on 2302,
larger, lower on 2304; protuberances with a small incision, placed very low on 2301.
Damaged on 2304, 2304, 2305, 2300.
Hair: Incisions at the back of 2301 may represent hair.
Neck: Only preserved on 2301 and 2300, clearly visible.
Body: Not preserved.
Accessories: A necklace of small vertical incisions is visible on 2301.
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SUB-GROUP 1.3
Table 2	 Text: Vol.!, pp.52-57	 Plate 2
Sample: 4 Figurines (examined 4)
Measurements: See Table. All the specimens are figurine heads.
Manufacture
Hand-made, solid figurine heads. The surface is mostly rather eroded and varies in colour
from grey to buff and orange. There are traces of red or black paint in the head-dress incisions
on 2306 and 2307. The paste is buff, fine to medium, with sand temper. Some decorative
elements (head-dress) are applied, others incised, the incisions can be fine and sharp, but also
broad and rounded (see neck of 2003, 2307).
Description
Head: Narrow, elongated, featuring an elaborate head-dress (damaged on 2004). Somewhat
flattened in profile, except on 2307 where the head-dress projects backwards.
Face: Long and narrow, no modeling.
Chin: Rounded, slightly protruding.
Eyebrows: Not shown.
Eyes: Represented by narrow grooves, slanting upwards, with a deep central punctation for the
pupils (2306, 2307). Similar, perhaps less slanted on 2003, 2004, but now eroded.
Nose: Very straight (similar to a Greek nose) on 2306, 2307, with deep punctated nostrils.
Damaged on 2003, only nostrils visible on 2004.
Mouth: Small, broad incision. Eroded on 2003, 2004.
Ears: Incised circular ear-plugs on 2306, 2003, 2307.
Neck: Marked by a broad groove.
Body: Not preserved.
Clothing, Accessories:
Head-dress: The elaborate head-dress consists of a fluted cap projecting above the forehead, a
straight middle section (applied at the front only on 2003) and a top section, shoit on
2003, higher, fluted on 2306, very long, curved backwards on 2307. Damaged on 2004.
Collar or necklace: Worn by 2306, made of fbur broad sections.
SUB-GROUP 1.4
Table 2	 Text: vol.!, pp.52-57	 Plate 2
Sample: 2 Figurines (examined 2).
Measurements: See Table.
Manufacture
Both specimens are hand-made and hollow. 668 has one air-hole at the anus, but there are
no air-holes on the body fragment (669), these may have been located in the head. The surface
is black, with a greyish tinge and well polished. The paste appears to be grey, of medium
texture, with sand as tempering. The type of incisions used for the ornamentations varies from
thin, sharp lines (see hair of 668), to very shallow for some of the designs on 669.
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Description
668: Standing figurine, with normal proportions. The head has a rounded crown, incised hair
with a central parting and a fringe or hair-band covering the forehead; the hair is also
shown at the back, descending slightly below the neck; the head is flattened m profile,
probably showing fronto-occipital deformation. Modelled brows and eye-sockets, semi-
circular eyes and eyeballs, with straight lower lids; naturalistic nose (chipped), with
incised alae; mouth indicated by narrow incision; naturalistic ears; modelled neck. The
body has fairly wide shoulders and some modeling of the thoracic cage (or breasts?) and
the groin; the lateral outline slightly widens at the waist, then tapers towards the legs; in
profile the back is slightly convex.. The arms are placed along the sides of the body, the
hands have five incised fingers. The legs are short, cylindrical, joined along the inside;
feet are short, with incised toes. Genitals are not shown, a small depression marks the
umbilicus. The back is featureless except for the incised hair (extensively repaired). No
clothing or accessories are depicted.
669: Ornate, standing figure. The head is missing. The body is massive, with rounded
shoulders and sides slightly tapering downwards; there appears to be some modeling of
the chest, with incised ribs? The modelled arms are folded upwards, holding a staff; the
broad square hands have four fingers. The massive cylindrical legs are separated by the
staff, the feet are short, rounded, with incised toes and also protrude at the back
(restored?). The profile is very broad, faintly tapering downwards. The back features a
wide belt and various incised designs (see below). Clothing consists of a broad belt, with
square incisions, the tied ends hanging at the front and back. Other incised designs may
represent clothing: a circle on the left upper chest, the incised ribs mentioned above, lines
and semi-circles on the arms, large circles with inscribed semi-circles at knee level and a
flower design on the sides of the legs. At the back, below the neck, three pendants
representing heads with hanging tongue and—below them on each side—fieur-de-lys-like
designs.
GROUP 2: FIGURINES FROM CENTRAL COAST SITES OTHER THAN ANCON
GARAGAY AND HUACA LA FLORIDA, RIMAC VALLEY: See Text: vol.!, pp.55-60
HUACHIPA, RIMAC VALLEY
Table 2
	 Text: Vol.!, p.60	 Plate 2
Sample: Head fragment of one figurine (examined 1).
Measurements: See Table.
Description
2309: Upper part of a head, with a rounded crown, flattened in profile. No eye-brows, incised
laiticular eyes with punctated pupils. Short modelled nose with punctated nostrils. Small
modelled ears with central perforation. The mouth and chin are missing. Incised lines
(horizontal over the forehead, vertical at the back) probably indicate hair. The fragment
is hand-made, solid. The paste is coarse, the surthce rough, the colour terracotta.
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SITES IN TifE LURIN VALLEY
Table 2	 Text: Vol.1, pp. 61-62 	 Plate 2
Sample: 7 Figurines (examined 0).
Measurements: See Table.
Manufacture
Hand-made figurine fragments, four of which are solid and three hollow. There are no data
regarding colour, surface finish, etc. One head fragment (P14) appears to be made in a highly
polished, perhaps dark orange ware.
Description
P9: Small head fragment, with incised lenticular eye and incised head-dress decor of squares
with central dot.
P10: Lower legs, probably of a sitting figurine, with incisions dividing the legs from the body
and from each other; incised toes.
P11, P12:. Fragments of feet, with modelled ankle-bone and incised toes.
P13: Body fragment, with an incision to show folded arm?
P14: Naturalistic head-fragment: rounded crown, incised hair with central parting, hanging
down to the neck at the back, fronto-occipital cranial deformation showing in profile.
Modelled face (brow, cheek-bones, chin), small incisions marking eyebrows, eyes with
incised/modelled lids and prominent eye-balls, long nose with nostrils and alae,
incised/modelled lips. Naturalistic ears with small circular ear-plugs.
P15: Body fragment with modelled arm folded at waist, two or three incised fingers, plain
necklace.
CUIRAYACU
Table 2	 Text: Vol.!, pp.62-63	 Plate 2
Sample: 5 Figurines (examined 1)
Measurements: See Table.
Manufacture
All the figurinare hand-made, though Engel (1 956:105) suggests that 667 might have been
molded. This is a large, hollow figurine, with no less than 10 air-holes! The dark orange, highly
polished ware appears slipped. Engel suggests that the hair is painted black, but I think that this
is the result of patchy firing, like other marks visible in the back.
P16 is made of buff ware, but we don't know whether it is hollow. P17, P18, P19 are
probably solid. P17 is made of black ware with red and white—probably post-fired—paint
filling the incisions; P19 has red post-fired paint; P18 is made of plain red ware.
Description
667: Naturalistic figurine. Normal size head, with high, rounded crown. The incised hair has a
central paiting, a short fringe over the forehead, with hanks hanging over the shoulders
and descending to the middle of the back. The face has modelled brows with wrinkles
between them and high cheek-bones. The eyes are semi-circular, with modelled lids; the
eyeballs have a roughened surface, the pupils are small punctations. The straight nose
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has punctated nostrils (placed below it!) and modelled/incised alae. The mouth is open,
curving downwards at the corners, but there are no lips. The ears are naturalistic, with
perforations (air-holes). In profile the head is flattened (fronto-occipital deformation).
The body is very long and narrow, with firly straight sides tapering towards the legs and
a modelled thoracic cage. The arms, with small angular shoulders are long and thin,
placed along the sides of the body, with hands—modelled, with five incised fingers, the
thumb clearly shown—resting on the lower abdomen. The legs are disproportionally
short, the small feot are partly restaured. The groin is modelled, but the genitals as such
are not indicated, though the figure clearly represents a woman; there are small nipples
and an umbilicus. In profile the back appears flat and straight; the back only features the
incised hair and modeling of the arms.
P16: Body fragment, showing one arm folded over the abdomen, and possibly a modelled
groin? Some incisions low down could indicate toes. Applied flit in the lower back.
P17: Fragment of a head and shoulders; flat crown with incised hair, showing a central parting
and hanks hanging down over the shoulders. Modelled eye-brows, narrow incised eyes
with small punctated pupils; large nose with nostrils, straight incised mouth. No data
about the ears, profile and back. Short neck, narrow shoulders.
P18: Head fragment with rounded crown, modelled eye-brows (eyes not clearly visible), large
nose with nostrils and alae, incised mouth with modelled lips. No data about the ears,
profile and back. Modem appendage below the neck.
P19: Head fragment with headdress. Eye-brows, narrow slanting incised eyes with punctated
pupils. The nose and mouth are damaged, but nostrils are visible. No other data.
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CATALOGUE SECTION 3
THE FIGURINES OF THE LATE FORMATIVE AND THE EARLY PART OF THE
EARLY INTERMEDIATE PERIOD
Table 3
	 Text: Vol.1, pp.69-74	 Plates 3,4
Sample: 56 Figurines and figurine fragments (examined 36)
Measurements':
Huachipa
Height (8)
Width (6)
Thickness (8)
Weight (3)
Tablada de LurIn
Height (7)
Width (3)
Thickness (7)
Weight (3)
Maximum
24.0cm
7.4 cm
5.7cm
115 gr.
17.5 cm
9.8 cm
7.0cm
365 gr.
Minimum
3.4cm
1.9cm
1.2cm
45 gr.
7.1cm
4.5 cm
2.0cm
40 gr.
Median
13.0 cm
5.4 cm
3.9cm
80 gr.
14.2 cm
7.2 cm
5.1 cm
250gr.
Manufacture
All the figurines are hand-made, with applied or incised, vely rarely painted, decor. The
great majority are hollow. Only three early figurines from Huachipa (Cerro phase), one from
Puruchuco (1109) and the atypical late one from Cerro Trinidad (2139) are solid.
Where ascertainable, there are generally two large air-holes at the sides, either behind the
upper arms or at shoulder- or waist level. Huachipa 810, 811 and Tablada 805 have an air-hole
on the top of the head, Tablada 807 has one air-hole in the middle of the back..
The Cerro Trinidad figurines are made of medium coarse, oxidized ware; 2141 has a painted
White-on-red decor, 2140 traces of a thin buff slip; the atypical 2139 has a white slip with
greyish black dots, but the hue is unlike the later Chancay Black-on-white. The Huachipa and
Puruchuco figurines are generally made of a coarse to medium grained oxidized ware; the
suiface is only lightly smoothed, mostly terracotta, sometimes buff in colour. Only four or five
specimens show traces of a self-slip. Three or four Huachipa figurines have traces of a white
decor. At Tablada we find veiy coarse but also finer oxidized ware; 803 and 806 are burnished
and slipped (except for the face), one orange, the other cream, 803 also has painted teamiarks.
The Pachacamac fragment is made of pale orange ware, medium grained, but with abundant
tempering; the surface is smoothed but not slipped. The specimen from Chilca is said to have
post-fired red decor (Engel 1966:fig.33), but Stothert (1980:287) thinks it is a fired pigment.
Description
Head: In the majority of the 17 complete specimens, the head measures about one third of the
total height and is often the widest part of the figurine. The crown can be rounded,
straight or slightly depressed in the middle; on some specimens the nose protrudes above
'There are no complete figurines from sites other than Huachipa and Tablada de LurIn.
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the crown. In profile the back of the head is mostly flattened to some degree (fronto-
occipital deformation) and is often inclined backwards and upwards.
Face: No typical shape, varies from very short and wide to elongated; more often squarish.
There is little or no modelling of the forehead or the cheeks. Facial markings occur but
are rare (incised: Huachipa/Cerro phase 810, P21, 2220 and 811; punctated:
Huachipa/Cerro phase P22 and Huayco phase 1122, P25 center top and bottom Tablada
807; painted: diagonal lines on cheeks on Cerro Trinidad 2141, tearmarks on Tablada
803).
Chin: vanes, from totally absent (Huachipa 2220, 1117, 812, 817, 1071, 815) to bulbous and
jutting (Huachipa 816, 809, 1119, P24/4 specimens; Tablada 808, 802, 807).
Eyebrows: not shown.
Eyes: The most frequent type consists of an elliptic depression which has been entirely filled by
an inset piece of clay, with a central punctation marking the pupil (Cerro Trinidad
2136a; Huachipa 2220, 812, 814, 816, 819, 809, 818, 1118, 1119, 1123, P24, P25;
Tablada 808, 804). In a similar but less frequent type the eye-socket is a very long,
narrow incision into which is inset a spherical clay pellet, with central punctation (Cerro
Trinidad 2141, 2140, P20; Puruchuco 1113, with modelled lid; Tablada 802, 803, 806;
Pachacamac 1753; Chilca P26).
Other eye forms are: Elongated incisions (Huachipa 810, 811 with central punctation,
1117, 1122 with slightly raised lids, P25/top row center, 1071, 815; Tablada 805);
circular incisions (Huachipa 1121, 813 with central depression); punctations (Puruchuco
1109 with several irregular punctations; Tablada 807 with punctations outlining the lids
and a central one for the pupil); Huallamarca 2217a has applied effiptic eyes, Huachipa
817 has no eyes.
Nose: Generally important, especially in the Huachipa sample. Can be rooted high on the
forehead (Cerro Trinidad 2142, 2140; Huachipa 810, 1117, 812, 1122, 817, 815;
Tablada 802, 807; Pachacamac 1753). Shapes vary considerably from straight
(Puruchuco 1113 or Tablada 803) to hooked and very large (Huachipa 1119, 1123,
1122). Nostrils are always shown by incisions (except on Huachipa 817 and some
broken specimens), but modelled a/ac are rare (Huachipa 1119, 1123; Puruchuco 1113;
Tablada 803, 806).
Mouth: mostly only a straight deep incision, varying in length; Huachipa 1071 and Tablada 806
have two deep punctations, applied laterally; Huachipa 810 and 1122, Huallamarca
2217a have a raised, incised mouth. A few specimens have teeth: incised (Huachipa 811;
Chilca P26) or applied clay pellets (Puruchuco 1114).
Ears: semi-circular protuberances, probably representing ear-plugs occur on Cerro Trinidad
2136b, on Huachipa P21, 1121 and 816, and on Chilca P26; otherwise, the head
occasionally widens at the sides to indicate ears (Huachipa 811, 809, 817, Tablada 804,
802, 806, 805); very wide on 2220. A number of specimens have lateral appendages,
often with gauges, representing a head-dress (or hair) and covering the ears (Cerro
Trinidad 2136a; Huachipa 813, 812, 819, 818 and 1118 partly broken off 1119, 1123
broken off, P24 bottom row, P25 top left; Tablada 808, 803; Pachacamac 1753). No
ears: Huallamarca 2217a.
Hair: Cerro Trinidad 2141, Tablada 807, Pachacamac 1753 have vertical incisions across the
top and/or the back of the head which could represent hair. Puruchuco 1109 has a series
of short parallel vertical incisions intersected by three horizontal ones, representing a
hair-style or head-dress.
Neck: Mostly indicated, except for 221 7a from Huallamarca, five Huachipa and one Tablada
figurines.
Body: There are only 20 bodies in the sample. The Huachipa bodies (except 2220) are
relatively shorter, cylindrical, with a straight or slightly convex lateral outline, tapering
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downwards; the Tablada ones are more elongated, less tapering (except 807) and
somewhat flatter in profile, as is Huallamarca 221 7a.
Arms: In Huachipa eight figurines have short applied arms, either folded over the chest (810,
813; P23: hands only; P25, upper right: folded upwards; 1071; 815: folded diagonally
downwards) or extended sideways (2220, 816; P24, upper right); the rest have no arms.
The Huallamarca and all the Tablada specimens have arms, always extended forward,
except for 805 and 807 which have lugs in lieu of arms. Chilca P26 also has extended
arms.
Hands: roughly modelled, with incisions for the fingers on Huachipa 810, 1071, 815; the
Tablada arms are broken except for two figurines: 808 has no hands, 804 has an
elaborate semi-spherical right hand (the left is broken), with four triangular pointed
applied fingers (one now missing) and thumb, holding a bowl?
Legs: In Huachipa legs are generally only indicated by a slight indentation and/or small
protuberances (813, 812, 814, 816, P25, 1071) and are rarely slightly longer (P25 upper
right, 817, 815). At Tablada the majority (except 807) are rather longer. Feet are never
indicated except on Huachipa 2220, with large feet and prominent anide-bones.
Genitals: not shown, except for a raised genital area on Huallamarca 2217a.
Breasts: Huachipa 819, 818 and 809 have applied breasts, with punctated nipples.
Umbilicus: net shown, except on Huallamarca 2217a.
Back : Generally featureless, except for hair (see above), head-dress, necklace (see below).
Clothing, accessories
Head-dress: Most figurines have some ornamentation on their heads. These can be incised lines
(Huachipa 811, Tablada 807, Pachacamac 1753, Cerro Trinidad 2141) probably
depicting hair. More often they represent headgear, either modelled in one with the head,
or applied low above the eyes and nose, sometimes with lateral elements framing the
fce; Tablada 803 shows traces of two parallel applied fillets at the back of the head.
The headgear can be decorated with a row of holes along the top of the head and/or
gauges on the top and the sides. A turban with lateral knot is worn by Huachipa P21; the
Chilca figurine (P26) wears a turban in the shape of an animal head (Engel 1966: caption
to fig.33).
Clothing/Bodypaint not shown, except for traces of white paint on Huachipa 2220.
Necklace, bracelet: Tablada 806 and Chilca P26 wear an identical applied necklace, probably
representing small shells—also visible at the back on 806—with a central rectangular
bone or shell pendant; Tablada 803 wears a necklace indicated by vertical incisions. P26
has a painted bracelet.
Accessories: Tablada 804 holds a concave object (a bowl?) in its right hand.
Atypical:
2139: (Cerro Trinidad). Small roughly made figurine. The head has a rounded crown, but no
features; it is flat in profile. The body features lateral protuberances (arms?), short
separate legs, large breasts, with two additional similar protuberances lower down, but
no genitals. There is a large conical projection in the middle of the back.
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CATALOGUE SECTION 4
THE FIGURINES BELONGiNG TO OR CONTEMPORARY WITH
THE LIMA STYLE
GROUP 1: MISCELLANEOUS FIGuRINES
Table 4
	 Text: Vol.1, pp. 77-80	 Plate 4
Sample: 9 Figurines (examined 8)
Measurements: see Table 4.
Manufacture
All the figurines are hand-modelled, and all but one are hollow. The complete specimens
have two air-holes placed at the sides, at waist level, except 1999 at the neck.
The texture of the paste varies from medium to fine. Most specimens (2158 and 1716 are
eroded) appear to be slipped, usually in red and painted in shades of black and white; 633 has
an orange slip with grey decor; P27 is unslipped.
Description: The figurines do not form a group and are therefore described separately.
2137 (Cerro Trinidad, Chancay Valley): Head fragment with semi-circular crown, flattened
profile. Flat face, no modeling; round, jutting chin 1. Painted black eyebrows; painted
lozenge-shaped eyes, black with white pupil. Nose, originally applied, missing. Thin
incised mouth. No ears. Back of head painted black (hair?); neck painted red.
1999 (Cerro Trinidad, Chancay Valley): Head ca ¼ of total height; centrally depressed crown,
with enlarged lobes; flattened, nearly concave in profile. Featureless, flat face. No chin.
Large painted oval eyes, black outline, with black dot marking pupil. Prominent nose,
rooted high on forehead, no nostrils or alae. No mouth. No ears. Hair painted at the
back, ending in curls on shoulders. Neck shown only at sides. Cylindrical body, slightly
tapering downwards. No arms. Very short stump legs, no feet, cannot stand unaided. No
genitals. Clothing represented by two sets of concentric black and white squares, painted
on the front of the figure, one above the other.
633 (Nieveria, Rirnac Valley): Head, face, eyes, nose very similar to 1999 (above). Incised
mouth. No hair. Body somewhat wider, fin-like arms applied diagonally downwards,
with three incised fingers; legs as above. No genitals. Clothing? indicated by a horizontal
band at waist level and three vertical bands in the front and back.
696 (Provenance unknown): Head and face related to 1999 and 633, but with a straighter
crown and oval chin. Head tilted backwards, slightly concave in profile. Almond shaped
eyes with black painted lids, white raised eyeballs, black pupils. Nose as above, small
nostrils. Raised and incised mouth, painted at corners. No ears. Hanks of hair painted on
both sides of the face, hanging down over the shoulders and at the back to below waist.
'Lilien (1956:64) mentions an applied clay strip around the chin, which I could not see; nor is it
recorded by Willey 1943a.
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Body shape as 1999; applied arms folded upwards, incised fingers; stump legs, with
small fret and incised toes. No genitals. Necklace depicted by row of white vertical lines.
P28 (Provenance unknown): Body fragment, showing part of the chest and a shoulder, with an
arm extended downwards; the hand with four incised fingers rests on the hip. Clothing
consists of a black shirt with short sleeves, decorated with orange and white rings; the
arm has a tattoo? of a wavy black line above two straight ones.
P27 (Potrero Tenono, Zarate, Rimac Valley): Fragment of head and upper body. Head with
semi-circular crown and flat profile, tilted backwards. Broad, flat face, no modelling.
Eyes indicated by black lines, large high-rooted nose, incised mouth, outlined with paint,
small lateral protuberances may represent ears. Rounded, jutting chin; marked neck..
Body with applied arms folded upwards, hands with three fingers. The body—broken
below the arms—appears tubular.
2135 (Pachacamac, LurIn Valley): Two fragments (a head and part of a chest and arm) are part
of the same figurine. Head with centrally depressed crown and rounded lobes, rounded
in profile, tilted backwards. Pointed, jutting chin. Circular painted eyes, outlined in
black, with white eyeballs and black pupils. Large, high rooted nose, punctated nostrils.
Incised mouth. Small semi-circular right ear (left missing). The neck is indicated by a
groove. The body fragment shows a modelled shoulder and an applied arm, folded
upwards, the hand has three incised fingers. A necklace shows white painted designs
(crosses?) on a wide black band.
2158 (Pachacamac, Lurin Valley): part of a large, realistically modelled nose, with well defined
nostrils, alae and a groove to the upper lip.
1716 (Vista Allegre, Rimac Valley): Head, 2/5 of total size, semi-circular crown. Featureless
face, circular painted eyes; nose broken, nostrils; mouth and ears missing; hair indicated
by incisions across the crown. Neck. Body slightly widening towards legs. No genitals,
but large breasts with punctated nipples. The arms may have been broken off, the legs
are stumps ending in a point (left broken).
GROUP 2: A GROUP OF NASCOID FIGURINES FROM HUACHIPA, RIMAC
VALLEY
Table 4	 Text: Vol.1, pp.81-84
	 Plate 4
Sample: 8 Figurines (examined 8)
Measurements	 Maximum
Height(8)	 23.5cm
Width (8)	 12.5 cm
Approx.thickness
of body (7)	 6.2cm
Minimum	 Median
	
13.0cm	 18.0 cm
	
6.5 cm	 9.0 cm
	
3.7 cm	 5.4cm
Manufacture
Hand-made figurines, hollow but heavy, with air-holes located at the waist, shoulders or
behind the upper arms. Although there is some modelling, the decor is more often painted. The
oxidized ware is pale terracotta. Some specimens appear to have an overall thin pinky-white or
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cream slip, on others the decor is painted directly onto the terracotta ware. The colours used are
a greyish black, red, dark red or orange, with three 4-colour, three 3-colour and two 2-colour
specimens.
Description
Head: Mostly unusually small in relation to body (circa one quarter). The shape can be
trapezoIdal, i.e. widening towards the top (e.g.2221), or straighter (e.g. 2227). The
crown is slightly rounded, except on 2225 and 2227, which are bibbed. In profile, the
head is veiy flattened and more or less tilted backwards.
Face: Foreshortened, no modelling, no face paint.
Chin: Straight and close to the body (2221, 2225, 2222) or rounded and slightly jutting.
Eyebrows: Shown on 2221 and 2222 only, painted.
Eyes: Painted, straight, generally lenticular (lozenge-shaped on 2227), narrow, with black lids
and pupils (white eye-balls on 2221 only).
Nose: Can be extremely large, (2221, 2225, 2222, 2226) or smaller, but always hooked. No
alae, but painted nostrils on 2221, 2222 (others?).
Mouth: Painted red, curvy on 2221, otherwise incised, straight.
Ears: Not shown.
Hair: Painted on all except 2228. Different hairstyles are shown: 2221, 2224 (females) have a
straight hairline on the forehead, the back of the head covered, hanks on the cheeks and
over the shoulders and loose strands half-way down their back. 2222 and 2225 (males)
also have a straight hairline in front, but at the back the hair only reaches the neck (2222
has short compact hair, 2225 separate strands of hair); 2223, 2226, 2227 have a fringe
below the straight forehead line and separate strands at the back, down to the neck or just
below; 2228 has no hair.
Nec/c. Always clearly indicated, mostly only by a groove; longer on 2223, 2226, 2228.
Body: The shape varies: 2221 and 2224 are broad, with rounded shoulders, tapering
downwards; 2225, 2222 are broad, but straighter; 2223 is narrower and straight; 2226,
2227 and 2226 have pointed shoulders, the latter and 2228 are narrow, with straight
sides tapering downwards. The profile shows a slight curve in the middle of the back
(below the neck on 2225); 2224 and 2228 have a straight back, though 2224 has
protruding buttocks.
Arms: Can be painted, applied or absent. 2221 and 2224 have painted arms, 2221 with painted
hands, showing three fingers with fingernails. 2222 has very short, applied arms, 2223
and 2228 have more naturalistic applied arms, folded upwards; none of these show
hands; 2222, 2226, 2228 have no arms.
Legs: Joined, rather massive, also in profile, with a more or less wide depression to show the
separation (except on 2227, 2228). Feet protrude at the front and back, toes are not
shown. 2227, 2228 have completely separated, very short stumps, widening slightly on
2227 to indicate feet.
Genitals: 2225 and 2222 are males, with a very small penis and no testes. 2224 is explicitly
female, with a raised genital area, an incision marking the vulva and modelled, divided
buttocks. Although no genitals are shown on 2221, the specimen has the typical Nasca
female hairstyle and is also female. The remaining figurines lack gender specification.
Breasts: Not shown.
Umbilicus: Not shown.
Back: Features painted hair, clothing.
Clothing, accessories
Head-dress: Not shown.
Clothing, Bodypaint: The two males wear tunics descending below the waist and decorated
with different designs; the female 2221 wears a white shirt, descending to her thighs.
2226 and 2227 have panels painted on the front only (waist length and full length).
Necklace: 2227 wears a painted necklace of small beads, attached at the back with hanging ties.
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CATALOGUE SECTION 5
TILE FIGURINES OF THE EARLY MIDDLE HORIZON
GROUP 1: FIGURINES BELONGING TO OR ASSOCIATED WITH THE NIEVERIA
STYLE
Table 5	 Text: Vol.1, pp.87-91
	 Plate 5
Sample: 7 Figurines (examined 5)
Measurements: See Table
Manufacture
337 is hand-made and obviously hollow (very light), but without air-holes. The highly
polished surface features a greyish-black and reddish-brown decor on an orange slip.
The other specimens are also hand-made, hollow, with air-holes at the waist. They are
unslipped. The colour of the paste varies from pale terracotta to buff.
Description: The figurines do not form a group and are therefore described separately.
337: Double-faced seated figure, with only minor differences between the front and back. Small
triangular face, modelled brow ridges with painted straight eyebrows. Almond-shaped
eyes with painted lids and small central pupils. Small modelled nose, no nostrils or alae.
The mouth is a wide semi-circular depression, curving downwards at the corners. No
ears. No neck. Arms, modelled, folded at right angles across the waist, some modelling
of the hands but no fingers. The semi-circular legs are folded, small modelled feet, no
toes. The figure rests on an stable, oval base. No genitals, breasts or umbilicus.
Headgear rises high on the head, descending to the base on both sides: the parallel
painted lines (black and red alternate in bunches of three or four lines) may imitate hair,
feathers or perhaps—because of the interruption of the lines at the sides—a textile. The
whole body is painted grey. Bracelets are painted on both amis.
2015: Small crudely made figurine, head with rounded crown and rounded in profile, incised
horizontal eyes, large high-rooted nose, no nostrils or alae, incised mouth, no ears,
applied chin. Neck only shown in the back. Body with straight sides, but rounded in
profile; thin applied arms, folded upwards, no hands; shoit stump feet, cannot stand
unaided. No breasts, applied mons veneris, large incised vulva.
2229: Head and body as above, except for large flap-like ears and minimally modelled aims.
P29, P30: Crudely made figurines. P29 has a crown slightly depressed at centre; the large nose
(broken) is the only facial feature; no differentiation between head and straight-sided
body; no arms; stump legs in line with sides; no genitals, breasts, umbilicus. P30 has a
smaller head with straight crown; no features except outsize, high-rooted nose. Body has
slightly convex sides, otherwise as P29.
1596: Head ca 1/3 of total height, rounded crown, appears to have had an applied adornment,
now broken off. Facial traits are diflicuk to identify two large, circular protuberances
could be the eyes, another rising above the forehead could be the nose. No mouth. No
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ears. Cylindrical body, small flh1s applied at the sides may represent arms; a third fill
is applied to the chest; legs are stumps, cannct stand unaided. No genitals, breasts,
umbilicus.
512: Crude figurine. Head has an unusual flattened crown, with three incisions; upturned,
foreshortened face, thickened chin. The eyes are a horizontal incision, the damaged nose
has incised nostrils; no mouth; flap ears. Long neck. Short body, straight sides, slightly
widening towards short tubular legs, which end in a fiat base; cannot stand unaided;
modelled anus, folded upwards, three incised fingers. No genitals, breasts, umbilicus.
Slightly convex profile.
GROUP 2: AMULETS AND SIMILAR SMALL FIGURINES (RELATED TO
AYACUCHO BASIN TYPES)
Table 6	 Text: Vol.1, pp.91-93
	
Plate 5
Sample: Ii Figurines (examined 11)
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (10)	 12.5 cm	 1.8 cm	 2.9cm
Width (9)	 2.7cm	 0.7cm	 1.4cm
Thickness (9)	 2.5 cm	 0.9 cm	 1.1cm
Manufacture
All the specimens are hand-modelled and solid. The ware is extremely fine, with no apparent
temper, generally pale orange in colour. It is mostly soft as if fired at low temperatures. The
decor is applied, incised, or painted. Most specimens are unslipped, only 1909a,b show traces
of a red slip, 2120 traces of a thin white slip; the painted decor is applied with fugitive paint.
Description
Head: Relatively large (except on 1411/1412), can be an integral part of body on the smaller
specimens. The crown is rounded, except on figurines with a headdress; the back of the
head is flat (cranial deformation?).
Face: Normal proportions (elongated on 1411/1412), no modelling. Face paint: tearmarks
(1655, 2120?), horizontal parallel lines (1412).
Chin: Small or non existent; straight in profile.
Eyebrows: Not shown.
Eyes: Long, narrow incisions, horizontal or slanting upwards; 1656 has eyeballs and a
punctated pupil (left eye). 1655 has painted lashes on the upper lids.
Nose: Large in proportion, starting low on forehead, straight or hooked. Punctated nostrils on
1655, 1656, 2131.
Mouth: Narrow incision.
Ears: Mostly not shown. Large flaps (2120), small (1655, 1656), all pierced.
Hair: Shown by incisions on 2120.
Neck Non existent (P31, P32, 1909a,b), otherwise shown.
Body:: Mostly straight-sided, tapering towards the legs. 1412 has pronounced shoulders.
Arms: No arms (P31, P32, 1909a,b, 1657); applied arms, folded at waist (2120, 1656, 2131)
or holding a flute (1411, 1412); incised fingers only (1655, 1657).
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Legs: Joined, but with an incision to mark division; generally tapering towards small feet,
which protrude a little at front and slant upwards at back. Incised toes on 1656.
Genitals: On 1656 and 1657 a small vertical incision may indicate the vulva. A protuberance
on 1411 presumably shows a male.
Breasts: Not shown.
Umbilicus: Not shown.
Back : Generally straight, with no features except neck, headdress.
Clothing and accessories
Headdress: Applied headdress, pointed an 1655, flat-topped on 1411/1412.
Accessories: 1411/1412 play flutes.
Associated:
2131: Figurine fragment from the Callejon de Huaylas. Face with incised eyes and mouth,
hooked nose with nostrils, no ears. Body damaged, applied lower arms folded above
waist. Slightly raised genital area with incised vulva. Legs missing. Applied flat cap.
GROUP 3: FIGURINES POSSIBLY ORIGINATING IN THE SOUTH/CENTRAL
SIERRA
Table 7
	
Text: Vol. 1, pp.93-98	 Plate 6
Sample: 20 Figurines (examined 13)
Measurements
Height (13)
Width (12)
Thickness (14)
Manufacture
Maximum Minimum Median
	
25.1 cm	 12.0 cm	 17.2 cm
	
9.8 cm	 4.5 cm	 6.8 cm
	
5.7cm	 2.8cm	 4.6cm
At least eight specimens, probably more, have a mold-made front and a hand-made back.
All except one (or possibly two) of the examined figurines are hollow, though many are fairly
thick-walled, so that it is not always clear whether the perforations act as air-holes. All the
figurines, except the solid specimens and two fragments, have perforations below the shoulders
front and back, making a total of four air-holes. In addition to these some figurines have air-
holes at the nose, ears, vulva and/or anus.
All the examined specimens, with the possible exception of 511, are made of a very fine
grained paste with no visible temper, varying in colour from buff to pale orange. The soft,
chalky paste appears to have been fired at low temperatures or not fired at all. Only very few
specimen have a pale orange to red slip; the decor of black, white, pinky cream and/or red is
applied with a fugitive paint, often poorly preserved.
Description
Head: Two-fifths to one third of total size. Covered by applied head-dress (nine figurines).
Otherwise the crown is rounded (two specimens) or elongated (six), plain or showing
hair or a painted head-dress. In profile the head is flat (cranial deformation?).
Face: Normal proportions and some modelling (eye-sockets, cheeks, mouth area). The face can
be painted a lighter colour; in addition there are composite tear-lines spilling down onto
the shoulders (still visible on eight figurines).
Eyebrows: Area is often modelled; thick relief brows on 511.
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Eyes: Large, elliptic, with molded lids and eyeballs; the latter can be painted white, with black
pupils.
Nose: Mostly small, slightly hooked, beautifully modelled with nostrils and alae (e.g. 292,
828); but can also be bulbous (511) or sketchily modelled (e.g. 421). Note the black line
painted along the nose (1669).
Mouth: Molded, with curvy lips (ca eight specimens, e.g. 1669), more rarely shown as a
simple incised line (four specimens, e.g.5 11).
Ears: Can be the widest point of the figurine. Hidden by circular ear-plugs (four figurines);
rounded, flap-like on the rest (more rectangular on 292).
Hair: A painted area below the headdress (511, 292) may represent hair, though on 549 it
features painted circles; on the heavily restored 779 it may have been added later.
Nec/c Mostly shown only at the front and sides.
Body: Fairly narrow, straight-sided, tapering towards the legs. Some specimens show modelling
of the shoulders. In profile mostly slightly convex, but narrow; very flat, straight (1083,
421, others?).
Arms: Always folded at the waist, modelled, often decorated with painted circles. Flat hands
with four or five incised fingers of equal length.
Legs: Fairly short, joined, with a groove showing the divide; on 1669, 779 the legs are
completely divided between the knees and the feet; some modelling of the knees, with a
decor of painted circles. Feet are very small, slightly protruding at the front and often
tapering upwards at the back; painted toes can be shown.
Genitals: Mostly not indicated. SAC 352, 292, 1669, 1083 are females (SAC 352 with a raised
genital area, the others with an incised vulva, and perforation 1083); 829 is a male with a
modelled and perforated penis and applied testes.
Breasts: The majority have small breasts, with a painted decor (only modelled on 421, only
painted on SAC 309?); 800, 824, (others?) have no breasts.
Umbilicus: Not shown.
Back: No features.
Clothing, accessories:
Head-dress: Nine figurines wear an applied head-dress, six of them the typical four-picos hat
(only two picos are shown on 292 and Cl, but the same head-dress is represented); on
511 an additional applied band hangs down one side and the picos are decorated with
tear-shaped motifs (traces of same design on 549); 1669, SAC 307 have a simple band
applied across the forehead. On 828 the top of the head-dress is broken off The
specimens with an elongated head have painted head-dresses, decorated with vertical
stripes (1670, 824), or circles (SAC 351, SAC 309), plain on 421, damaged on 1083.
Clothing or body-paint: At least 12 specimens (the paint may have disappeared on others)
show a decor painted in the front, generally consisting of circles to the breasts, arms and
knees, as well as a large waistband. The circles often show a cross-and-dots design,
while the belt has wavy bands and dots.
Necklace: A necklace of elongated beads, applied and perforated is worn by 828.
Ear-plugs: Circular ear-plugs are worn by four figurines (applied on three, painted on 511); the
original painted decor is damaged.
Associated:
P33: Figurine very similar to this group in size, general aspect and manufacture. it also wears
an applied four- or two-picos head-dress, in this case with small lateral appendages.
The figurine originally had a reddish brown slip, now worn away, on a pale orange paste
"with no visible temper". There is some red face-paint and traces of black paint around
the neck. The figurine is partly hollow, with air-holes at the shoulders and the ears.
SAC 469: Similar figurine, with a more rounded head and no headgear. Differences include
completely separated legs and a different decor, in addition to the wide belt with circles:
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a large painted collar, breasts painted white with black nipples and several parallel
horizontal lines across the legs. There are no data about the manufacture or air-holes.
2176: Somewhat different specimen. The squansh face has incised eyes and mouth, no ears,
straight parallel tear-lines. No neck, the folded arms, painted with horizontal lines,
protrude at the sides, leaving a small space botween them and the body, the legs show the
same decor, but the painted circles on the breasts are similar to this group. The figurine
is hand-made and solid..
GROUP 4: FIGURINES BELONGING OR RELATED TO TILE WARI-PACHACMAC
STYLE
Table 8
	
Text Vol. I, pp.98-lO2
	
Plate 7
Sample: 10 figurines (examined 9)
Measurements 	 Maximum
Height (6)	 17.2 cm
Width (7)	 7.0cm
Thickness (5)	 5.4 cm
	
Minimum	 Median
	
13.7 cm	 15.6 cm
	
5.0cm	 5.2cm
	3.6c 	 4.2 cm
Manufacture
Hand-made, mostly rather crude figurines; all are hollow, with two lateral air-holes behind
the upper arms or at the waist.
The wares diffbr, from fine to cowse, with little or no burnishing, resulting in a matte
surface, often with a thin red slip. The decor is incised or painted, in shades of red, white, grey.
Description
Head: The size tends to be small in relation to the body, mostly about one quarter of total
height; the rounded crown shows no deformation.
Face: Often broadening towards the neck, with minimal modelling; two figurines (1533, 1518)
have modelled nose-to-chin lines. Face-paint consists in tear-lines (431, 451), a diagonal
cross on the chin (431). Five figurines have traces of red paint on the face.
Chin : Rounded, close to chest (431, 451, 436) or jutting (1518).
Eyebrows: Only shown on 431, 1533, 782.
Eyes: Large, elliptic. Painted, some with black lids, white eye-balls, mostly black pupils not
touching the lids; 451,436 have lids made by grooves and eye-balls painted white.
Nose: varies in size and shape; no nostrils or alae.
Mouth: straight incision; wider, cutting into the hollow core (436).
Ears: Mostly small tabs; elongated, with painted circles (ear-plugs?)on 431; modelled on 782;
missing on 780, 441.
Hair: 431 and 1533 have painted hair with a straight hair-line over the forehead. Five figurines
(431, 1518, 451, 436, 780) showpaintedhair atthe back.
Neck: Short, indicated by a depression (front and sides, hardly at the back).
B4': Cylindrical, more or less elongated, with straight sides; more globular on 780. No
shoulders.
Arms: Painted (431, 1533?, 782) or modelled, folded at waist; hands mostly only depicted by
incised fingers (three or four). 431 has large hands outlined in black, with five fingers of
difibront length, with white fingernails; 782 has painted circles in lieu of fingers.
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Legs: Mostly very short, slightly longer on 1518, 782; feet are either not indicated or shown as
small semi-circular protuberances (431, 780).
Genitals: Only 431 and 1518 have genitals (female), 431 with an outlined and recessed pubic
area and deep incised vulva, 1518 with two small incised concentric circles.
Breasts: Only 431 and 1518 have breasts, prominent on 431, and placed at the sides of the
chest.
Umbilicus: not shown.
Back: No features, except for the modelled aims and painted hair; clothing on 436 (see below).
Clothing and Accessories:
Head-dress: 1518 wears a painted calotte, divided in two halves, one red, one white and
outlined in black.
Clothing: 1533 is wrapped in a cotton textile. 436 has a belt and vertical band at the back with
an incised broken-line-and-dot design; 780 wears a short sleeveless tunic, painted in front
only; 441 has a design of black squares with diagonal lines painted on the abdomen; 782
is painted white to the waist.
Ear-plugs: May be seen in the painted circles on 431.
Necklace: 780 has a collar or necklace of trapezoidal elements, each with two dots one above
the other.
Bracelet: Black transversal lines (with dots?) shown on 780.
Accessories: 431 and 1533 are attached to split-cane litters.
Associated
1428: Cylindrical figurine with a circular base. Rounded, undeformed head with painted scarf
(?) and side-locks. Eyes and mouth as 431, nose with nostrils and alae, no ears, short
double tear-lines. Painted aims and hands and nails, pointed thumb-nails. No legs. Wears
a long tunic, with a belt decorated with a repeat design; one sleeve shows a meander
motif, the other a circle with central dot. The figurine is hand-made, hollow, with 2 air-
holes at the base and polychrome decor.
426: Squat figurine with large head, featuring four peaks (head-dress?), no cranial defonnation.
Typical painted Wan eyes and eyebrows, hooked nose, large upturned incised mouth,
large tab ears, modelled nose-to-chin lines. Neck indicated by a groove, no shoulders.
The body is very broad in profile, with marked knees, as if the figure where sitting. Arms
folded at waist, show some modelling, four incised fingers; legs and feet completely
joined, incised toes. No genitals, breasts, umbilicus. The figurine is hand-made, hollow,
with one air-hole on top of the head, two at the shoulders. The surfece colour is
terracotta, with greyish black and white decor.
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CATALOGUE SECTION 6
ThE FIGURINES OF THE LATE MIDDLE HORIZON - GROUPS 1 TO 3
(TRANSITIONAL)
GROUP 1: WARI-PACHACAMAC-RELATED FIGURINES WITh STRONG EARLIER
LOCAL TRAITS
Table 9
	
Text: Vol.1, pp.'05-1'0
	
Plate 8
Sample: 17 Figurines (examined 17)
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (9)	 17.2cm	 12.3 cm	 16.5 cm
Width (10)	 7.2 cm	 4.4 cm	 6.5 cm
Thickness (12)	 6.1 cm	 3.4 cm	 4.0 cm
Weight (6)	 4lOgr.	 l7Ogr.	 340gr.
Manufacture
Hand-made figurines. Eleven specimens are hollow, four are solid, a further two may be
solid, though they have perforations. Air-hole positions vary (shoulders, behind the upper arms,
at the waist, the chest, the vulva, through the forehead).
The wares vary, but are mostly rather coarse, with minimal smoothing or burnishing. Many
have an eroded surface, with only traces of the original surface. The colours vary from orange
through shades of terracotta to brown; four figurines are black or grey. The decor is simple,
modelled or incised; four specimens have a more elaborate punctated and incised decor.
Description
Head: The head measures between one third and one quarter of the total height. The crown can
be rounded, straight, or widening towards the temples, with signs of bilobation (227,
2009?); the upper part of the head of 1507 is chipped off. All except 440 show some
fronto-occipital deformation.
Face: varies greatly in shape, mostly shows little modelling. Four specimens (518, 94, 1031,
227) have a punctated decor around the eyes and/or on the cheeks; red paint on the face
of 256.
Chin: straight or rounded, applied (1507, 534), thickened (2008), totally absent (518, 94);
never jutting in profile.
Eyebrows: mostly absent; 256 and 227 have modelled brows.
Eyes: Mostly circular and lacking lids, more or less bulging (seven), incised (442); 1031 has a
horizontal incision across the raised eyeballs. 256 and 2002 have elliptic eyes, the latter
with thick applied lids. Six specimens are damaged.
Nose: Where not broken it is mostly large, often high-rooted, with nostrils but no alae. Note the
rectangular nose (in profile) of 1055,1506.
Mouth: either an applied protuberance with an incision (punctations on 1031) to indicate
opening (1507?, 1442, 94, 1031, 534); or a simple straight incision; absent (broken off?)
on 227, 2009.
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Ears: mostly absent; four specimens have tabs.
Hair: 1031 has incised lines on top of the head and at the back.
Neck: indicated by a groove or absent.
Body: long, mostly with straight sides, tubular or slightly flattened, straight profile.
Arms: Applied, extended downwards (nine, including 1508) or folded over the abdomen (2009,
534); 2008, 1499 have arms folded upwards on the chest. Hands are mostly indicated by
incised fingers, varying in number, or absent.
Legs: short, terminating in a rounded tip or flattened base; practically absent on the figurines
with punctated decor.
Genitals: Three specimens are female, with the vulva indicated by a hole (440) or an incision
(1508, 534). 442 is a male with one testicle, the rest of his genitals are missing.
Breasts: Five specimens have fairly prominent breasts (placed to the sides on 440, unusually
high (1507, 442), or low and close together on 1031.
Umbilicus: No.
Back: no features.
Clothing, accessories: no.
Atypical:
95: Solid figurine, narrow, concave in profile. Facial features chipped off, one perforation
through the forehead (others broken?). Anus chipped off, but traces show that they were
folded upwards; legs broken. Large umbilicus; incised genital triangle and vulva. Incised
necklace showing two rows of circular beads.
79: Solid, flat figurine. The head is flat at the top, forming a ridge; features chipped off,
remains of large nose; sides of face broadening to indicate ears with perforations.
Extended arms, no hands, very short legs. Deep incision at waist, traces of incisions in
the groin?
Associated:
1515: Roughly made, solid figurine. Incised eyes, arms folded upwards towards face, legs
hardly inthcated incised genital triangle and vulva. Protuberance at back.
1478: Figurine fragment showing a head and left arm, extended downwards. The lozenge
shaped eyes have incised brows, lids, eyelashes and central punctated pupils; the
upturned mouth shows a row of punctatiomis, perhaps teeth. Hair is shown by parallel
incisions across the crown of the head, halfway down the back and as mechones across
the cheeks. This head shows both fronto-occipital and biobal deformation.
GROUP 2: MISCELLANEOUS HYBRID FIGURINES
Table 10	 Text Vol.!, pp.1 10-112	 Plate 8
Sample: 9 figurines (examined 8)
Measurements	 Maximum
Height (9)	 20.5 cm
Width (9)
	 14.0cm
Thickness (9)	 6.0 cm
Weight (7)	 460gr.
	
Minimum	 Median
	
12.0cm	 15.3 cm
	
7.9 cm	 9.8 cm
	
4.6 cm	 5.1 cm
230gr.	 260 gr.
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Manufacture
Hand-made, hollow figurines, except 538, which is solid with perforations going from side
to side. Air-holes are generally placed behind the upper arms or at the neck, on one specimen at
the waist. In addition two figurines have an air-hole between the legs.
The oxidized ware varies in quality; the surface is smoothed, even burnished, generally
unslipped. The colour goes from buff through shades of terracotta to brown. The decor is
normally incised, exceptionally painted in red and/or black.
Description
Head: Large (half to one third of total size), widest part of figurines, often projecting at the
sides (at crown- or ear level), with a rounded crown (bibbed on 2007, 538). Fronto-
occipital defonnation.
Face: Often tilted upwards, flattened, wide, no modelling. Traces of tear-marks on 874, 538;
traces of a darker slip on the face of 1055; the face-markings on SAC 279 may have
been added recently. Incised nose-to-chin lines (1219); diagonally incised lines from the
eyes across the cheeks (96).
Chin: Rounded, slightly jutting on 2007, 1219. Applied (1506); not shown (96). Outlined in
black on 538, SAC 279?
Eyebrows: Modelled and/or painted or incised, elongated (2007 to SAC 279). Not shown on
others.
Eyes: Slightly raised and incised (2007-1219); elliptic, made by a broad, shallow incision
(1055); incised, with dots marking pupils (triangular on 96; one triangular, one elliptic
on 1506); straight incisions (1355).
Nose: Relatively small, pointed (2007, 874); rectangular (538), aquiline (1219, 1355); high-
rooted (96-1355). No nostrils or alae, except on 1355.
Mouth: Small, incised. No mouth on 1355.
Ears: The lateral projections, rounded or pointed, may indicate ears, except on 538, 1355
where the projections are clearly part of the crown. Ears shown by ear-plugs on 1506
and 1055.
Neck Shown at front by a groove (angular groove on 1219, 96, 1355) and at the sides; in the
back on 2007, 1219 only.
Body: Either showing narrow shoulders and tapering towards the legs, with a narrow profile,
slightly rounded from side to side (2007-SAC 279); or lacking shoulders, with a straight
or rounded lateral outline and a straight or rounded profile (12 19-1355). Deep horizontal
incision across the chest (1355).
Arms: Mostly folded above or at the waist; folded upwards (1506). Note arms with angular
cross section, inscribed inside the body outline (1219). 96 and 1055 have no anns. Hands
shown by four incised fingers (three on 1506, 1355).
Legs: Very short, tapering (2007-SAC 279) or marginally longer, straight (1219, 96, 1506) or
projecting outwards (1055, 1355). Note wide, straight crotch of 1219. Flattened at the
base or showing small feet, (going upwards at the back 538, 1219); incised toes on 1219,
1355.
Genitals, breasts, umbilicus: not indicated. Exception: small nipples on 2007. Incision marking
thegroinon 1355.
Back: no fbatures.
Clothing, Accessories:
Earplugs: Circular; concave, placed at an angle to the head, (1055); flat, ornamented with
perforations (1506).
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GROUP 3: THE TEATINO FIGURINES
Table 11	 Text: Vol.1, pp.113-116
	
Plate 9
Sample: 8 Figurines (examined 7)
Measurements:	 Maximum	 Minunum	 Median
Height (6)	 17.4 cm	 8.0 cm	 14.9 cm
Width (6)	 8.3 cm	 4.0cm	 7.8cm
Thickness (6)	 5.9 cm	 2.2 cm	 4.9 cm
Weight (5)	 315 gr.	 185 gr.	 220gr.
Manufacture
The figurines are hand-made and all except the atypical 552, are hollow, generally with two
air-holes behind the upper arms. 599 has air-holes at the armpits (front and back). The solid
552 has perforations through the chest.
The figurines are made of a medium to fine ware. Mica occurs in the temper of a number of
specimens. The surface is polished, perhaps covered with a self-slip. The colours range from
pale red to brown or greyish black. Features such as eyes, mouth, fingers are incised in broad
shallow grooves.
Description
Head:: Relatively small (ca 3/5 of total height) with a rounded or bibbed crown and fronto-
occipital craneal deformation.
Face: Broad, minimal modelling, no face-paint.
Chin: Rounded; not juttting. No chin on 589.
Eyebrows: Incised on 592, modelled on 830, 599; not shown on others.
Eyes: Large, benticular; the lids are shallow grooves, the eye-balls prominent; 599 has
composite eyes, the lids outlined by two grooves.
Nose: Thin, long, pointed; nostrils (830, 589), alae (589).
Mouth: Incised, either a single line (592, 1713, 599) or two laterally applied notches.
Ears: Small, concave tabs with a rounded or more pointed outline.
Neck Modelled; incised line at back (599).
Body: Fairly nanow, with low, rounded shoulders; tapering towards the legs; profile fairly flat;
more globular (830, 589).
Arms: Modelled at sides of body (widest point), very thin, folded upwards or across abdomen
(SAC 312, 599). Hands are indicated by three to five incised fingers (modelled on 830).
Legs: Completely separated, short, conical. No feet: the base is either flattened or slightly rising
at the back (592, 589).
Genitals, Breasts, Umbilicus: not shown.
Back: no features.
Clothing, Accessories : none.
Atypical:
1033: Shape of head and some features (eyes, mouth, ears) like above. But high-rooted nose
with nostrils and hair rendered by parallel grooves. The body is broader, especially in
profile and the joined legs form a broad base, with projecting feet and incised toes. The
arms, outlined by grooves, are broad seen in profile. There is an incision marking the
waist, with another forming a triangle from the shoulders to a point in the lower back.
552: Highly stylized figurine with a very broad eliptic head, huge nose with nostrils, no ears;
the eyes and mouth as above. Flat, solid body, arms indicated by grooves.
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CATALOGUE SECTION 7
THE FIGURINES OF THE LATE MIDDLE HORIZON - GROUPS 4 TO 6
(INNOvATIvE)
GROUP 4: ThE SUPE FIGURINES
Table 12	 Text: Vol.!, pp.'18-126
	
Plates 9-13
Sample: 103 Figurines (examined 92)
Measurements:	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (89)	 21.5 cm	 4.3 cm	 14.1 cm
Width (87)	 15.3 cm	 2.8 cm	 9.7cm
Thickness (86)	 9.3 cm	 1.9cm	 5.8 cm
Weight (75)	 580gr.	 20 gr.	 320 gr.
Manufacture
This group marks the first definite appearance of mold-made figurines on the Central Coast.
An earlier mold-made group (Early NIH Group 3), although found on the Central Coast, was
probably imported. All except three specimens are mold-made and all but three are hollow; one
figurine is made with only a front mold. The air-holes are highly standardized with 63% [65] at
the level of, through or behind the upper arms and 17 % at the shoulders [15] or neck [4]. The
rest vary, or are solid or unrecorded.
The wares are mainly variants of epigonal (three or four colours), of white-on-red and plain
red ware, all of which are common in late MN Central Coast assemblages. One other—rarer-
ware is buff or pale orange, often with red, (generally on the face), but different from 3-colour
geometric. The surface finish varies greatly, a few specimens are highly polished. With the
variety of wares we also see a variety of decorative techniques, mostly molded with a few
incised details; a press-molded decor (see "Back's
 types A3, A4) becomes more common in the
late stages.
Description
Head: Large (half to one third of total height), often widest part of figurine. The crown is
semi-circular (exceptions: 2196, 796, 2203, 882, 774, 775 with 4 picos; 1913, 671 flat.
In profile the back is generally flattened, indicating a fronto-occipital defonnation
(practically absent on 1322, 1985). The dividing line between the front and back can be
very sharp (e.g. 1983, 1862), flattened at the edge (e.g. 1799) or not marked at all
(mostly). 1986 is double-faced.
Face: Broad and short. Can show some modelling of the cheeks and mouth area (e.g. 1983,
1322), but is more generally flat. Facial paint consists in : painting of the cheeks, all over
painting of the face (ca 35%), zoning with or without contrasting outline, which can be
stepped (ca 20%); 864 has one side of the face painted red, the other cream. In addition:
tear-lines (8%); nose-to-chin lines (painted, incised, modelled); line along the bridge of
the nose.
Chin: Generally rounded, outlined in paint, not prominent in profile. But can be naturalistic
(e.g. 1929 to 1322); thickened (e.g. 1719); strongly jutting (135, 1679, 1862).
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Eyebrows: Generally merge with the straight lower edge of the head-dress, which either slightly
overhangs the eyes or is thickened. 2204, 2179, 2011, 2062 have straight molded
eyebrows (elongated on 2011, 2062).
Eyes: The great majority has elliptic or almond shaped eyes with molded eyelids and eyeballs.
Of these some have lids painted black or white and/or eyeballs painted white, some with
black pupils; 2203 has vertically divided black and white eyeballs. 135, 596 have
"composite" eyes, with an additional incision around the molded lid. Other forms are:
"coma" eyes (2204), lozenge shaped eyes, molded or incised (e.g. 1985, 671, 1175);
circular (1679); incised eyeballs, no lids (1719, 2182); raised globular eyeballs (663).
Nose: Generally non-descnpt, of normal size. The most common shape is slightly pointed (e.g.
1175), very few are aquiline (e.g. 1724), fewer still "rectangular"(169). Nostrils and/or
alae are not common. A few specimens have a line painted along the bridge of the nose,
sometimes continuing across the mouth (e.g.35 1). Over 25 % have a chipped nose.
Mouth: Circa 60% have an elliptic mouth with molded lips, with or without a space between
them; occasionally the corners are turned up (664, 2014); lips can be outlined in white
with painted teeth (469, 663) or decorated with white dots (2014); 1812 has molded
teeth. 40% have a straight incised mouth, in some cases slightly raised (e.g. 1230, 1175).
Ears: There are two main types of representation:
1) a stylized version of the naturalistic ear, elongated with a thickened edge (3 4%, e.g.
1929, 136), correctly placed (very high on 1679, 1717), slightly projecting at the sides,
hardly showing at the back. In less well made (later?) figurines (2 1%) this type of ear
becomes a simple tab (e.g. 2011) or lateral projections of the head-dress (e.g. 86).
2) the ears are rendered by large circular ear-plugs (36%), a few of them with a painted
decor. These can project laterally beyond the head-dress (e.g. 664, 864) or be an integral
part of it (e.g. 161,169), placed rather low (exception 1736). At the back, they can be
shown by a semi-spherical protuberance. 595 appears to have both ear-plugs and big
lateral projections (broken).
10% have no ears.
Hair: see below under Back and Head-dress.
Nec/c only apparent in the clear separation between head and body (head-dress, chin,
sometimes necklace, shoulders).
Body: Although short in comparison with the large head, the proportions vary considerably (cf.
extreme cases like 1175 versus 1862). The lateral outline also varies: it can be slightly
rounded and tapering towards the base (e.g. 1984); straight (e.g. 1928); and/or
broadening at the base (e.g. 1862). Shoulders are narrow or not show. Relatively flat in
profile (exceptions 1717, 663, corpulent).
Arms: are always folded at right angles across the waist. Whilst the majority start at shoulder
height and are placed along the sides of the figurine, ca 12% have arms starting from the
chin and placed slightly inside the body (e.g. 868). All are molded: ca 40% have a finrly
naturalistic shape with a rounded cross-section (e.g. 1984), the remaining 60% are
flattened, with a rectangular cross-section (e.g. 864). Hands are generally stylized, only
rendered by mostly incised, rarely molded fingers. In general four fingers of equal length
are shown, more rarely three fingers (often on figurines with arms starting at the chin).
Legs: With a few exceptions, all the figurines stand on a flat base, but the legs can be indicated.
On ca 30% they are shown as a shallow depression (e.g. 1982), different from the
separation between the feet; sometimes the depression has a sharp outline (e.g. 864). Feet
are shown on 70% of specimens as two massive bulges, protruding at the front (17%),
front and back (26%) or all round (18%, e.g.1230); ca 20% of these have incised toes.
596, P.11200, 2182, 671, 169, 1812 have feet, with incised or molded toes, folded
horizontally at the base, perhaps indicating a sitting position; 1591 has very stylized
drawn up legs. A further 25% have no feet, 5% are unclear. Depending on the size and
shape of the fret, the cross-section of the base varies from a figure "eight" to an ellipse
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(exception 1591, with a circular base). 1812, 89, 1590 show two holes under the base, as
if their legs or feet were broken off (see Discussion).
Genitals: Only shown on two figurines (females): 2204 has an incised genital triangle, with an
air-hole marking the vulva; 1643 has a highly stylized, molded representation of the
vulva. But judging from their dress, all the figurines probably represent females.
Breasts: Small nipples, placed laterally and high, occur on ca 60 %. Note the double concentric
incisions (2196), and the painted outline (2203).
Umbilicus: Shown as a semi-spherical protuberance on 595, 2014.
Back: Extremely varied, but can be reduced to four main types. This sub-division is based on
the upper portion of the body, with the most noteworthy decorative features, though other
details such as the outline of the arms, the lower edge of tunic, the legs andlor feet can
also be shown. (see Table 12, Plate 9 and Discussion).
Back A: (46%) shows a head-dress (or perhaps hair) hanging down in a rectangular
arrangement (Back Al); this can be shorter, sometimes narrower and/or painted black
(Back Ala). The head-dress or hairstyle can also end in a point (A2), mostly plain, but
occasionally painted, incised or molded. Subsequently it changes into a panel, located
between the middle of the head and mid-back or lower, decorated with molded parallel
lines, probably imitating hair (A3); at a later stage this panel becomes highly stylized,
with an elaborate molded design and plain border (A4).
Back B: (22%) is plain, with or without a groove marking the neck;
Back C: (12%) is divided into several sections by incisions marking the edge of a skull-cap (?),
the ears, the neck, the lower edge of the tunic.
Back D: (7%) shows a horizontal relief band at the neck or lower back, or both.
Variant e, occurring in conjunction with backs A-D, shows the ear-plugs.
The remaining specimens are hybrids of B, C and D and specials. 1986 is double-faced;
seven specimens are unrecorded.
Clothing and accessories:
Head-dress: All figurines are shown with a head-dress or hair. Although the rendering in the
back varies considerably (see "Back" above), the front view only varies in the height and
the ornamentation. The following variants occur:
a) plain, comparatively low semi-circle, framing the face, but leaving the ears free
(48%); with a serrated edge (1453), no edge (2204). In the back note: the head-dress of
672 painted in contrasting squares; incised hair on 1679, 1928, 1435 and 1982, ending,
on the two latter specimens, in "feline" heads. The high panels with vertical incisions (see
Back A3) must represent hair; panels with various designs (Back A4) appear to be no
longer part of the head-dress.
b) painted: with a step motif (6%); other painted decor (8%), including "branches"
(antlers?) from a central "trunk" (2062, not visible on photo); higher head-dress with
vertical stripes, sometimes also in the back (30%).
c) 2196, 882, 796, 2203, 774, 775 wear a 4-picos head-dress (2203,774,775 with
painted decor); 1913 has a low circular projection (turban?) at the top of his head-dress.
Clothing: Probably all the figurines are meant to be dressed, but this is more explicitly shown
either by a horizontal line, indicating the lower edge of a tunic, mostly knee-length (circa
40%) and/or by a painted (sometimes molded) vertical band down the front (17%); the
molded decorative panel on the back of some specimens may also indicate clothing. 2014
features a face and birds painted on its front.
Ear-plugs: 36% have large circular ear-plugs, which can be shown at the back by a semi-
spherical protuberance. But in profile ear-plugs actually piercing the ears are only shown
on 1736, 2182 and less clearly on 1720, 1590.
Necklaces: The most popular types are one or two rows of molded and/or incised rectangular
(12%) or circular beads (13%); a plain molded, incised or painted neck-band 8% (one
with punctations); four specimens have a row of large white squares with black dot or
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line filler, perhaps showing a collar; 671 has a collar of pendant triangles (painted). No
necklace: 60%.
Bracelets: A number of specimens show incisions at the wrist, which may represent a bracelet
or just the edge of the hands.
Atypical
519: Similar in basic shape, but extended arms, much flatter profile, bulging circular eyes
without lids. Hand-made, solid.
1724: The head is an integral part of the conical body molded ridge around upper part of head,
chin, abdomen; no arms or feet; stylized vulva, no breasts; double reverse triangle shown
in the back.
556: Similar shape and decor (incised) as 1724. Lozenge shaped eyes. No genitals. No decor in
the back. Solid.
C2 : Elaborate figurine with 4-picos headdress, ear-plugs and a complex hairstyle (back),
featuring coils and "feline heads" like on 1435 and 1982. The base is narrower than the
rest of the body and hollow: perhaps the figurine was part of a vessel (cf. Sawyer 1975:
fig.184).
GROUP 5: SUPE-RELATED HYBRID FIGURINES
SUB-GROUP 5.1: SUPE-TEATINO HYBRIDS
Table 13	 Text: Vol.11, pp.126-127 	 Plate 13
Sample: 5 Figurines (examined 5).
Measurements	 Maximum
(Height: estimated 	 ca 12cm?
Width (5)	 7.4cm
Thickness (5)	 3.1 cm
Weight: not recorded.
Minimum	 Median
5.6cm	 ca 9 cm?)
4.3 cm	 4.5 cm
1.8 cm	 2.1 cm
Manufacture
It is not clear whether the figurines are hand-or mold-made; those with legs attached appear
at least partly hand-made. Two specimens are definitely hollow, the others may be solid. All
specimens have two holes at the neck, functioning as air- or suspension holes.
Only one specimen shows traces of a tan slip, the others have a smoothed surface. The
colour is brown, buff or terracotta.
Description
Head: Large, with semi-circular crown, very thin edge. Marked fronto-occipital deformation.
Widest part of figurine.
Face: Semi-circular to elliptic, no modelling, no face-paint.
Chin: semi-circular, not protruding.
Eyebrows: No.
Eyes: Elliptic, incised eyeballs, no lids, no pupils shown on 1787, 1788. 2001 and 1820 might
have had applied eyes.
Nose: Small, no nostrils or alae.
Mouth: No.
Ears: No.
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Table 13	 Text: Vol.!, pp.128-129
Sample: 11 Figurines (examined 5).
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum
Plate 13
Median
	12.6 c 	 18.0 cm
	
8.4 cm	 11.7cm
	
3.6 cm	 6.5 cm
Nec/c Very slightly indicated.
Body: Squat, no shoulders; straight lateral outline, straight profile.
Arms: Very low relief, folded at waist. Squarish on 1791, 1820.
Legs: 1787 stands on an elliptic base, the feet are shown as slight bulges above. The others
have short legs (broken on 1791, 1820), with small globular feet and incised toes (2001);
no feet (1788).
Genitals: No.
Breasts: Shown on 1791, 1820.
Umbilicus: No.
Back: No features.
Clothing or accessories: Not shown.
SUB-GROUP 5.2: A SIJPE-PACHACAMAC HYBRID
Table 13	 Text: Vol.1, pp.127-128 	 Plate 13
Sample: 1 Figurine (examined)
Measurements: see Table
Manufacture
The figurine appears mold-made (head, upper body), though the legs may be hand-made
and added, as are the applied ear-plugs. It is hollow with a pair of air-holes through the upper
arms and one between the legs. The oxidized ware is of medium texture, the surface shows a
thin self-slip, and black, white and red decor.
Description
1516 bears a marked resemblance with Supe figurines, especially the grouping 2034 to
1717: shape and position of head (tilted backwards), facial features, stepped face-paint (cf.
Supe 831, 1129), large disk ear-plugs, ending in a point at the back, a large bead necklace. The
back is the Supe Al type. The upper body with small breasts, folded arms and large incised
fingers is also similar (cf. Supe 1679), but unlike Supe figurines, 1516 has a raised genital area
and stands on two short legs with small feet and incised toes. Originally dressed in a "poncho"
of roughly woven cream cloth with a blue/white/light brown stripy border.
SUB-GROUP 5.3: SUPE-HUAURA HYBRIDS
Height (8)	 22.2 cm
Width(9)	 15.1cm
Thickness (8)	 7.0 cm
Weight: Mostly unrecorded
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Manufacture
The figurines are probably all mold-made and hollow, with two lateral air-holes mostly at
the neck and shoulders or upper arms (one between the legs). The wares can be epigonal-
related, three colour (white, black, red), but are more often white on red, sometimes with a
darker red added.
Description
Head: Large, widest part of figurine, nearly elliptic on P51, 228. Variety of headgear (see
below) affecting head shape; fronto-occipital deformation.
Face: Foreshortened, no modelling, often painted a darker colour, with features outlined in
lighter colour (except P51, 228, 1059). Vertical line painted from nose to chin (768,
SAC 283), tearlines (1059), incised nose-to-chin lines (P51).
Chin: Mostly rounded, slightly protruding or straight (P51, 228); thickened (228), outlined in
paint on six figurines.
vebrows: On SAC 289 only.
Eyes: Round or elliptic, circular (1059); molded lids, molded and/or painted eyeballs.
Nose: non-descript, no nostrils or alae.
Mouth: Straight, molded, incised and/or painted lips; smiling (1059); 768, SAC 405 have
painted teeth.
Ears: SAC 283, 190, SAC 284 have ears in the form of projecting tabs, decorated with parallel
painted lines and ear-plugs placed very near or inside the face outline; others have only
ear-plugs (768, SAC 405, P51, 228) or only tab ears (1348).
Neck hardly indicated.
Body: Stocky, no shoulders, mostly straight-sided, tapering on SAC 283. 1384, SAC 284 have
short lateral projections (see discussion). Some modelling at waist level (SAC 283, 190).
Profile (mostly unrecorded): straight, fiat (1348, 228), more naturalistic (1059).
Arms: Generally folded above waist (not clear on SAC 284). Inscribed inside the body outline
and starting from the chin (SAC 293, 1328, SAC 289). Outlined in a darker colour (768,
SAC 405); white stripes across (SAC 289). 228 has two sets of folded anns (outlined in
white). Hands can have three (768, 228) or four fingers (1348, SAC 289, 1059); hardly
indicated on others.
Legs: Completely separated, mostly cylindrical, with slightly protruding feet, with or without
incised toes. SAC 289 has short heavy legs and large feet and toes. P51, 228 have "claw
feet", round, with deep incisions for the toes. SAC 293, 228 have horizontal stripes.
Genitals: 190, SAC 283?, 228, 1059 feature a protuberance in the genital area, indicating
frmales; PSI, with traces of a painted genital triangle, is probably also a fimiale. SAC
284 is a male with applied penis. Not indicated on five figurines.
Breasts: Small nipples on most specimens, except the male SAC 284.
Umbilicus: no.
Back: 768 and 190 have a Supe type Ale back, 1348, 228, 1059 variants of A4. SAC 289 is
double-faced. No data about the remaining figurines.
Clothing, accessories
Head-dress: Rounded, with vertical stripes (768, SAC 405, SAC 289, 228; additional molded
"stripes" 1059); higher, narrower (SAC 283); with four picos, striped (SAC 293), with a
"antler" design (1348); rounded calotte, edged with painted concaitric circles, with raised
top, which may have had two picos, now broken (190); hat with brim and central calotte,
unclear (SAC 284); not clear whether PSI wears a head-dress
Clothing: Shown by vertical "textile" strip on five figurines; no clothing on others.
Necklace: One row of beads, molded (SAC 405, SAC 283?, 1348, SAC 284?), painted (768);
two rows, molded (190, SAC 289).
Ear-plugs: Disks, painted with "cross and dots" motif, probably protruding in the back. Small,
semi-spherical on 228, 1059, possibly on P51. No ear-plugs: SAC 293, 1348.
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GROUP 6: BIOMORPHIC FIGURINES (CATS, BIRDS)
SUB-GROUP 6.1: CATS
Table 14	 Text: Vol.!,	 pp. 130-133	 Plate 14
Sample: 12 Figurines (examined 8)
Measurements 	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (10)	 17.5 cm
	 4.1 cm
	 9.1 cm
Width (9)	 7.5 cm	 2.6cm	 5.4 cm
Thickness (6)
	 3.3 cm
	 1.2 cm	 3.0 cm
Manufacture
Hand-made figurines, generally solid. One specimen (1163) is hollow, though the holes
below the shoulders do not penetrate a hollow area. Two further specimens also appear hollow
because of their convex profile.
All except two figurines are black, but mostly made an oxidized ware with a black slip. The
surface is polished, the decor is always incised. The narrow, fairly deep incisions are often
filled with a white (in one case red) powdery pigment.
Description
Head: Normal proportions; crown straight, bibbed or pointed. Fronto-occipital deformation (or
flat back).
Face: Sides either straight, tapering to the chin or widening at the cheeks (695). No modelling.
Facial decor of incised lines: tearlines, horizontal parallel lines, reverse triangles on
cheeks, nose-to-mouth lines, lines from eyes upwards to temples ("specs"), circles.
Chin: Modelled on 695, 562, SAC 353, incised on 2258; straight in profile.
Eye-brows: Indicated by two parallel lines ? (694, SAC 346, 562).
Eyes: Incised; circular, with two concentric circles (one circle on 562, 561) or straight, stylized
(2258). Applied (259).
Nose: Large, aquiline or pointed. Nostrils on 259 only.
Mouth: Incised, small, straight (circular on SAC 353). Applied lips en 259. No mouth on SAC
346, 562?, 561, 2258.
Ears: Only shown on 2258 (pointed protuberances) and SAC 353.
Nec/c Normally shown; exceptions: 561, P.3874, 259?, 2258.
Body: Mostly straight sides, tapering towards the legs. P.3874 has no shoulders, the rest have
pointed shoulders or outstretched arms. Flat or slightly convex profile.
Arms: Absent or short, extended, lacking modelling or hands (562, 561, 2258); folded on SAC
353?
Legs: Short, tapering; projecting outwards on 562; feet are never shown.
Genitals: Not shown, except on 695, 561 with an incised genital triangle.
Back: No features, except incised circles on 2258.
Clothing andAccessories
Head-dress: 695 appears to wear a flat applied cap, decorated with incised circles.
Body-paint: All except 695 have an incised decor in the front: mostly rows of circles,
alternating with parallel horizontal or diagonal lines; rows of broken lines and dots on
P.3874.
Necklace: Indicated by a row of circles on 694, 562, SAC 353.
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Sub-group 6.2: Birds
Table 14	 Text: Vol. I, pp.I3O-l33	 Plate 14
Sample: 7 figurines (examined 5)
Measurements	 Maximum
Height (5)	 7.0 cm
Width (3)	 5.0cm
Thickness (3)	 2.8 cm
Minimum	 Median
2.2 cm	 6.8 cm
2.2cm	 2.2 cm
0.9 cm	 1.8 cm
Manufacture
As above, except that all the figurines are obviously solid, with suspension holes through the
neck. The surface colour is brown or terracotta, one specimen is black, the decor is as above.
Description
Head: Broader, shorter than above; all specimens except 1104 show a marked bilobation.
Insufficient data about profile. P.9752 has heads at both ends of the body.
Face: Rounded sides, no modelling, no decor.
Eye-brows: No.
Eyes: Two or three concentric circles, sometimes with a depression at the center.
Nose: Small, rounded. No nostrils or alae.
Mouth: Small, incised, can be upturned at corners; broader groove (506b).
Ears: No.
Chin: Small, rounded; straight profile (on examined specimens).
Nec1c Very marked.
Body: Characterized by wing-like projections (widest point). Very short. Sides curving. Flat
proffle.
Arms: Look like wings; no hands.
Legs: Short appendages, curving outwards; replaced by second head on P.9752; no legs on
1104. Feet never shown.
Genitals: Shown by a deep upwards incision (vulva) on 869, 1785, 506b.
Back : No features.
Clothing andAccessories
Head-dress: 869, 1785 show incised and punctated triangles which may indicate a head-dress.
Body decor: the "wings" are generally outlined by parallel lines.
Necklace: Parallel lines with rows of circles (869, P.9752).
Atypical
2320: Anthropomorphic bird with shape similar to above, but larger (height: 14.0 cm).
Similarities include: biobation; circular, incised eyes. Differences include: face paint,
with central white panel; an unusually large, beaky nose; applied earrings, painted with a
cross-and-dot motif a painted decor of vertical and horizontal stripes in a tricolour
(black, white, red) ware. Suspension holes were not recorded, but since the specimen is
considerably larger than the other "birds", it could probably not be worn as an amulet.
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CATALOGUE SECTION 8
THE FIGURiNES OF THE LATE Mn AND EARLY LIP - PART I:
ThE HUAURA FIGURINES AND UNAFFILIATED FIGURINES
THE HUAIJRA FIGURINES
GROUP 1: ANTHROPOMORPHIC HUAIJRA FIGURINES WITH HANDS PLACED ON
GENITALS
Table 15	 Text: Vol.1, pp.138-141
	
Plate 15
Sample: 9 figurines (examined 7)
Measurements	 Maximum
Height (6, standing)	 15.8 cm
Height (3, sitting)	 13.0 cm
Width(8)	 11.4cm
Thickness (8)	 7.2 cm
Minimum
12.5 cm
11.8cm
7.4 cm
5.5 cm
Median
14.5 cm
11.9 cm
8.6 cm
6.1 cm
Manufacture
The bodies appear generally mold-made, with the arms added. All are hollow with air-holes
behind the upper arms or at the waist (at the back, rather than the sides).
The ware often has a medium to coarse texture, but the surface finish can be highly
polished. The ware appears to be mostly of a 4-colour, epigonal-derived type, with designs in
black, white and red or purple on an orange or terracotta grounding.
Description
Head: circa one third of total size; much wider than long, with rounded crown. In profile the
back of the head is only minimally flattened; tilted backwards (standing figurines only).
Face: Short and wide, minimal modelling of eye-sockets; facial markings consist of cheek-
zoning, tearlines. 119 has white lines extending sideways from the nose, 536 has incised
nose-to-chin lines.
Chin: Round and jutting, or oval and straighter; often outlined in black, sometimes with
markings below the mouth (761, 119, 660).
Eyebrows: Mostly in slight relief at edge of hairline or head-dress; not shown on 119.
Eyes: Circular, mostly with raised lids and pupils, both painted black, with flat eyeballs painted
white.
Nose: Large, curved; nostrils and alae on 536 only; several specimens have a black line along
the bridge of the nose (e.g.. P3 6).
Mouth: Stylized, elliptic, slightly open, relief lips painted black, inside painted white (119 with
teeth).
Ears: Flat semi-circular or elliptic tabs, placed high on head; mostly decorated with parallel
painted lines.
Hair 761, P36, 659 show parallel lines in black, white and/or red which may represent hair or
a head-dress.
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Neck Modelled all round (standing figurines) or only in front (sitting).
Body: The standing figurines have a squat, cylindrical body with drooping shoulders and a
straight or slightly convex profile (536 see discussion); the sitting specimens have a more
elongated upper body; 536 and 1017 show some modelling of the thoracic cage.
Arms: Applied, partly detached from the body, long, tubular, (except 1722 and 659), folded
towards the genital area. The elbows mostly mark the widest point of the figurine. The
hands can have five (also four or three) molded, sometimes painted, fingers. (536 see
discussion).
Legs: The standing figurines have cylindrical short stumps, completely or partly separated,
mostly with slightly protruding feet and painted or incised toes. The sitting specimens
have broad thighs (660), with thin applied lower legs and paw-like feet (536, 1017). All
are fairly stable.
Genitals: are veiy peculiar, shown by a marked protuberance (morn Veneris?), sometimes
painted and outlined (761, SAC 399, P36, 119, 660) or by modelling, showing the
clitoris inside the lips of the vulva (659) or erect male genitals (536, 1017); 1722 has
only a vulva indicated by a groove.
Breasts: not shown.
Umbilicus: not shown, except as a modelled semi-spherical protuberance on 536.
Back On the standing specimens the neck, waist and separation of the legs are generally
indicated by grooves; the painted hair or head-dress (761, 119, others?) is also shown; on
the sitting 660 the folded thighs and a hanging scarf are shown. Viewed in profile 536
appears to have another figure sitting behind?
Clothing and accessories
Head-dress: 761, P36, 659 have painted parallel lines starting from the forehead and
descending to the neck in the back, represent hair or a head-dress; 119 wears a black cap,
featuring rows of white dots with black centers in the back, 660 wears a rectangular
head-dress, reaching below the shoulders at the back, showing a textile with wide black
borders and a central strip, separating two white bands with a zigzag and dot design.
1017 wears a semi-circular head-dress.
Body markings or clothing?: are shown on the chest and arms of all specimens (except 1017,
which has a worn surface); they consist of chevrons, steps, crosses, circles with central
dots.
Necklace: P36 wears a row of large painted beads, 659 similar molded ones. SAC 399 has a
collar of pendant triangles.
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GROUP 2: STANDARD HUAURA FIGURINES
SUB-GROUP 2.1: STANDARD HUAURA FIGURINES WITH FOLDED ARMS
Table 16	 Text: Vol.1, pp.141-lS!
	 Plates 15-17
Sample: 63 fIgurines (examined 52)
Measurements 	 Maximum
Height (48)	 29.0cm
Width (43)	 16.0 cm
Thickness (48)	 8.6 cm
Weight (25)	 Over 1000 gr
	
Minimum	 Median
	
12.8 cm	 18.2 cm
	
7.5 cm	 10.2 cm
	
4.3 cm	 6.0cm
	
l9Ogr.	 540gr.
Manufacture
All the examined figurines are mold-made, though five or more may have a hand-made back
and several have added hand-made features, such as genitals or ear-plugs. The joins are often
ill-fitting at the sides or at the top of the head, where the front can protrude above the back (e.g.
422). The majority are hollow, one figurine is solid; ten specimens lack air-holes, but could also
be hollow, because on some of them the lateral joins are clearly visible (e.g. 1184) and some
have roughly the same weight as similar size hollow figurines (cf. 1193 with 1191). Air-holes
are located behind the upper arms (34 % of recorded specimens), at the neck or shoulders (26
%), under the feet (12%), one (2 %) at waist; 26% have no air-holes; the rest are unrecorded.
A great variety of wares are represented. The painted decor—often only applied in front and
to the back4he head - shows combination of four (20%), three (44%) and two colours (30%);
one specimen is plain red, one brownish black, two white. The grounding is predominantly red
(69%) in different shades (orange, terracotta, red, purple) or cream (24%), with pinky-buff a
very typical shade. The quality of the wares also varies: the high-gloss variety, occurring in
Huaura i, is replaced by a mat finish; on the whole, the wares tend to be rather coarse,
sometimes fired at low temperatures; a few specimens appear not to have been fired at all.
Description
Head: Mostly large (35%-60% of total height, 75% on 1189). It is generally the widest part of
the figurine (at the ears). The crown is either rounded (all females) or ending in horn-like
projections of the head-dress (all males). In profile there is a marked fronto-occipital
deformation; the edge of the head is often flattened all round. 140 is double-faced.
Face: Depending on the height of the head-dress, the proportions can be normal or
foreshortened. Minimal modelling. Face-paint is nearly always present: all-over
contrasting colouring, zoning of the cheeks or the eye area (on 550 with molded ridges),
or step decor on the cheeks. In addition there are other common face-markings: outlining
of the chin (ca 95%); tear-marks (ca 30% mostly two vertical lines, curved on 1189);
painted and/or modelled diagonal nose-to-chin lines (single or double, circa 3 0%).
Chin: normally round, rarely slightly pointed (1189, 551); in profile straight or slightly jutting;
always outlined in paint and/or thickened.
Eyebrows: Generally modelled as a straight line at the edge of the head-dress. 1194 has arched
painted eyebrows, 437 painted dots.
Eyes: 56% are circular, the rest elliptic, mostly with molded lids and eyeballs, both often
painted.
Nose: Stylized, about 50% have a pointed (e.g. 573) or aquiline (e.g. 1183) nose, the rest a
typical "rectangular" or rounded nose (e.g. 613). Nostrils and/or alae are rare. A number
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of specimens have a painted line along the bridge and/or lines, dots etc. on the sides of
the nose (e.g. 551).
Mouth: Stylized molded lips, often painted. The interior of the mouth can be painted white,
sometimes showing teeth (e.g. 437).
Ears: 84% have tab ears (some now broken), often painted with parallel lines (1184 with dots),
or white; the remaining specimens wear ear-plugs.
Neck Short, often shown only at sides and/or back.
Body: Mostly rather squat. The lateral outhne goes from rounded shoulders and/or elbows (e.g.
1211) to completely straight with no shoulders (e.g. 1192), with legs straight (e.g. 795),
tapering (e.g. 1884) or widening (e.g. 1173) towards the bottom. Note the projecting
shoulders of 604, 790, SAC 372. In profile the figurines are mostly, though not always,
flattened and-depending on the feet- straight or leaning backwards or forwards (cf.
1188, 550, 1883).
Arms: mostly folded at the abdomen, either just above the genitals or at the waist; four
specimens (550 to 1189) have arms extended downwards towards the genitals; folded
upwards (1191, 551). The arms are always molded (except 655, painted); they are often
inscribed inside the outline of the body (e.g.. 1182, 655, 551, SAC 272, SAC 368).
About 60% are decorated either by a simple outhne or with circles, zigzag-and-dot
design or transversal lines. On 1182, 1345 the arms are joined by a continuous painted
line across the chest. The hands are nondescript, mostly only indicated by molded and/or
painted fingers, varying in number-even on the same specimen-from three to five (e.g.
655).
Legs: vary in length; can be separated (Ca 50%), or divided by a deep groove along the inside at
the front and back. Cylindrical to flattened, with minimal modelling but often decorated
with horizontal lines, circles, other designs. Feet can protrude more or less at the front
and/or at the back; painted lines indicate toes (45%). Most specimens are firly stable.
Genitals: 33 females, 18 males (four couples), the rest not indicated (2) or not recorded (2).
The female genitals can be represented a) by enlarged lips of the vulva and clitoris (550,
1182, 655, 19; b) by a prominent mons Veneris (1195, 1345, 1226, 657); c) by a painted
genital triangle mostly confined to the lower abdomen, with or without a groove marking
the vulva (painted pubic hair on 1193). The males have prominent applied genitals (some
without testes). There are five male/female pairs.
Breasts: 14 females and 12 males have small molded and/or painted nipples.
Umbilicus: Indicated on eight specimens (12.5%).
Back: Straight or slightly convex, with some modelling at the neck and lower back; 573, 47
have two molded vertical lines in the middle of the back, 437 a molded design. Any
painted decor is confined to the back of the head.
Clothing and accessories
Head-dress: All specimens wear a head-dress, differing according to sex.
The female head-dress is high, rounded at the top, covering the forehead. The decor
consists of stripes, mostly vertical, alternating in colour, width or shape (straight, wavy,
lines of dots), probably representing feathers; a few specimens have diagonal or criss-
cross lines; 1345 only has a horizontal band with painted circles, SAC 272 an all-over
design of painted circles and dots, SAC 368 a plain head-dress.
The male head-dress, also high, ends in vertical picos: ca 20% (of a total of 20) with
two picos, ca 70% with three picos (broken on 1183, 1945, SAC 291), 1211 originally
had four picos; the head-dress is hidden on P39. The picos vary in length and shape (cf
551, 1884, 1222), note the tnmcated shape of 790; ca 30% of picos are perforated at
their base (adorned with feathers on 1184).
Clothing/Bodypaint. Most specimens appear to be naked, with the exception of 573 (textile-like
band from the neck to the waist) and SAC 368 (knee-length tunic). Markings such as the
outline of the genital triangle, markings on the chest (1194, 47, P37, 1196, 1183) or on
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the arms and legs probably representing body-paint; 551, 437 have horizontal stripes
(437 also wavy lines) painted at the sides of the bodies; the male/female pair 1183/1196
is covered with an overall pattern of wavy lines and dots. Several figurines were
recovered wrapped in textiles (P38, P39, P40).
Ear-plugs: SAC 368 wears large ear-plugs; 437, 551, 1399, 1884 have protuberances at the
temples, which could also be ear-plugs (see Discussion).
Necklace: Circa 54% of the sample, male or female, wear a single row of large, molded, semi-
spherical beads, often well spaced-out, sometimes painted white; SAC 368 wears three
molded bands. A few specimens have a white line painted at the neck.
Wristband: A painted line across the base of the fingers is common, but does net appear to
represent a bracelet.
Atypical:
SAC 220: Typical traits: posture with hands folded at the genitals, shape of head-dress and
body, tear-lines. Atypical: absence of ears, head-dress border with step design; the ware,
described as black-on-white, may not be of the Chancay variety (the specimen looks
"retouched").
197: Typical traits: stripy head-dress, circular eyes and "rectangular" nose, large bead necklace.
Traits shared with some 2.1 figurines: stylized female genitals, white-on-terracotta ware
with parallel lateral lines (alternating continuous and dotted lines), air-holes under the
feet. Atypical: overall shape with one vety thin, molded arm (left side), absence of mouth
and ears, molded representation of hair in the back.
1521: Typical traits: as 197, including genitals, but excluding facial features and ware.
Atypical: shape with very broad, flat head, small indentation (bilobation), disk ear-plugs
at temples, very short body, long legs, wide crotch.
611: Typical circular eyes, necklace. Atypical: very short body on long legs with large
protruding feet, especially at back. No genitals, m spite of "male" head-dress with three
picos, the central pico ending in a large knob. Laterally projecting ear-plugs, ending in
concave disks.
64, 1316: Two similar figurines, distantly related to the group, though sharing traits with 1189
and the atypical 1521 and 611: same cylindrical legs; traces of stripes on the head-dress
(64); disk ear-plugs placed at the temples, as on 1521. Other atypical features: lack of
face-paint; arched eye-brows (modelled or undercut), smiling mouth (1316).
SAC 286/SAC 285 are more distantly related to sub-group 2.1 and also resemble sub-group
2.3, though they look mold-made. Typical 2.1 traits: male/female couple, darkened face,
tear-lines, tab ears, stylized female genitals, head-dress with stripes (female), with two
picos (male), large bead necklace. Atypical: lack of arms, replaced by diagonal molded
sections, molded waistband, protuberant umbilicus, lateral appendages descending from
the head-dress to the chest.
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nimum Median
11.2cm
8.9cm
3.8cm
l3Ogr.
10.1 cm
620 gr.
11.8 cm
7.5 cm
3.5 cm
6lOgr.
29.0 cm
13.0cm
7.6 cm
over 1000 gr.
SUB-GROUP 2.2: STANDARD HUAURA FIGURINES WITH TWO PAIRS OF ARMS (FOLDED
AND EXTENDED) AND WITH EXTENDED ARMS.
• SUB-GROUP 2.2.1: FIGURINES WITH "DOUBLE ARMS"
Table 17	 Text: Vol.1, pp. 141-151	 Plate 17
Sample: 5 Figurines (examined 5).
• SUB-GROUP 2.2.2: FIGURINES WITH EXTENDED ARMS'
Table 17	 Text: vol.1, pp.141-151	 Plate 18
Sample: 22 Figurines (examined 9)
Measurements	 Maximum
Sub-group 2.2.1
Height (4)	 24.1 cm
Width (3)	 14.5 cm
Thickness (4)	 8.9 cm
Weight (3)	 over 1000 gr
Sub-group 2.2.2
Height (19)	 51.0 cm
Width (16)	 31.0 cm
Thickness(13)	 11.9cm
Weight (5)	 over 1000 gr
Manufacture (refer to Huaura 2.1)
The figurines appear to be mold-made (with the possible exception of SAC 261/SAC26O?);
some mold-made specimens have hand-made features, such as ear-plugs added and on some
larger specimens the body may be hand-made (coiled). Of the examined figurines seven are
solid, and another seven are hollow, with air-holes at the shoulders, the waist, the ears; the rest
are not recorded.
The types and quality of the wares are as in sub-group 2.1, but the 4-colour epigonal-
derived ware is missing (1400, 1403 have three colours on a grey or pinky-white grounding).
Over 55% are in 3-colour wares, 26% in two colours, with about half on a red background, the
rest on a cream or pinky-buff background, a further 11% have a cream or white slip, two are
probably red ware. The paint is generally only applied in front. Several specimens may not
have been fired.
Description (refer to Huaura 2.1)
The earlier figurines (sub-group 2.2.1, SAC 301 to 1403 in sub-group 2.2.2) are similar to
the typical 2.1 figurines, after which we see the appearance of new tendencies. The following
features are worth mentioning:
Head: Shape, otc., as sub-group 2.1. One figurine (P42) has a straight crown. On the large
specimens, the head is smaller in proportion.
Sub-group 2.2.2 includes two closely related figurines with folded arms.
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Face: Traces of (fugitive?) paint applied only on the face (SAC 468, P44, 778); triple tear-lines
on 609/6 10; tear-Iines(?) filled with dots, going to the chin (P42); "stubble" around the
mouth (P42/P43), the former being female!
Eyes: Disappearance of the circular eye in favour of elliptic eyes with molded lids (white eye-
balls on P42/P43).
Nose: Circa 45% now have nostrils and/or alae.
Mouth: As above; unusual vertical (painted?) mouths (SAC 261/SAC 260);
Ears: The tab ears with painted stripes are replaced by semi-circular, sometimes conch-like
ears; SAC 471, 778, have perforations through the ears.
Body: Some modelling of the body and a more sinuous lateral outhne on some of the larger
figurines (e.g. 778). Two specimens are hunchbacks (1723, 1224).
Arms: Four figurines (sub-group 2.2.1) have "double arms", with one pair folded on the chest
(upwards on 1701), the other extended (short stumps on 1701, 1401, 2181). In sub-
group 2.2.2 21 figurines have arms extended either slightly forward (SAC 301, SAC
404, 1403/1402) or upwards; note the pronounced elbows on seven figurines (e.g.
P42/P43). Two specimens (1400, SAC 200) have folded arms, but have been included
here because of their close resemblance with extended-arms specimens (SAC 200 forms
a couple with SAC 201!). Hands can be molded, fiat, more often slightly concave;
without fingers or with painted or incised fingers, mostly five; note fist-like hands and
incised fingers (610/609) and spaced out, stylized, triangular fingers (e.g.. P421P43).
1701 (2.2.1) has three fingers on the hands of the folded pair of arms.
Legs: About 50% have completely separate legs, vaiying in length; the rest are joined down the
inside of the legs; the legs of 609 are joined at the feet by a "bridge"; P44, 778 have
modelled ankle-bones. Feet are mostly slightly protruding, many with painted lines to
indicate toes; note the molded toes and toe-nails (painted on P44!). Painted transversal
lines occur on about half the figurines (including 1400 to 1403, hidden by textile
clothing).
Genitals: 16 females, 11 males, (five couples). With the exception of 609, the females have a
painted, but now also raised or incised genital triangle (SAC 200, SAC 271, SAC 260,
P42); P42 has a pronounced clitoris. Males have an applied penis and testes, the male
P43 exceptionally a genital triangle (incised).
Breasts: Nearly all, including the males, have small nipples.
Umbilicus: Shown on circa 30%.
Clothing and accessories
Head-dress: The female head-dress can be lower, forming a semi- circle; all the males have
three picos only, all perforated (exception 1403?); note the rounded crown and
excessively short picos on SAC 471, 778; feathers (1403). A decor of mostly vertical
stripes is still common (ca 60%, male and female), but plain headgear also occurs
(exceptions: horizontal border-band with circles on 1063 in 2.2.1).
Body-paint, clothing: either reduced to stripes across the arms and legs and the outlining of the
genital triangle or absent; veiy unusual on SAC 261/SAC 260, with spots on the chest of
both figurines and on the abdomen of the male. Five figurines are still wrapped in
textiles.
Ear-plugs: Circular, shown on seven specimens, including large flat disks with plugs visible at
the back on 609/610 and painted ear-plugs on P42/P43.
Necklace: The typical necklace of one row of large molded beads is worn by only about 15%
(e.g.. 2181, SAC 301, SAC 404, 1400); SAC26I/SAC26O have a single row of smaller
(painted?) beads; 610/609 have two rows of large beads, SAC 200/SAC 201, P42P43
several rows of small beads, SAC 271 wears a thick coiled necklace.
Associated: (Huaura 2.2.1)
542: Atypical aspects: Head with rounded crown lacking cranial defonnation; face with strong
modelling of the cheeks and mouth area; arched molded eye-brows, painted eye-balls and
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pupils. The folded anns have large molded hands turned downwards; extended arms have
bent elbows and flat hands with three fmgers. Separate cylmdiical legs, no feet. No
genitals, nipples or umbilicus. Head-dress with two conical picos. Painted necklace (?) or
collar.
Atypical: (Huaura 2.2.2)
1224: Shared traits: General Huaura 2 aspect, especially the red ware with its typical black and
white decor; stripy female head-dress, facial traits with double tear-lines, large painted
genital triangle. Atypical: Head tilted backwards, sitting position, hunchback and
protruding (deformed) chest, black circles painted inside the concave hands; short
projecting feet.
1018: Shared traits: female head-dress, stylized genitals with large vulva and clitoris, arms
extended forward, necklace of large beads; oversized head (60% of total size) and
shortened face (cf with 1189); small protuberances near the outside corners of the eyes
(cf 437, 551). Atypical: extremely long, pointed nose; laterally projecting concave
earplugs.
SAC 433: The overall aspect is undoubtedly Huaura, but the head (with female head-dress?) is
narrower than usual, the feet are unusually large. The figurine is said to be
"monochrome" but on the photograph one can detect stripes on the ears, so the ware may
bewhiteon red.
SuB-GROUP 2.3: STANDARD HUAURA FIGURINES, BUT HAND-MADE IN A COARSE WARE
Table 18	 Text: vol.1, pp.141-151
Sample: 26 Figurines (examined 17)
Measurements: 	 Maximum
Height (24)	 52.0cm
Width (22)
	 33.0 cm
Thickness (22)	 12.7 cm
Weight (1 1)
	 Over 2000 gr
Manufacture:
Plate 19
	
Minimum	 Median
	
14.9 cm	 30.2 cm
	
9.9 cm	 18.7 cm
	
5.0cm	 8.2cm
	
370gr.	 over 1000 gr.
All the figurines appear to be hand-made. Of the examined figurines two (possibly five) are
solid, the remaining are hollow. Air-holes number two to five in a variety of combinations
(mouth, ears, waist, between the legs and under the feet), with a majority at the waist. The ware
is mostly coarse, often with an unpolished surface. The painted decor, generally applied only to
the front of the figurine, consists of four (13%), three (56.5%) or two colours (26%), the
grounding being shades of red (mostly orange or terracotta) or cream to buff with a pinky
tinge; two figurines are said to be "monochrome" (red?), one is buff. Some specimens appear to
be fired at low temperature.
Description:
Head: Often much smaller in proportion to body—about one third to one quarter of total size
—than in Huaura 2.1 and 2.2. The crown can be round, but is now often straight (e.g.
586). One male (SAC 449), part of a couple, has a conical head. In profile the majority
shows fronto-occipital deformation, but at least four specimens (606/605, 608/607 and
probably also SAC 249/SAC248 and SAC 097) have a more rounded head, it is tilted
backwards on 18131P45.
Face: The shape varies, some modelling. Face-paint is nearly always present: covering the
whole face or zoning of the cheeks and eyes, with or without contrasting outline;
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outlining of the chin. Tearlines occur on less than 25 % of the figurines: four specimens
have pairs of comma-shaped tear-lines (e.g. 607), 566 has three short parallel tear-lines
under each eye, 1904 has crosses.
Chin: Mostly round, jutting often thickened.
Eyebrows: often indicated by a ridge at the edge of the head-dress; eight specimens (606 to
SAC 097, 1298) have modelled, arched brows.
Eyes: 37% have circular eyes (with raised, incised, raised and incised, modelled and/or painted
lids and pupils); the rest are elliptic, mostly modelled with lids, applied (1105), painted
(5 66).
Nose: Variety of shapes; nostrils (38%), no alae.
Mouth: Straight or upturned at corners. Can be incised, sometimes also outlined in paint, or
with modelled and painted lips, applied on 546; large mouths acting as air-holes
(606/605); painted teeth (607); no mouth (1105).
Ears: tabs vaiying in size, some painted white or black, perforated (17 %), painted with parallel
lines (21%). 606/605 have large depressions, 608/607 and probably SAC 249/SAC 248,
SAC 097 have large applied semi-circular ears with central perforations; no ears? (SAC
465).
Hair: parallel painted lines on the back of 605.
Neck Indicated, except on 1105.
Body: varies from stylized (e.g. 1813) to firIy naturalistic (e.g.. 798); note the absence of
shoulders on SAC 249/SAC 248, SAC 097; straightish lateral outline (exception
580/579, with bulge at waist), widening or tapering towards the legs. The profile is
mostly straight and fairly naturalistic (except for 18131P45 and 580/579, bulging). Note
the waist of SAC 464.
Arms: Mostly extended, some starting very low on the body (e.g. SAC 448/SAC 449); folded
above waist, painted (18131P45). Shapes vary greatly: short stumps (50%, e.g. SAC
249/SAC 248), or longer and/or thicker arms, some with marked elbows (e.g. 566).
Hands can be small, flattish, with painted or incised fingers or larger, concave, with short
triangular fingers; note the unusual rounded fingers on 586. The number of fingers varies
between four and five.
Legs: comparatively long (except SAC 464, 18 13/P45, 580/579), cylindrical, always
completely separated. Anlde-bones (SAC 448/SAC 449, 586). Feet vary in size; toes
(shown on 32%), can be incised and/or painted or modelled. 548, 580/579, 566 have
horizontal lines painted across the legs.
Genitals: 13 females, 13 males (seven couples). The female genitals can be shown by a painted
or incised genital triangle (586, 566); the vulva is not always shown (605 has an applied
vulva); 579 has a marked protuberance, probably indicating the clitoris. The males have
applied penis and testicles, 1 j 05, SAC 097, SAC 449 penises only.
Breasts: Small applied nipples occur on 10 females and four males; they can be painted white
(outhned in black on the male SAC 412).
Umbilicus: On 566, 2273, SAC 465, 1298 only.
Back : Mostly no 1atures, except on 566 with the same decor as in front. 608 and possibly
SAC 249, SAC 097 have a criss-cross motif painted on the back, representing a bundle.
605 has painted hair.
Clothing and accessories
Head-dress: The female head-dress is generally lower and more rectangular than in Huaura 2.1
and 2.2, with painted vertical stripes (circles on 566, 2273) or plain (579); several
females may not be wearing a head-dress (e.g. 605, 606), others are definitely without
(SAC 465,1298). Of the male head-dress 31% have two picos, 46% three, 15% fbur
picos (broken off on SAC 465?), over half of them perforated at the base; SAC 449 has
a conical cap. The male head-dress is plain or decorated with vertical stripes (horizontal
on 1105).
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Clothing Bodypaint: Over 75% of the figurines are naked, the others (P45, 548, 580/579, 566,
SAC 412) show horizontal and/or verticalfajas on the front.
Necklace: Not shown as such. P45, 579, SAC 412, 566, 2273 have a line painted around the
neck (ending in a pectoral cii P45), 580 has a collar of hanging triangles.
Accessories: The male 608 (probably also SAC 249 and SAC 097) has a painted bundle on his
back, secured in front by two strings.
Textile clothing and accessories: One male (1905) wears a sleeveless cotton shirt covering his
legs and a turban, his female counterpart (1904) wears a sewn bonnet of stripy cotton,
attached around her waist (!) by a plain woven textile. The female 607 is dressed in a
sleeveless shirt of loosely woven cotton, stitched together at the sides. Her male
counterpart (608) carries two textile bundles, one on his back, attached around the neck,
the other hanging from one shoulder: this is in addition to the painted bundle (see above).
GROUP 3: HUAURA FIGURINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD
Table 19
	 Text: Vol.!, pp.151 - 153	 Plate2O
6 Figurines (examined 5)
Measurements	 Maximum
Height (6)
	 30.8cm
Width (5)	 12.2 cm
Thickness (6)	 11.0 cm
Weight (5)	 over 1000 gr
Manufacture
	Minim m	 Median
	
10.2cm	 16.0 cm
	4.1 c 	 5.8 cm
	
4.0 cm	 5.7cm
	
100 gr.	 380gr.
Mold-made hollow figurines, with air-holes at the neck or behind the upper arms. The ware
is 3-colour epigonal-denved, with an orange or terracotta grounding and decor in black, white.
One specimen is in a cream-based ware with black, white, red decor.
Description
Head: Elongated, showing the deformaciónpor ilautu. In profile the back of the head of 851 is
not flattened, 352 has an unusual bulge, three figurines are flattened. A head-dress is
always worn.
Face: Minimal modelling, except 851 and 1925 around the mouth. Some face-paint, such as
eye- and cheek zoning (851, 1285), triangular markings under the eyes (352).
Chin: Rounded (851 pointed); always thickened and/or outlined in black.
Eye-brows: Coinciding with the edge of the head-dress, or molded below (851, SAC 443).
Eyes: Circular, with raised lids and small pupils, painted or not; 851, SAC 443 have elliptic
eyes.
Nose: Non-descript, except 851 with nostrils and alae.
Mouth: Non-descript, except 851 with an applied mouth in the shape of a flower.
Ears: Tabs; painted with vertical stripes on 851, perforated on SAC 443.
Nec/c. Shown. 1925 and 1186 have a horizontal molded filet at the back.
Body: Long and rather narrow, straight lateral outline, mostly widening towards the base.
Straight or slightly convex profile.
Arms: Vary: very thin, folded upwards (851), folded at the waist (SAC 443), upwards on the
chest (1285, 1186), extended downwards, towards the gitals (352), to the umbilicus or
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Minimum
8.0cm
5.4 cm
1.0cm
SOgr.
Median
17.0 cm
10.6 cm
3.2cm
270gr.
genitals? (1925). Painted, with circles (1925). Hands have three or four fingers (long,
molded on 352), no hands (851, 1285).
Legs: Short, joined on the inside (1925, 1285, 1186) or only indicated by projecting feet SAC
443; 851 is squatting on thin, folded legs, decorated with circles, no feet.
Genitals: Three figurines are clearly female: 1285 and 1186 have a small, raised genital
triangle, 352 has a molded oval vulva, showing the clitoris. 1925 is probably also female,
with a similar vulva (or umbilicus?) decorated with petals and with three crosses painted
below. A painted, rounded line may indicate a genital triangle on 851; genitals covered
by clothing (SAC 443).
Breasts: Small nipples on 1925.
Umbilicus: The painted feature on 1925 may represent an umbilicus or genitals.
Back: Plain (851), painted vertical lines and horizontal filet (1925), head-dress and molded
parallel features (352), head-dress ending in a thicker pad (1285).
Clothing, accessories
Head-dress: simple, conical shape; with molded edge over forehead (352, 1285, 1186);
generally decorated with horizontal lines, (vertical lines on 352, 1186).
Clothing: 851 wears a full length tunic, decorated with a central panel (step decor) and a large
bird? surrounded by small filler elements ("bird-step" motif?) painted on one side; SAC
44 also wears a tunic, with traces of horizontal stepped motifs and a bird or composite
cross (not clear). Clothing or body-paint ? on 1925 (also "bird-step"?, crosses). Collar of
pendants triangles (352).
Necklace: Molded band with two rows of painted beads (851); large molded beads (352, 1285),
painted? (1925).
GROUP 4: FLAT, SOLID HIJAURA FIGURINES ("SLABS")
Table 20
	 Text: Vol.1, pp. 153-155	 Plate 20
Sample: 28 figurines (examined 20)
Measurements	 Maximum
Height (25)	 33.0cm
Width (24)	 24.8 cm
Thickness (18)	 6.4 cm
Weight (9)	 over 1000 gr
Manufacture
All the figurines are hand-made and solid, the atypical 2038 could be hollow. Six figurines
have perflrations (not air-holes) through the chest, one (1206) through the waist, from side to
side. Various wares are represented: over 60% is a 3-colour, red- or orange-based, epigonal-
derived ware, a similar 4-colour ware represents ca 23%; only five figurines are bicolour
(various combinations), one is monochrome. The surface finish varies from highly polished to
very rough, mat.
Description
Head: Large (mostly over one third of total), generally with a straight or slightly rounded
crown. 162, 878 have marked, rounded bilobation. The sides are straight or taper
towards the shoulders, forming an angle with the crown. Profile fiat.
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Face: Wide, often with a low forehead; no modelling. Nearly all have fce-paint: zoning of the
eyes and cheeks, mostly with a contrasting diagonal outline (stepped on 1336 and 2047),
all over painting; three specimens have tearmarks.
Chin: Not shown, except on 2260/2261, 691 (jutting)..
Eyebrows: Not shown.
Eyes: Circular or elliptic, but different rendering: raised, applied, punctated and/or painted
(with light eyeballs and dark pupils).
Nose: Often very large, pointed (e.g. 765), "rectangular" (e.g. 1206) or hooked (e.g. 2272);
several specimens have a painted line along or across the bridge. Nostrils on 765, 2260,
no alae.
Mouth: Painted and/or incised, or modelled and painted, shapes vary (rectangular e.g. 692,C3,
straight e.g. P49, curvy e.g. 2261); no mouth on 162, P471P48. Painted teeth on P46,
C3, 1336; painted dots aroundthe mouth on SAC 250, SAC 252/253, 765, 2311.
Ears: Shown on six specimens, semi-circular tabs, punctated (878), with painted lines
(2260/2262, 2272), plain (569, 765).
Neck Not modelled as such (except on 1846, 1206, 691) but indicated by the wide shoulders
or by a painted line (e.g. 2272) or necklace (e.g. P46).
Body: Mostly with wide angular shoulders (widest point of figurines) with sides straight or
tapering towards the feet (exceptions 2260/226 1 with no shoulders and rounded sides).
Characteristic flat profile; mostly straight, or leaning slightly backwards.
Arms: Ten figurines have no arms, eight have folded arms, the rest have extended arms. The
folded arms can be painted-on C3, 2310, P471P48 (the latter with dot fillers), with
hands showing three or four fingers; applied-on 162, 878, SAC 250 to SAC 253, all
folded upwards on chest; 569 has arms folded over the waist, with no hands; on 2272
only the lower arms are extended forward, the hands have short incised fingers. Extended
anus: short lateral protuberances (P49, P50) or longer (2311, 765) the latter with
circular, concave hands and incised fingers.
Legs: Completely separated (by an exceptionally wide crotch on 1336, P471P48, 1206);
varying lengths but mostly short, no modelling; horizontal painted lines on 2272, 569,
2311, 765. About half have no feet, the others have feet of varying sizes (some with
painted or incised toes), protruding at the front, sometimes at the back, others rounded
upwards at the back. Few can stand unaided.
Genitals: 14 females (with incised, raised or painted genital triangle and/or incised vulva) and
six males with applied genitals (162, P47 without testes); five couples. Six figurines have
no genitals. Note the "t"s or crosses painted inside the genital triangle of P48.
Breasts: Nipples are only shown on SAC 253, 569, 765, all females.
Umbilicus: Only shown on 765.
Back: Generally flat, featureless. On 162 painted horizontal parallel lines with inscribed
lozenges.
Clothing and accessories
Head-dress: Unusually 11 figurines have no head-dress. The remaining females wear a head-
dress of medium height, decorated with parallel vertical stripes (diagonal on 2310, dots
on 2272); exceptionally 2261, a female, wears a 3-picos head-dress! The males all have
a 3-picos head-dress, with varying decor. 691 (sex not indicated) has a filet applied on
the forehead.
Body-paint: P46 has an unusual overall decor of leaf-shaped designs with rows of filler dots;
four figurines have overall dots (1336 "bird-foot" motifs), with broad lines marking the
waist and/or shoulders; 553 has a broad line across the body.
Clothing: may be worn by some specimens: 692 in the form of a large rectangular panel filled
with parallel vertical lines (two plain lines alternating with lines of semi-circles wt'w
central dots), 2047 with two plain panels, surrounded by "composite cross" designs,
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2272 may be wearing an embroidered shirt; the vertical panels on 2260/2261 may also
represent textiles.
Necklace: P46 has a painted necklace of square white beads with central dct; 162 a row of
large applied beads (only one remaining); C3, 1846, 2272, 2310, 2311 have a line or
lines painted around the neck (1206 white dots).
Atypical:
2038: Similar to early specimens (angular shoulders, absence of arms, perforations through the
chest, genital triangle, body-paint of dots with horizontal lines). Atypical: elongated head
and somewhat thicker profile (hollow?).
Associated
2103: extremely flat and highly stylized; rectangular head with incised headband ("broken line"
motif; the triangles painted red); eyebrows and mouth rendered by deep incisions, small
circular eyes, complex incised and painted facial decor, with two triangular appendages
below the mouth. Body narrower than the head, no anus, long legs with a wide, straight
crotch, modeled knees; naturalistic modeling of vulva.
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UNAFFILIATED FIGURINES OF THE LATE MIDDLE HORIZON AND THE EARLY
PART OF THE LATE INTERMEDIATE PERIOD
GROUP 1: FIGURINES RELATED TO THE ANCON SUB-STYLE OR STYLES
Table 21	 Text: Vol. I, pp. 157-159
	
Plate 21
Sample: 14 figurines (examined 14)
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (13)	 16.7cm	 11.1cm	 14.0 cm
Width (13)	 12.8 cm	 3.2cm	 8.0cm
l'hickness (14)	 7.3 cm	 3.2cm	 5.5 cm
Weight (9)	 350gr.	 l3Ogr.	 300gr.
Manufacture
Mold-made, hollow figurines with two air-holes mostly behind the upper arms, some at the
waist. Fairly coarse red ware, one black ware; four figurines have a 3-colour decor (black,
white on red), four figurines show traces of white on red decor, six are monochrome (buff dark
red, brown, black). Many decorative features are press-molded.
Description
Head: The crown can be low, with marked bilobation (876, 1051), semi-circular (most
specimens) or pointed (1044, deformcIon por Ilautu). The sides can be straight (mostly),
or widening (eg.1801). In profile mostly flattened (veiy flat 1801). No fronto-occipital
deformation on 1710, 1711, 1054. 2201 is double-face.
Face: Wide, slightly foreshortened (e.g. 504) or more naturalistic (e.g. 2201). Some modelling
of the cheeks and/or nose-to-chin Iines(2201, 877, 504). 1710-1054 show deep scars?;
876 has tearmarks; traces of post-fired red paint (504).
Chin: Round, thickened (876, 1051, 1044, 859), ditto with vertical scarifications (1710, 1711;
not clear 1054); pointed (87, 1801, 2201), absent (504-90, 1044).
Eyebrows: molded (87, 877) and painted (1710, 1711); otherwise absent.
Eyes: Can be circular, painted (1710, 1711), molded (90, 1044, 877) molded and incised (501);
or elliptic, with thick molded lids (87 coffee-bean eyes) and eyeballs.
Nose: Various shapes, no nostrils or alae (except 504, hooked, with nostrils).
Mouth: Mostly molded lips. Incised and painted lips (1710, 1711). The lower part of the face of
1054 is difficult to rnterpret (circular "mouth" just below the nose? or elongated mouth
with fangs?). 504 has molded teeth; no mouth on 859.
Ears: Indicated by protuberances showing at the back of the head (1710-1054, 2201, 877) or
by ear-plugs at the temples (1801, 504). No ears(859, 10441
Hair: Molded, veitical strands at back (876, 1051, 504), with a thickened coil (859, 877).
Neck indicated, except on 501, 90, 1044, 859.
Body: Can be elongated, narrow (876-1054, 1801) to short and wider (87, 504-90, 1044, 859);
straight lateral outline; no shoulders, except on 1054, 1801, 877. Straight profile, very
flaton 1801.
Arms: Modelled, long and markedly folded upwards, or fold1 at the waist; 1054 has left arm
hanging down; 877 has left arm raised to his head, lann probably same, now broken.
On 1710, 1711, 87 one arm is markedly thinner than the other. 1044 has two sets of thin
arms, staiting under the chin and lifted sideways and upwards (but within the outline of
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the body). On 1710, 1711, 87, 1054 one hand has three fingers, the other five. On the
others both hands have three fingers only (two on 504, 2201). Decorated with horizontal
lines (1710, 1711). 90 has no arms.
Legs: Very short, bulky, separated feet (e.g. 876, 504)) or longer, more tubular (e.g. 1044, 877.
Cannot stand unaided. Semi-spherical protuberances above feet (1710-1054) may
indicate knees or possibly testes. No legs on 501 (broken?) 90, 859 (terminate in a
rounded or flat base.
Genitals: Nine females, four males? Elongated, vertical protuberance (1710-1054, 90) may be
an erect penis?, rounded protuberance (87, 1801, 501) probably mons Veneris. 876,
1051 have a painted genital triangle, 504, 859, 2201, 877 a molded one. Representation
of clitons on 504? No genitals (1044)
Breasts: Shown on 876, 87 (punctated), 1051, 504.
Umbilicus: ? Big protuberance (87), two molded concentric circles (1801).
Back: modelling of hair, ears? (see above), arms, waist, separation of legs (1710-1054); 1801
has a molded feature on the lower back, which could be an ornament or possibly a child?
1044 could carry a bag; 2201 is double-faced. Molded waistband (876, 1051, 859, 877).
Clothing, accessories:
Head-dress: 1710, 1711 wear a semi-circular headdress with vertical stripes, other specimens
with large semi-circular heads (1054, 1801, 87, 504) and 876 with traces of vertical
stripes probably also wear one. 1044, 2201, 877 wear a narrower head-dress, with
molded horizontal designs on 1044. The molded lines on 859 may depict hair.
Body-pain, clothing: Painted lines across the arms of 1710, 1711; 1054 has painted circles
with central dot on each shoulder and knee. 877 has horizontal lines painted across the
chest; 876, 1051, 859, 2201, 877 have a molded belt.
Necklace: of large molded beads worn by eight specimens, square beads (504), row of vertical
pendants (90).
Ear-plugs: Circular, placed at temples on 1801, 504.
GROUP 2: HUAURA (OR CIIANCAY?)-RELATED SPECIALS
Table22	 Text: Vol.!, pp.159-161
Sample: 10 Figurines (examined 8)
Measurements:	 Maximum
Height (9):
	 58.8 cm
Width (7):
	 28.8cm
Thickness (6)
	 14.0cm
Weight: Specimens are all relatively heavy
Plate 22
	
Minimum	 Median
	
20.5 cm	 32.0cm
	
10.5 cm	 24.0 cm
	
8.8 cm	 12.5 cm
Manufacture
Large, heavy figurines, mostly hand-made (except 2247, 2248, 137?). They seem hollow,
with two air-holes behind the upper arms or under the armpits, but considering their weight,
they may only be partly hollow or filled with sand? Two main variants of 3-colour epigonal-
derived wares are present: one with a darker red or brown grounding, the other with a terracotta
or orange groundin both with different shades of black and white decor; two specimens are in
Chancay Black-on-white ware, with a reddish tinge; one figurine is bichrome (black on
terracotta). The surface can be dull to polished. The decor is only painted on the front.
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Description
Head: Varies in size between one-third and one quarter of total height; straight crown (rounded
on 678). Where known the head is slightly tilted backwards, the profile is extremely flat
(fronto-occipital deformation). A head-dress is always worn.
Face: Wide, nearly semi-circular (longer on SAC 413). Face-paint consists of cheek-zoning
(only around the eyes on 2247, 2248), with contrasting outline (molded on 678); 677,
SAC 413 have lashes? painted below the eyes; nose-to-chin lines on SAC 413.
Chin: Rounded, hardly protruding, mostly outlined in paint (note broad white line on 784).
Eyebrows: Mostly not shown . Modelled, straight, vely long (678).
Eyes: Elliptic, (almond shaped 677) with incised and/or modelled lids, eyeballs often painted
white.
Nose: Aquiline (2247, 2248, 678, 677), otherwise smallish, with nostrils (678, SAC 413), and
alae (677).
Mouth: Applied and painted (incised and painted on P52, 2247, 2248); painted teeth? (SAC
413).
Ears: Semi-circular, slightly concave; with painted dots (2247, 2248), perforations (678); no
ears (677).
Neck Clearly shown; exceptionally long (1087).
Body: Figurines with folded arms have wide, square shoulders (widest part); lateral outline
straight (P52, 2247, 2248, 678) or pronounced tapering towards the feet. Flat or slightly
convex profile.
Arms: Folded arms (six figurines) are applied, relatively thin, with a square or rounded section,
folded above waist or upwards (678, 784). Flattish hands with four incised fingers (three
or four); no fingers (678). Extended arms (three figurines) are short, paddle-like (except
SAC 413) with prominent elbows; large flat hands (painted black), with five triangular
fingers; small hands with incised fingers on SAC 413.
Legs: Completely separated (note wide crotch on 678, 784) cylindrical, varying in length and
thickness; all (except 2248, 1087, SAC 413) with painted horizontal lines. 784 has
anlde-bones. Feet protrude more or less; incised and/or painted toes (seven toes on 784);
no toes (1070, SAC 413), damaged (678).
Genitals: Eight females, with large painted genital triangle (incised on SAC 413), decorated
with dots, "bird-foot" motife, crosses (2247, 2248, 678, 1070) and indented vulva.
Breasts: Shown on six figurines (very large, pendant on 1087)_.
Umbilicus: On 677 only.
Back: Where known no features, except headdress perforations, perforated necklace on 784.
Clothing, accessories
Head-dress: Comparatively low, rectangular (rounded on 678), all (except 1087, plain). with
vertical stripes of alternating colours or plain, alternating with rows of dots. Note two
broader stripes, dividing the headdress into three sections (P52) and horizontal border
band (P52, 678). Two perforations: 784, 1070; four (in pairs of two): P52, 2247, 2248,
677).
Clothing: All (except 2247, 2248, SAC 413) probably wear a garment, mostly a shirt with
central vertical panel (diagonal lines and unoutlined circles with central dot; broken line,
criss-cross design) and belt, 1070 with horizontal stripes, featuring different designs
(unoutlined circles with central dot, composite crosses); in addition 784 has an all over
design of dots.
Necklace: All (except 2247, 2248) have a white line painted around the neclç in addition 784
has a perforated neckband.
Ear-plugs: Small, circular, applied on 784 and SAC 413.
Associated
137: Head with pronounced biobation, elongated, modelled eye-brows. Face-paint and features
as above, but larger near circular eyes, nostrils, no chin. Body tapering from very wide,
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pointed shoulders, traces of broken-off appendages at the tips. No arms. Cylindrical legs
with "claw" feet, horizontal lines. No genitals. Headdress with vertical stripes, two
perforations. Clothing (?) rendered by horizontal stripes with different designs
(unoutlined circles with central dot?). White painted band at neck.
GROUP 3: MISCELLANEOUS UNAFFILIATED FIGURINES
TabIe23	 Text: VoIJ, pp.161-163	 Plate22
Sample: 8 Figurines (examined 8)
Measurements: see Table
Manufacture: see individual descriptions.
Description
1821: Small standing figurine. Head shows exaggerated bilobation. Foreshortened face,
rounded chin; applied eyes, nose, incised mouth. Straight, narrow body, flat profile;
folded arms (now missing), no legs, no genitals, breasts, umbilicus, clothing. Head-
dress? Large circular applied ear-plugs. Hand-made, solid; thin yellowy-cream slip on
terracotta paste.
242: Small standing figurine. Head with circular crown and flattened profile; no chin; applied
coffee-bean eyes, large "rectangular" nose, no mouth, no ears. Straight, narrow body,
slightly bulging at the waist in profile (front and back); very long neck, arms folded
upwards towards head; short legs separated by an incision, no feet. No genitals, breasts,
umbilicus, clothing. Hand-made, solid (two small perforations at the sides into solid
body); coarse terracotta ware.
1902: Small standing figurine; head, facial traits as 242, except slight depression indicating
mouth. Body very flat, slightly concave in profile; the upper arms are slightly detached
from the body and folded at the waist, no hands; completely separated short legs (feet
broken off); no genitals, breasts, umbilicus, clothing. Hand-made, solid; terracotta ware,
traces of white?
98: Figurine with extremely elongated (sugar loaf) head, long face with rounded chin; applied
coffee-bean eyes, long hooked nose with nostrils and alae, applied rectangular mouth,
small semi-circular ears (left broken) with central perforation . Narrow cylindrical body
on a circular base; applied arms folded over the chest (left arm broken), incised fingers;
no legs. No genitals, breasts, umbilicus, clothing. Hand-made, solid; fine dark-brown
paste, smoothed, unslipped. Some flaking at the back.
564: Small, highly stylized figurine. Extremely tall head-dress, widening at top, straight crown,
flattened in profile. Stylized face with circular raised eyes, short "rectangular" nose,
incised mouth, tab ears with two horizontal incisions, incised nose-to-chin lines, no chin,
no neck. Cylindrical body, no arms, short separated stub legs, no feet; no genitals,
breasts, umbilicus. Two sets of incised lines (below the face, above the legs). Hand-
made? hollow, with air-holes at neck level. Oxidized ware with burnished surface and
black slip.
854: Small, sitting figurine. Extremely elongated head; prognacious face with jutting chin; thick
eye-brows, almond-shaped eyes with modelled lids, rounded nose, molded lips, ears
hidden?. Short, cylindrical body applied right arm lifted to head (left broken), four
incised fingers; short, folded left leg (right broken) with three punctations indicating toes.
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No genitals, breasts, umbilicus. Tall, pointed head-dress with thick applied border; broad
neckband ending in a point at the front and the back.
Hand-made, hollow, one large hole at the back, three holes at left side (accidental?);
oxidized medium ware, with pale brown smoothed surface, traces of turquoise pigment.
1296: Small, standing female figurine. Very large head with marked bilobation. Circular raised,
incised eyes, small nose, incised mouth, large flap ears with central perforation; no chin,
no neck. Body widening at elbows and towards fed; applied arms folded above waist,
incised fingers; separate legs, incised toes. Incised genital triangle, punctated vulva, no
breasts or umbilicus. Profile and back not recorded. Hand-made, solid specimen, rough
surface, pale buff.
153: Standing female hunchback. Long, narrow head, rounded crown, no cranial deformation.
Arched eyebrows, elliptic eyes with modelled lids, nose chipped, incised mouth, incised
nose-to-chin lines, rectangular ears. Straight body with the typical defonnity shown at
front and back; thin arms folded at waist, hands damaged; separate stub legs (right
broken), no feet. Raised genital triangle, indented vulva, nipples?, umbilicus. Mold-
made(?), hollow, air-holes behind upper arms; red ware, pale terracotta surface.
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CATALOGUE SECTION 9
THE HGURINES OF THE LATE Mil-EARLY LIP PART LI:
HGURINES FROM THE RIMAC AND LURIN VALLEYS
THE "PUNCH" FIGURINES
Table 24	 Text: Vol.1, pp.165-169	 Plate 23
Sample: 30 Figurines (examined 28)
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height(24)	 23.8cm	 7.7cm	 17.6cm
Width(21)	 14.5cm	 4.3cm	 11.2cm
Thickness (23)	 7.6 cm	 2.3 cm	 6.0 cm
Weight(14)	 760gr.	 220gr.	 430gr.
Manufacture
It is often difficult to determine whether these figurines are hand- or mold-made. Type a
figurines (see text) are clearly hand-made, with a characteristic rough finish to the facial
features (e.g. 198). Amongst the remaining figurines, several could be partly mold-made,
perhaps with a hand-finished head or with applied arms. All except two specimens are hollow,
with air-holes at the shoulders or the neck (often towards the back); two figurines have air-holes
at the armpits.
The ware is generally a 3-colour (4-colour on two figurines) epigonal-derived type—though
some designs are related to 3-colour geometric—with a pale black and murky cream on an
orange or terracotta slip which often only covers the upper part of the figurine, or on unslipped
terracotta. Two figurines are in black ware.
Description
Head: Large, (about one half of total height), broad. Crown can be slightly rounded or straight,
semi-circular (333, 433, 1514), more elongated on 2216, 353, 449; flattened in profile
(fronto-occipital deformation), except when elongated.
Face: Broad, often with roughly executed features and some modelling of the cheeks and
mouth. The face is often painted red. Traces of tearlines on about 50% of specimens,
mostly diagonal, starting from inner corner of the eye (1524, 353 have triple tearlines).
Painted nose-to-chin lines on 433.
Chin: Often emphasized.
Eyebrows: Arched, half covered by head-dress (1020-1468, 433).
Eyes: Elliptic or round, bulging; lids can be outlined in black, eyeballs painted white with black
pupils.
Nose: Prominent, rounded (e.g. 468) or hooked (e.g. 290), "rectangular" (1514). No nostrils
(except on 427, 353) or a/ae.
Mouth: Incised and/or modelled straight lips.
Ears: Semi-circular; decorated with dots (e.g. 423), parallel lines (e.g. 1614) or plain;
perforated on six specimens; no ears (333, 1514) or hidden by hands? (1427, P53, 1584).
Nec/c Clearly indicated.
Body: Mostly squat, with a rounded or straight lateral outline, tapering towards the feet. In
profile straight or slightly bulging at the back (1514 flat).
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Arms: Can be painted (not always visible on photograph) and folded (eight figurines) or
modelled and extended (22 specimens); exceptions: 468, 505 modelled and folded, 433
also painted. The extended arms are generally short stumps, except when they are raised
towards the ears (1427, P53, 1584, 513, 2216, broken on 91?); note arms extended
forward on 1517, 290. No arms on 423, 1468.
Legs: Always completely separated; short, thick, straight, near cylindrical (longer, conical on
35); flat circular feet (no feet 2216, 353, 35); incised toes 290; legs broken (2215, P54,
1514).
Genitals: 11 specimens have raised female genitals, often with large modelled vulva (e.g.
1020); three have an incised genital triangle and vulva (1480, 1814, 505); 15 show no
genitals but are presumed female because of similar clothing. Lower body missing (P54,
1514).
Breasts: Not Indicated.
Umbilicus: Not indicated.
Back: No features on 1517, 1715, 424 and the black 1468, 505; painted features see below.
Clothing, accessories:
Head-dress: Two basic types: type a) lower, with more rounded corners and a frontal decor
such as step design (1020), wide broken lines, with or without filler dots (423-1517),
dots (290), no decor (1468,505, both black); type b) higher, more angular, decorated
with a diagonal cnss-cross design with central dots (1480, 1614), vertical stripes in
alternating colours, some with horizontal lines forming squares, many with filler dots
(1524, P53, 1808, 1427, P54, 2215, 1715, 427, 91, 35, unclear on 1814); 1584 features
a broad central band with diagonal stripes fhaning out towards the outer corners.
Interestingly, at the back of the head both types a and b can have the same design,
consisting of large pendant triangles, white, outlined In black, with black dots (a: 1020,
198, 468, 290; b: 1808, 1614, 1427, P54), though only type b features parallel stripes at
the back (horizontal on 1524, 1480, 1584; vertical 91).
In addition to types a and b, the head-dress can also be semi-circular (333, 433, 1514),
semi-spherical (449), or conical (2216, 353). The decor of these generally consists of
vertical stripes (except 2216: white cross on black calotte). 1514 features pendant
triangles in the back.
There are loops at the back of the head of 35, 433 (one or both broken) and 353.
Clothing/Body-paint: Four specimens wear a tunic (waist-length, with vertical stripes: P53,
1584, 433, 353, or longer, with horizontal stripes (513); in addition nearly all wear a
wide collarette, with black "commas" or circles with central dot (e.g.1427) or with short
lines on a white background (e.g. 2215). In the back, we can have an extension of this
colarette, plain or with a different design (broken line with horizontal line filler: 423,
1524; meanders: 2216) or a central panel with parallel or criss-cross lines (e.g. 198,
1808).
Necklace: Shown as concentric painted lines (427); row of painted pendants hanging from
neckband (35), both not visible on photographs.
Ear-plugs: Large, circular, with painted cross-and-dot design (433), plain (513), small, applied
(427).
Associated:
1494: found at Pachacamac, is distantly related to this group because of the traces of a painted
collarette, the arms extended forward as on 1517, 290, the solid body with perforations
throughthe chest as 1514.
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CATALOGUE SECTION 10
THE FIGURINES OF THE CHANCAY CULTURE
GROUP 1: THE CUCHIMILCO
SIJB-GROUP 1.1: EARLY CUcHIMILCOS WITH FOLDED ARMS
• SUB-GROUP 1.1.1: EPIGONAL-DERIVED (18 Figurines)
• SUB-GROUP 1.1.2: 3-COLOUR GEOMETRIC AND RELATED (16 Figurines)
• SUB-GROUP 1.1.3: BLACK-ON-WHITE (14 Figurines)
• SUB-GROUP 1.1.4: MISCELLANEOUS WARES (15 Figurines)
Tables 25- 28	 Text: vol.!, pp.180-186	 Plates 24-26
Sample: 63 Figurines (examined 55):
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (59)	 60.0cm	 7.9cm	 15.7 cm
Width (57)	 27.4cm	 3.5 cm	 9.7cm
Thickness (42)	 14.4cm	 3.0cm	 5.7cm
Weight (30)	 over 1000 gr	 80 gr	 350gr
Manufacture
Mold-made, mostly hollow figurines; two figurines (P56/1.1.2 and 1678/1.1.3) have hand-
made, applied arms. Four, possibly five specimens are solid. Different wares are represented:
Sub-group 1.1.1: Epigonal-derived ware: the majority of the figurines are made of a red ware,
with a matt white and black—sometimes also a darker red—decor, applied directly onto
the unslipped ware, often only to the front of the figurine. Only very few specimen
actually have a red slip, typical for epigonal ware.
Sub-group 1.1.2: 3-colour geometric: white (pink, cream to yellow) matt slip, with black and
red (purple, brown) decor, often only applied to the front.
Sub-group 1.1.3: Black-on-white: white (buff, yellow) slip—generally covering the whole
figurine—with black (often with a purple tinge) decor.
Sub-group 1.1.4: Miscellaneous wares: include variants with a thin white slip only, a red decor
on a white slip, or a white or black decor on unslipped red ware.
Air-holes' (all wares): neck/shoulders 14.3 %, behind upper anus 45 %, at waist 28.5 0/s,
multiple holes 12.2 %.
Description
Head: Generally widest part of figurine; great variety of shapes and of size relative to the body
(circa 60% have a ratio head/body of one third to two fifths). Crown generally rounded,
with 24 % showing a bilobation. In profile straight (a few tilted backwards), with marked
fronto-occipital deformation (exceptions: 103/1.1.1, 1062, 82/1.1.2, 870, 59/1.1.3). A
headdress is nearly always worn.
'The percentages are calculated for all the recorded air-holes (49).
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Face: Mostly slightly wider than long. Modelling (cheeks, eye-sockets, mouth area) is rare,
except on the more important figurines (1075, 541, 675/1.1.1; 794, P56/1.1.2); 794 has
protuberances on both cheeks. Face-paint is common, except on the white-on-red and
red-on-white figurines (1.1.4). In the other wares: over 50% show zoning of the cheeks,
often outhned with contrasting nose-to-chin lines; outlining of the chin. Tearmarks are
limited to epigonal-derived ware. The more important specimens tend to have complex
thcial markings: 1075, 541/1.1.1, P56/1.1.2 have tearmarks, as well as markings to the
sides of the eyes and below the nose, the mouth and around the ohm, 675/1.1.1 has
rectangular cheek-zoning, with rows of lozange-and-dot fillers.
Chin: Great variability in shape and position, outlined in paint on about 60%.
Eyebrows: 80% have molded eyesockets and/or eyebrows, mostly arched (a few straight,
elongated. eg. 1148/1.1.4), often painted.
Eyes: Nearly all have the typical Chancay eyes, elliptic, with molded lids (often painted black),
eyeballs (white), and black painted pupils; a few specimens have circular eyes, in
particular the unusual 799 and 1179/1.1.2, perhaps indicating animal characteristics.
P55/1.1.1 has no eyes.
Nose: The shape can be aquiline (common in epigonal-derived ware), straight or rounded.
Nostrils or alae are rare, though a few figurines already have the classic Chancay nose
(675/1.1.1, 794, P56/1.1.2.)
Mouth: Often oval, with molded, half-open lips, outlined in paint; the interior can be painted
white; 1075/1.1.1, 1062/1.1.2, SAC 257/1.1.3 have dots for teeth. Some specimens have
an incised mouth and some more roughly made figurines have a very small painted
mouth or no mouth.
Ears: seem to develop chronologically from tabs (ca 33 %) to narrower, longer or more conch-
like shapes (13 %); about 12 % wear circular ear-plugs; 30% have no ears.
Nec/c Generally shown, also at the sides and back.
Body: Mostly widest at the shoulders, tapering downwards; the lateral outline is straight or
rounded at the elbows; 794/1.1.2 has pointed shoulders, unconnected with the arms. The
profile is generally straight, often with a marked waist (except 150/1.1.4 which has a
convex back). 1079/1.1.2, 438, 1781/1.1.3, 170/1.1.4 are hunchbacks, with the typical
deformation of the thoracic cage at the front and back; three of the hunchbacks (1079,
438, 1781) are sitting.
Arms: Folded on chest, over 50% folded upwards; P55/1.1.1 has no arms, P56/1.1.2 has short
detached aims resting on the hips. Arms can be outlined in dark; five specimens have
horizontal lines painted across the upper arms; note the continuous line joining the arms
across chest on 675/1.1.1, 794/1.1.2, 870/1.1.3, 863/1.1.4. Hands are carelessly molded,
circa 60% have three fingers, more common on epigonal-derived and white-on-red
specimens. 675/1.1.1, 144/1.1.3, 1253/1.1.4 have painted fingernails.
Legs: Can be completely separated (37 %) or joined down the center; on 438/1.1.3 the short
legs are ft,lded towards the middle. In profile the legs vary, but mostly show some
modethng of the thighs and knees; horizontal lines painted across the legs are very
common (ca 80 %). The feet are roughly modelled, mostly protruding little at the front
and back, 20 % with incised toes; ca 30 % have no feet.
Genitals: All the specimen are female (no genitals on 1221/1.1.2, 1363/1.1.3, SAC 259/1.1.4,
but the sex can be deduced from the standard clothing). The epigonal-derived, 3-colour
geometric, black-on-red and red- or black-on-white figurines nearly all have a large
genital triangle (waist/groin), raised, outlined in colour (several with filler motifs) and
generally with a slit to mark the vulva. The white-on-red specimens (1.1.4) have small
raised/incised genital triangles, with no outline or decor.
Nipples: shown (circa 50%), sometimes outlined in paint (eg. 1062/1.1.2), placed high on the
chest.
Umbilicus: Shown on circa 16 %.
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Back: Some molding of the neck, waist and buttocks is very common; 1462/1.1.1 and
863/1.1.4 show press-molded hair; on a few specimens the head-dress is also painted at
the back..
Clothing/Accessories
Head-dress: The most common form is a semi-circular calotte, mostly of medium height, but
sometimes very low (e.g. 1462/1.1.1,870/1.1.3) or very high (150/1.1.4). Bilobation can
be shown by a central indentation (e.g.1075/1.1.1), a wider depression (e.g. 1079/1.1.2)
or two short points (e.g. 799/1.1.2). More rectangular shapes also occur, but are rare
(143/1.1.1; 491/1.1.2; 2262, SAC 257/1.1.3; 1253, 1227/1.1.4). In profile the upper
edge is flattened on 406/1.1.1, 863, 866, 1344/1.1.4.
The most frequent decor consists of painted stripes (57 %), mostly vertical, but also
diagonal or criss-cross (eg. 1361/1.1.3; 1227/1.1.4); 1075/1.1.1 features pendant
triangles; 141, 138, 143/1.1.1 have painted circles. The calotte can be edged by a
horizontal band (sometimes in relief, e.g.1079/1.1.2), with painted motifs such as
triangle-and-dot combined with meander (541/1.1.1), square-and-dot (794, P 55, 1079,
1062/1.1.2); broken lines-and-dots (1320/1.1.1, SAC 257/1.1.3); criss-cross-and-dots
(P56/1.1.2); other painted headband motifs are: a feather motif (1075/1.1.1), dots (eg.
231/1.1.1); 675/1.1.1, 794, P55/1.1.2, 170/1.1.4 have an applied, perforated brim. Only
one figurine (491/1.1.2) has perforations through the edge of the calotte.
Body-paint rather than clothing seems to be represented, the most common being the outline of
the genital triangle, horizontal stripes across the legs, outline or stripes on the arms.
Markings inside the genital triangle are rarer and include: "lozanges and dots"
(675/1.1.1), crosses (1062, 1061, 1349, 799/1.1.2), dots (1015/1.1.1, 1079/1.1.2,
1218/1.1.3 etc). Only 3-colour specimens (794, P55, P56, 1079, 1062, 1061/1.1.2) are
covered in typical motifs of that style (squares- or lozanges-and-dots, simple or
composite crosses or polygones with central dots, combinations of steps with frets or
meanders, bird-foot designs, dots). 1062/1.1.2 has a bird and a fish (stylized) painted on
the chest. The raised and painted pustules on SAC 218 /1.1.3 may indicate a skin
disease.
Ear-plugs: Eight specimens wear circular ear-plugs (P56, 1079/1.1.2 with small perforations),
placed near the temples (1075, 541/1.1.1 with a cross-and-dot decor and protruding at
the back).
Necklace: circa 50 % wear a necklace of molded and/or painted single large beads (e.g.
141/1.1.1); 1253, 1227 (1.1.4) have oblong beads, closer together; 1513, 406?/1.I.1
wear several rows of very small beads. 13 % (epigonal-derived and 3-colour) have only a
painted line at the neck. (e.g. 143/1.1.1, 2269/1.1.2).
Associated
1678 (1.1.3): Large figurine, with several features occurring elsewhere in this group
(rectangular calotte, tearmarks, detached, applied arms), but the overall impression is
different; note the molded line down the middle of the back, joining a transversal one at
the waist.
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SUB-GROUP 1.2: EARLY CUCHIMILCOS WITH TWO SETS OF ARMs (FOLDED AND
EXTENDED)
• (SUB-GROUP 1.2.1: No EPIGONAL-DERWED FIGURINES)
• SUB-GROUP 1.2.2: 3-COLOUR-GEOMETRIC AND RELATED (11 Figurines)
• SUB-GROUP 1.2.3: BLACK-ON-WifiTE (5 Figurines)
• SUB-GROUP 1.2.4: MIsCELLANOUS WARES (13 Figurines)
Table 29	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 186-188 	 Plates 26-27
Sample: 29 Figurines (examined 24):
Measurements	 Maximum
Height (25)	 22.0cm
Width (11)	 16.9 cm
Thickness (20)	 7.7cm
Weight (7)	 630gr
Minimum
9.0 cm
6.0cm
2.5 cm
70 gr
Median
15.5 cm
10.7 cm
4.8 cm
330gr
Manufacture
Mold-made, hollow figurines (four, possibly five solid). Wares as above (see sub-group
1.1). Airholes: at waist (100%), often slightly below.
Description
Head: Circa one third of total height; mostly semi-circular crown, three figurines (11 %) with
bilobation. Straight profile, marked fronto-occipital deformation. A head-dress is always
worn (exception 871/1.2.4).
Face: Wide, with minimal modelling (except 871: modelling around the mouth). Some zoning
of the eyes and cheeks occurs on nearly all the 3-colour and black-on-white figurines;
white-slipped and related specimens (1.2.4) have no face-paint.
Chin: Mostly jutting; thickened on three white-slipped figurines, outlined on most 3-colour and
black-on-white ones (unclear).
Eyebrows: Nearly always important, moulded, arched or straight. Note the elongated, often
joined eyebrows (eg 34 1/1.2.2, 1353/1.2.4)
Eyes: Elliptic, often very large, with molded lids and eyeballs, traces of paint. Note the parallel
lids of 164 (1.2.4).
Nose: Chipped on over 60 %; on the remaining mostly small, very few with nostrils or alae.
Mouth: Sketchy, mostly straight moulded lips, but also incised or absent.
Ears: Nearly 50 % have no ears, the rest have mostly semi-circular flap-like ears, some pierced.
Nec/c Generally shown at front and back, but often not on the sides.
Body: Widest at outstretched arms, mostly fairly narrow, with straight lateral outline and
profile.
Arms: Two sets are represented: the folded arms are mostly turned upwards (77%) and/or
placed very high on the chest; hands not shown on 52 %; 27% with three fingers, the rest
four.
The outstretched anns (broken on four specimens) are always extended upwards, some
starting near the waist (eg.341/1.2.2, 871/1.2.4); they can be straight, ending in a
rounded tip (more common in 1.2.3, 1.2.4); or they have sometimes marked elbows and
oncave circular hands without fingers (all 1.2.2 specimens, two 1.2.3).
Legs: Straight, or slightly wider at bottom; joined down the middle (72 %) or separated. Feet
are not shown or only slightly protruding. Horizontal stripes painted on the legs of all
3-colour figurines, two black-on-white ones.
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Genitals: The figurines are mostly female (the genitals are not shown on two specimens). All
the 3-colour and black-on-white specimens have large painted (often also incised) genital
triangles; the rest have smaller incised or only raised genital triangles; but the vulva is
rarely shown (as a shallow wide depression).
Breasts: Over 50 % have small nipples.
Umbilicus: Shown on four figurines.
Back: Over 50% show some modelling of the neck, waist and buttocks, the rest are plain. Two
figurines (P57/1.2.2, 871/1.2.4) are hunchbacks. 1580 has an applied filet at the neck.
Clothing and accessories
Head-dress: Generally semi-circular, of medium height. The top can show a small indentation!
biobation (1350, 378/1.2.2, 394/1.2.3) and/or perforations (seven specimens). On 3-
colour geometric and black-on-white figurines the calotte can be plain (ca 70 %) or have
horizontal or vertical stripes or a criss-cross design. The calotte is always edged by a
wide border-band, plain (eg. 394/1.2.3) or with a painted decor of crosses (225/1.2.2),
square-and-dot design (661/1.2.2), broken-lines, with or without dots (eg 1026/1.2.2) or
meander (820/1.2.2). Most 1.2.4 head-dresses are plain, often with a flattened edge in
profile, except 881, with diagonal stripes.
Body-paint: not shown except for painted genital triangle (1.2.2, 1.2.3 - except 341/1.2.2) and
horizontal lines across the legs (1.2.2; 394,1320/1.2.3).
Necklace: Four figurines (ca 14 %) wear one row of large beads; two have a painted line
around the neck.
Ear-plugs: Only shown on 243/1.2.4: large, circular with cross-and-dot design (not visible on
photograph).
Atypical:
340 (1.2.4): A hunchback. The head is narrower, more elongated, the features more
naturalistic. The high rectangular head-dress has a press-molded border of dots and
lateral appendages framing the fce.
Associated:
1238 (1.2.4) is included here because of the two sets of arms, and because it does not fit into
any other grouping. The unadorned rectangular head-dress, straight elongated eyebrows,
large ears, incised fingers on the extended anus, incised genital triangle are more typical
of 1.3.4 white-slipped figurines. The folded arms are placed above the waist and have
molded hands with four fingers; the legs are completely separated, no feet are shown.
The specimen is considerably larger than the other figurines in this sub-group.
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SUB-GROUP 1.3: EARLY CUCHIMILCOS WITH EXTENDED ARMS
• SUB-GROUP 1.3.1: EPIGONAL-DERIVED (3 FIGURINES)
• SUB-GROUP 1.3.2: 3-COLOUR GEOMETRIC AND RELATED (16 Figurines)
• SUB-GRoup 1.3.3: BLACK-ON-WIILTI (15 Figurines)
• SUB-GROUP 1.3.4: MISCELLANEous WARES (15 Figurines)
Tables 30-32	 Text: Vol. I, pp.188-l9S	 Plates 28-29
Sample: 49 Figurines (examined 46)
Measurements	 Maximum
Height (41)	 65.0cm
Width (27)	 32.0cm
Thickness (35)	 14.0 cm
Weight (15)	 over 1000
	 gr
Minimum	 Median
9.3 cm	 20.1 cm
6.0 cm	 13.6 cm
2.9cm	 5.7 cm
8Ogr	 450gr
Manufacture
Mold-made hollow figurines with air-holes at or behind the behind upper arms (14.5 % of
recorded hollow specimens) or above, at or below waist, including armpits and multiples (82.5
%). Seven figurines have a mold-made head and partly hand-made body; four or five
figurines—all in 1 .3.4—are solid. Wares as above (see sg. 1.1).
Description
Head: Proportion to body varies: on larger specimens heads rarely exceed 25 % of total height,
on smaller ones they are 35% and above; generally rather wide. Crown mostly rounded,
except on SAC 364/ 1.3.3 and a few 1.3.4 specimens. Bilobaticin (over 25 %) occurs
mainly in 1.3.2 (50%) and 1.3.3 (over 30%). It can be very pronounced (eg. 594/1.3.2,
P62/1.3.3) or hardly perceptible (eg. 1892/1.2.3, 1333/1.3.3); all specimens have a
fronto-occipital cranial deformation. In profile the head is often tilted backwards (eg.
1448/1.3.2), less so in 1.3.4; note the flattened edge of the head-dress on many red-on-
white specimens in 1.3.4. A head-dress is nearly always worn.
Face: Mostly fairly wide, with some modelling of eye-sockets and cheeks. Only 1281, 1213
(1.3.1) and 368 (1.3.4, with Huaura influence) have tearmarks. Face-paint generally
consists of eye- and cheek zoning, some with nose-to-chin lines; appearance of early
forms of the typical Chancay face paint: "specs" extending towards the temples (eg. SAC
247) and/or horizontal decor on the lower cheeks or inset in cheeks (eg. 1892, 100/1.3.2).
Chin: Generally rounded, mostly slightly jutting in profile; no chin on 15 19/1.3.4; mostly
outlined in paint (except 1.3.4).
Eyebrows: Mostly modelled and/or painted; often very long in 1.3.4.
Eyes: Elliptic or almond-shaped, with modelled lids and eyeballs (painted: 1.3.2, 1.3.3); a
variant is very large, sometimes with parallel lids (eg. 226/1.3.4); another shape—raised
lids with the pupils raised above them (eg. 1749/1.3.2)—typical for classic Chancay,
makes its appearance. 674/1.3.1 has painted eyelashes?
Nose: Mostly typical classic Chancay: straight, with molded nostrils and alae, except for red-
on-white figurines (1.3.4) which lack nostrils and alae.
Mouth: Mostly small, generally lenticular in shape, with molded and painted lips; appearance of
the more curvy typical classic Chancay mouth (eg 598/1.3.2, 1333/1.3.3). Many
specimens in 1.3.4havea simple incision or no mouth.
Ears: Semi-circular or circular (70 %), often slightly concave (probably representing ear-
plugs); can be placed rather low (eg. 100/1.3.2); mostly protruding but sometimes
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placed within the head-dress (e.g. 53/1.3.2). Some of the more important specimens have
near naturalistic ears (e.g. P61, 77/1.3.2).
Nec/c Clearly indicated.
Body: Widest at outstretched arms; broad shoulders and chest, tapering towards feet; outhne
vanes, mostly fairly straight. Profile naturalistic; much flatter in 1.3.4. One figurine is a
hunchback (234/1.3.3).
Arms: Mostly rather short (except on 2264/1.3.2), either straight (circa 60 %) or folded at the
elbows (17 %), exceptionally at right angles (P61, 1448, 1019/1.3.2, 1798/1.3.3); note
the angular elbows? of 594/1.3.2; 674/1.3.1 has arms stretched out forward; 21% are
broken. Hands differ: in 1.3.1, 2, 3 they are generally rounded, concave, mostly with
incisions indicating fingers; eight specimens have hands painted black; 1448/1.3.2 has a
cross-and-dot motif painted in the palms of the hands. In 1.3.4 only about half have
slightly concave, rounded hands, fingers are not shown; the others have no hands.
Legs: Mostly of medium length, some short. Circa 35 % have separate legs, 21 % of them in
1.3.2; note also legs separated only in their lower part (e.g. 873/1.3.4). Shapes vary,
some of the larger figurines show modelling of the thighs and knees (eg 674/1.3.1). All of
1.3.1 and 1.3.2 and 50% of 1.3.3 have one to three sets of painted horizontal lines; on
1.3.4 the surface is often too worn for lines to show. In 1.3.1, 2, 3 feet are mostly shown,
often with incised or molded toes; note the highly stylized triangular painted toes on
674/1.3.1 andthefourtoes, one of them offset on 1448/1.3.2. In 1.3.4 nearly 50 %have
no feet and toes are rarely shown.
Genitals: All except two specimens are clearly female, with a large genital triangle, mostly
raised and outlined either in paint (in 1.3.1-3) or by incision (more typical for 1.3.4). The
vulva is shown by a groove on circa 65 %. Small dots (pubic hair?) decorate the genital
triangle of 674, 1019, 77/1.3.2; bird motifs are painted in the pubic area of 1892, 1016,
100/1.3.2.
Breasts: The epigonal-denved 674 and 1281 (1.3.1) have unusually large, slightly pendant
breasts. Small nipples, placed very high are shown on nearly all 1.3.2 and 1.3.3
figurines, but only on 25 % of 1.3.4 specimens.
Umbilicus: Rarely shown.
Back: Generally features some modelling of the neck and waist; on 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 also
modelled buttocks and the painted head-dress.
Clothing and accessories
Head-dress: 1.3.1-1.3.3: Shape mostly rounded, from semi-circular to slightly more flattened;
594/1.3.2, 1250/1.3.3 have peaks, P62/1.3.3 mickey-mouse lobes. In comparison with
groups 1.1 and 1.2 the stripy or criss-cross decor of the calotte diminishes (23%) in
favour of a plain calotte with a plain or decorative border-band (55%); the latter is
raised, as well as painted, on seven figurines. The decor of the border can consist of
meander-and-step (e.g. 1213, 77/1.3.1, P61/1.3.2), composite cross (e.g. 1016/1.3.2),
Chancay interlocking (e.g. 100/1.3.2), broken-lines-and-dots (e.g. 598/1.3.2).
1.3.4: The head-dress is unadorned, though the shape of the head and/or the perforations
indicate that a head-dress is actually worn; 222/1.3.4 has a horizontal brim with vertical
perforations.
About 45% of all figurines have perforations through the calotte, ranging from two to
four, generally two or three: none in 1.3.1, 37.5 % in 1.3.2, 46 % in 1.3.3, 61 %,
probably more, in 1.3.4.
Clothing/Body-paint: One epigonal-related specimens (674/1.3.1), over 60% of 3-colour
(1.3.2) and 27 % of black-on-white (1.3.3) have quite elaborate painted decoration, in
addition to the outlined genital triangle (often with filler elements) and lines across the
legs. There are bands with textile motifs, placed vertically on the chest (3-colour only)
andior horizontally across the waist, and/or all-over painting of the chest (in 3-colour
also of the legs), often combined with edging at the neck and/or arms. The epigonal-
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derived 674/1.3.1 has the most elaborate body-paint. Since textile motifs are used for
body-paint by Indian tribes to this day, the decor could represent body-paint or clothing.
The designs used on the bands are meanders, Chancay interlocking, chevrons, criss-cross
designs, sometimes edged with stylized birds; the all-over designs consist of dots, circle-
and-dot, composite crosses, bird-feet and a variant of the latter (see 1749/1.3.2). The
figurines of 1.3.4 are completely unadorned (except for the genital triangle and leg lines),
241 wears a broad relief belt.
Ear-plugs: Circa 60 % of the 3-colour and black-on-white (1.3.2 and 1.3.3) wear circular
concave ear-plugs, many decorated with dots; two or three figurines have pierced ears. In
1.3.4 only 222 and P63 wear ear-plugs, several others have pierced ears.
Necklace: Five figurines (circa^ 10 %) wear a single row of beads; another five wear several
rows; 232/1.3.4 wears a bulky necklace? Another 20 % in 1.3.1, 2, 3 have a single or
double band painted around the neck. This may represent the edge of a tunic, since
100/1.3.2 and SAC 247/1.3.3 wear a necklace as well.
Armband: A number of 3- colour and black-on-white figurines have painted armbands, perhaps
the edge of sleeves?
Atypical:
792 (1.3.3): A sitting hunchback. Typical early traits include arounded crown, zoning of the
eyes, painted genital triangle, head-dress with a stripy calotte and applied border with
meander design. Atypical is the sitting position, with small protruding legs, the stripy
tunic and the two perforated lugs on the headdress border band.
SUB-GRoup
 1.4: THE CLASSIC BLACK-ON-WHITE CucHiMILco
SUB-GROUP 1.4.1: SMALL BLACK-ON-WifiTE CUCHIMILCOS (HEIGHT UP TO 30.0 CM)
• SUB-GROUP 1.4.1A: SMALL BLACK-ON-WHITE CUCHIMILCOS WITH HEADS AS WIDE OR
WIDER THAN HIGH'
Table 33	 Text: Vol.1, pp. 196-202	 Plates 3 1-33
Sample: 70 Figurines 2 (examined 58)
Measurements	 Maximum
Height (55)	 29.0 cm
Width (51)	 21.4cm
Thickness (49)	 8.8 cm
Weight (38)	 1060 gr.
Minimum
9.2 cm
6.2 cm
3.4cm
l3Ogr.
Median
18.3cm
13.0 cm
6.5 cm
470 gr.
Manufacture
The figurines are made of two vertical molds, with joins visible along the sides, except 1917,
a sitting hunchback with a mold-made face and hand-made body. They are hollow (exception
58). The air-holes are mainly at the waist (36, or 51.4 % of total, 58 % of recorded specimens)
or ears and waist (20, or 28% of total, 32% of recorded), others (waist and under feet, waist
and crotch 3, or 4.3%-4.8%). Two figurines have no air-holes, eight are unrecorded.
The ware is oxidized, pale red, generally of medium texture, the temper appears to be mostly
sand (black grains); the surface is gritty, with a thickish "white" slip and "black" painted decor:
'The ratio height:width of the head is less than 1.
2 Some figurines of this type have not been recorded in collections or publications because of their
large numbers and stereotyped characteristics.
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the actual colours are often yellowy-white, cream or—more rarely—pink, with reddish or dark
brown to black'. The black pigment can show some thick sintering (on six specimens). Red is
used in addition to black for face paint on five specimens. One figurine (1634/atypical) is white.
Some features can be incised.
Description
Head: The head is broader than high. The crown varies from semi-circular (20%) to rounded
(47%) to angular (33%); 10% show a very small central indentation (bilobation?). In
profile the head is generally tilted backwards and extremely flat at the top (pronounced
fronto-occipital cranial deformation). A head-dress is always worn.
Face: Broad, foreshortened. Some modelling of the eye-sockets and cheeks. Face paint is
always present (exception SAC 276, SAC 358). It consists of "specs" and decor of the
cheeks. The "specs" are drawn from the eye-lids to the temples, often joined by a thin line
across the nose of the bridge; they can be thick or tapering, nearly horizontal or at
varying angles (nearly vertical on 1304); on 110, 1457, 43 and 400 they are double, the
lower ones with curlicues; "specs" are shown on all except three figurines (1998, SAC
276, SAC 358). The more common decor of the cheeks (circa 50%) consists of fine line-
drawings (two lines on each side, a plain thin one below, a thicker one with triangles—
sometimes with additional decorative elements—above); the lines can be placed
horizontally across the cheeks or parallel to the chin, which is always outlined in black.
359, 96 have small vertical lines linked to the chin outhne, on 478 and 1536 the chin line
covers the mouth. Another form of face-paint (12%) consists of a painted square
covering each cheek, sometimes in red and/or with an enclosed design (lines; spirals: 110;
birds: 1547); 544 has painted cheeks with serrated edges; 489 has vertical bands with
"broken lines and dots" fillers under each eye. Five specimens have short vertical lines
painted at the corners of the mouth. 492 has incised nose-to-chin lines.
Chin: More or less oval, occasionally nearly straight (SAC 360, SAC 255), always outlined in
black; mostly jutting in profile, because of tilted head.
Eyebrows: Generally molded, partly covered by the "specs".
Eyes: Molded, oval, with raised lids outlined in black and raised eye-balls, painted black.
Nose: Very characteristic on the better-made figurines (e.g. 474): small with well designed
nostrils and alae.
Mouth: also characteristic on well-made specimens (e.g.1246): molded, small, with well
designed, curly lips, often outlined in black.
Ears: Generally placed rather low; over 60% protrude, the others are enclosed within the
outline of the head (e.g. 359). Stylized shape: semi-circular to circular, slightly concave,
often with a central perforation (e.g. 109); the identical 1245, 1246 have dots painted on
the ears. Nearly pointed on 495. No ears: 489, 55.
Neck very short, shown by an indentation, also at the back.
Body: Broad, with relatively short legs. Very small, rounded shoulders, well-developed chest,
often some modelling of the breasts, waist, abdomen, genital area. Lateral outline
tapering towards the feet. Naturalistic profile, with some modelling of the back and
buttocks (e.g.1547), the legs.
Arms: Always extended2
 sideways and slightly upwards. They are short, rarely depicting both
the upper and lower arms (exception 26). The hands are generally near-circular, concave,
55% have incised notches to indicate fingers, the others are rounded, with no fingers.
About 50% are painted black (generally those without a tunic), either entirely, or only
half (1304 has dots).
'In the tables "Black-on-white" is used as a generic term. Variations in hue are ae indicated where
recorded.
2 Ex	 on atypical figurines, see below.
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Legs: Generally rather short in proportion to the body; completely separated (53%) or joined
down the middle, but with a deep groove dividing them at the front and back. Modelling
of the knees is rare; often very broad in profile, giving a stooping impression (e.g. 1245).
The feet are bulky, often protruding at the back as well the front; 40% have very
characteristic molded elongated toes (e.g. 544), the others have no toes. About 15%
have no feet (e.g. 832).
Genitals: All the figurines are female, with a molded, raised (very rarely incised) pubic area
and vulva, especially the better-made specimens. 176, SAC 360 show no genitals but are
certainly also female.
Breasts: Shown by modelled and/or painted nipples (66%, e.g. 544).
Umbilicus: Shown by a large depression above the waistline (45%).
Back: All the specimens show some modelling of the neck and the buttocks, sometimes also a
depression marking the spine; 475, 1579 have buttocks shown like an incised genital
triangle. In addition the top of the head-dress is always painted, as well as the shirt and
the hands (if painted in front); on 495 the tunic is not shown at the back..
Clothing
Head-dress: Painted, mostly consists of a fairly low, black calotte with a narrow border,
depicting a woven band; at the back, only the calotte is shown (exceptions: 475 with
band, 416 with three pendant triangles). 494, 200, 515, 477, SAC 358) have no border;
474, 43, 55, 1579, 1304 have a low relief border, also at the back; 832 has an incised
band. The motif of the border are: variants of the "broken line", with or without dots
(circa 34%); Chancay "Interlocking" (9%); criss-cross, triangles, lozenges (note 1251,
1430: lozenges with central bird) (17%); some motifs are very sketchily rendered, others
too damaged to be identified. On 1356, SAC 276 the whole head-dress is covered with a
design of squares (with central dots on 1356). The top of the head-dress is generally
perforated: two holes (14%), three holes (49%), four holes (18%), five holes (1%), no
holes (6 %), damaged or unclear (12%).
Dress: About 40% of the figurines are naked, 53 % wear a short sleeveless vest with a round
neck, painted at the front and back; 1356, 492 and C4 wear a crossedfaja; 1365, 1315,
1370 wear astring vesi; 416 and 478 have a plain front, but a "string vest" at the back.
Necklace: 1430 and 1356 wear a one-row bead necklace, 1998 a two-row necklace, both
molded. 1315 wears a molded and painted necklace of small beads attached to a plain
band.
Ear-plugs: Possibly indicated by the painted dots on 1245, 1246.
Atypical:
a) Figurines with an unusual aspect (decor, ware, or proportions):
SAC 357: As above except for the face-paint and head-dress: double "eyebrows", small triangle
at the corner of the eyes and zoning of the lower cheeks and chin; the chevron head-
dress border is unique.
1243: has a Chancay body but a different face (with a very pointed nose and upturned mouth)
and an unusual decor: zoning of the cheeks, dots on the ears and mouth area, bands
around the arms and an outlined genital triangle with additional fringe; the head-dress
widens considerably at the top and is unusual m the combination of designs. The decor
may have been "retouched", but the face is also unusual. A separate necklace of vegetal
beads is worn.
1634: is a typical Chancay figurine except for the lack of a black decor on the smooth white
slip.
SAC 222: Very low, wide head, large eyes and ears, traces of specs and cheek decor; long body
with unusually straight lateral outline. Incised genital triangle. Low black calotte, no
border-band, three perforations; crossedfaja placed very high.
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b) Figurines with folded arms and/or sitting. The five specimens share most traits described
above. Some atypical traits are:
1917: Sitting hunchback, extended arms; head-dress with semi-circular crown and applied
border with step design; short black tunic.
568: The arms are not shown; the genital area is not raised. Head-dress with border of stepped
design, no perforations.
SAC 179: folded arms and sitting posture.
P65, 1540: Arms folded at abdomen. P65 has a biobation, a head-dress without ornamental
band, pierced by two holes. 1540 has a head-dress with vertical stripes and a crossed
faja.
S
• SUB-GROUP 1.4.1B: SMALL BLACK-ON-WIUTE CUCHJMILCOS WITH HEADS HIGHER
THAN WIDE'
Table 34	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 196-202
	
Plates 33-34
Sample: 49 Figurines (examined 47)
Measurements	 Maximum	 Mmimum	 Median
Height (45)	 25.1 cm	 8.7cm	 16.3 cm
Width (37)	 15.7 cm	 5.3 cm	 13.2 cm
Thickness (41)	 9.0 cm	 2.7cm	 4.9cm
Weight (36)	 760 gr.	 60 gr.	 420 gr.
Manufacture
All figurines are mold-made, three specimens with a hand-made back. All except five
figurines are hollow. The air-holes are mainly located at the waist (25, i.e. 51 % of total or 59.5
% of the recorded hollow specimens), and at the ears and waist (15, i.e. 30.6 % and 35.7 %); as
well as at the waist and under the base (hunchback) and at the ears only (2); 2 figurines were
not recorded.
The ware, slip, decor are as in sg. 1.4.la; three specimens have red paint on the cheeks, one
of them (487) post-fired (?). In marked contrast to sg. 1.4. la many figurines in this sub-group
are in bad condition. Wh.her this is due to the quality of the paints or of the firing or to the
handling before burial cannot be assessed.
Description
Head: Often very high, especially in comparison with sg. 1.4. Ia, either with straight sides or
tapering towards the chin. The crown is very slightly rounded, more rarely straight or
semi-circular. Only two figurines (1244, 843) show bilobaticu. In profile the head is
mostly straight, rarely tilted backwards. Marked fronto-occipital deformation.
Face: Below the high head-dress and forehead, the face itself is foreshortened and relatively
broad. Some modelling of the eye-sockots and/or mouth area, but less frequent than in
sg. 1.4. la. Because of the bad preservation of many specimens, the face paint is often not
clear, but appears less standardised than in 1.4. la: some form of "specs" are worn by 67
%; 362, 1541 have double-line specs; 1360, 360, 1461 only have small triangles painted
at the corner of or below the eyes; on 65 and 2000 the whole eye area is painted. The
decor of the cheeks is even less clear: some specimens may have had the whole face
painted (71, 2000), the classic line drawing (see sg. 1.4.Ia) only occurs on about 10%
'The ratio height:width of the head is equal to or greater than 1.
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(e.g.1398), though there are traces of paint around the chin on a further 22%, and paint
covering the whole mouth area on around 8% (e.g.1819); 1539 has painted squares with
inset design (as 1.4. la). Other forms are: diagonal lines with broken-line-and-dot fillers
(377), two large triangles on each cheek (360, 1460), spirals (1321), dots (P67).
Chin: as in sg. 1.4. la, but a pointed chin (e.g. 1168) is more frequent; less jutting in profile;
outlined in black.
Eyebrows: Shown as part of the eye cavity and/or covered by the "specs"; absent on five
specimens, unclear on another four. Note the prominent molded eyebrows on 412.
Eyes: as above; 842 has circular eyes.
Nose: as above on the better made figurines.
Mouth: ditto.
Ears: Placed low; 83% show minimal modelling (semi-circular on most of the specimens with
vest), hardly protruding from the head-dress; the rest have shapeless ears; 56% have
perforations.
Nec/c as above sg. 1.4.la.
Body: On the better made specimens mostly more elongated than in sg. 1.4.la, with less broad
shoulders and chest, but longer legs. Fairly straight from the arms downwards. Less
naturalistic, broad profile.
Arms: Mostly very short and broad; only some of the specimens with tunic have slightly longer
and thinner arms (80-1321). AbOut half are extended straight sideways (e.g. 836), the
other half upwards (e.g.80). The hands are generally an integral part of the arms, semi-
circular but only slightly concave. Fingers are indicated by jagged incisions (70 %);
about 25 % of specimens have partly painted hands.
Legs: Always joined down the middle. On the better made specimens they tend to be longer,
straighter, narrower than in sg. 1.4.la. Often very broad, trapezoidal in profile. Feet are
either not shown or protruding slightly at the front and/or the back, sometimes sloping
upwards or downwards at the back; six figurines have horizontal bands painted across
the legs. Only 30% have toes, shown by typical notches from below (e.g. 71, 360, 1543),
rarely molded (e.g. 1942, 1932).
Genitals: All female. Most have a small raised genital triangle; some specimens have a larger
one, also raised and outlined by an incision (outlined with paint on 1244), mostly with a
molded or incised vulva.
Breasts: Nipples, often placed very high, are shown on 80% of the figurines, but there is no
modelling of the breasts.
Umbilicus: Shown on 46% of the figurines, often as a rather large depression.
Back: Less carefully made than in sg. 1.4.la: only about 30% show some modelling of the
buttocks (on 487, 398 a genital triangle is incised in the back); the painted top of the
head-dress is shown on 50% (on 121, 65 as three pendant triangles; on 487, 71 as
parallel vertical stripes). Most figurines also show the same type of clothing at the back
as in front.
Clothing
Head-dress: Much more varied than in sg. 1.4.la. Basically of similar type, but with a
narrower calotte and wider ornamental border, outlined by one or more lines; often a
space is left between the calotte and the border. 78% have a black calotte, 28% have only
a black line at the top of the head. The ornamental border features four basic designs:
broken lines, horizontal lozenges, squares with various fillers, or an unstructured band
with fillers. By far the most popular is the broken line design (44%, e.g. 493), followed
by the related lozenge design (e.g. 1398) and the squares (e.g.836, both around 15%);
two specimens have a black border only, the rest are unclear. All except one specimen
have small perforations: three perforations (75%), four (17%; in two pairs of two on
412), one figurine each with two, five and seven perforations.
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Clothing: All figurines (except 1321) wear a garment on their upper body. Three types are
shown: a short plain sleeveless shirt (29 %, e.g.233), a type of string vest, consisting of
two or three horizontal bands held together by vertical ones at the sides (27%, e.g. 1461),
finally two fajas crossed on the chest (41 %, e.g. 65); 1541 wears a stripy shirt.
Necklace: Only 487 wears a necklace of large molded beads.
Ear-plugs: Only 412 wears circular ear-plugs decorated with punctations.
Atypical:
1383: Typical small cuchimilco with crossedfaja, but wearing an unusual high head-dress with
two high points (indicating bilobation?), with diagonal incised bands with punctations
and an incised border. Two applied tassels hang at the back of the head-dress.
1080: Sitting hunchback. Traces of cheek decor. Head-dress with very small calotte and a
double border-band. Crossedfajas.
6: This figurine would be typical for the non-Chancay Late Horizon, except for traces of black
on white decor ("specs"). LH traits—not found on black-on-white specimens— include:
large semi-circular eye-brows, incised nose-to-chin lines, folded arms, double incision at
waist. The head-dress lacks a decorative band, but has four perforations. No clothing.
Large applied circular ear-plugs with incised cross design. The figurine is made of one
frontal mold and is solid.
SUB-GROUP 1.4.2: LARGE BLACK-ON-WHITE CUCHIMILCOS (HEIGffr ABOVE 50 CM)'
Table 35	 Text: Vol.1, pp.202-204	 Plates 35-36
Sample: 51 Figurines (examined 25):
Measurements
Height (47)
Width (34)
Thickness (34)
Estimated weight: 2 kg
Maximum
68.6 cm
36.5 cm
17.5 cm
to 4.5 kg.
Minimum
51.5 cm'
23.3 cm
9.7cm
Median
62.5 cm
31.4cm
14.8 cm
Manufacture
The manufctunng method is not absolutely certain: the specimens appear to have a hand-
made (coiled?) body, whilst the head and—in some cases—the arms and legs could be mold-
made2. But 1239 features a neat vertical crack along one side, from head to foot, which could
mean that it—and perhaps others—were made entirely by using two vertical molds. However,
except in that case, lateral joins (on the body, limbs or head) are never visible. Only a few
specimens (463, possibly 245) have hand-made heads.
All the figurines are hollow. Air-holes are placed at the ears, nose and armpits or waist (11,
i.e. 21.5 % of total or 45.8 % of the recorded specimens), at the ears and annpits or waist (10,
i.e. 19.6 % or 41.6 %), and at the elbows and armpits or only at the annpits (3, i.e. 5.8 % or
12.5 %); not recorded: 27 figurines.
'Exceptions: 1419 (41.0 cm), 245 (48.0 cm), both somewhat unusual specimens.
2 Chancay vessels were frequently made using "partial molds" (Hodnett l978:7ff). A number of
Chancay figurine molds, as well as positive molds from which the molds are made, exist in the
museum collections, but they are all of small figurines. I have not come across molds for large
cuchimilcos, either partial or whole, but have been told by a private collector that they exist. Large
molds are less likely to survive for obvious reasons.
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The ware is mostly medium to coarse, pale terracotta in colour. The surface is usually fairly
rough, covered with a yellowy-white or cream slip, with black, dark brown or reddish brown
decor. Three specimens have additional red on their cheeks. A number of the stereotyped
specimens (2061 to P76) are in mint condition, and the slip is exceptionally clean and light in
colour.
Description
Head: Wider than high on about 90 % of figurines. The crown can be straight and angular
(75%) or slightly rounded (semi-circular on P80). About 40 %, possibly more 1 show a
small central indentation in the middle of the crown, perhaps indicating biobation; P77
and 588 have a shallow depression. The sides of the head are straight or slightly
widening upwards. In profile the head is straight, rarely tilted backwards, very narrow at
the top (fronto-occipital defonnation), broadening towards neck.
Face: Very broad, foreshortened. Minimal modelling of eye-sockets. Classic decor of "specs"
and line-drawings on the lower cheeks. The "specs" are generally quite broad, raising
diagonally to the temples (no "specs" on SAC 461, 245).The most common cheek decor
consists of broken lines with central dot and small appendages (see P.30.7), underlined
by a line (e.g. 204), or inscribed within parallel lines (1150, 245); elaborate curlicues on
P80, 463, 1419; red cheek decor with central motif 1239; no face paint on SAC 461.
Chin: Slightly rounded at the front, prognacious in profile (e.g. 116); always outlined in black.
Eye-brows, eyes, nose, mouth as above (1.4. la). The nostrils often f'unction as air-holes.
Ears: Fairly small, semi-circular, conch-like; placed very low, slightly protruding (except on
SAC 453-SAC 456); generally perforated (air-holes).
Nec/c Very short.
Body: Compared to other Chancay figurines unusually large in proportion to the head. Because
of the wide head, the rounded shoulders appear narrow; note the stylized angular
shoulders on 460, P81. The chest is well developed, the thoracic cage and the waist can
be modelled (e.g.460); 1924 has broad grooves outlining the hip-joints. On circa 30% the
body is disproportionately long in relation to the legs (e.g.1851). The sides are generally
straight, but can taper towards the legs (on about 20%, e.g.1851) or bulge around the
waist (about 10%, e.g.1419); naturalistic profile. Most of the examined figurines can
stand unaided.
Arms: Nearly always raised upwards, but can start quite low on the body (e.g.1419). Vary
from naturalistic, showing the upper arms and foreamis, mostly with angular elbows
(e.g.2061) to very short, fin-like (e.g. SAC 460); 460 and P81 have small protuberances
(moles?) near the elbows. Extremely standardized hands: circular, concave, with five
short triangular fingers (except 1239, 1150: rounded hands, no fingers), always painted
black (except 1924, 245).
Legs: Always completely separated. There are two main types: a) straight, cylindrical, with
marked calves and very flat feet which are square at the front, rounded at the back, with
toes indicated by four incisions (circa 55%: 2061-P76, 460-1924); (b) tapering, often
rather short legs with large molded naturalistic feet and incised toes (e.g.1851); note the
triangular toes on 588. Ten (or more?) figurines have ankle bones. 245 has thin
horizontal lines painted across the legs.
Genitals: All the specimens are female, with a raised genital triangle, outlined by a shallow
groove and an incised vulva; 1993, SAC 459, 1851, 463 have an incised genital triangle,
245 a painted one; no genitals are shown on 1150, but it is clearly also female.
Breasts: Shown on all specimens, can be modelled, flattish, slightly pendant, with nipples
placed unusually low (circa 55%, e.g. P69); 1993, SAC 452 have high nipples placed to
the sides of the chest; 460, P81, 1150 have small perforations on the nipples; note the
This feature is not always clearly visible on published figurines.
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relatively large nipples on 1419. The rest have normally placed nipples, sometimes
painted black.
Umbilicus: Shown as a fairly wide, shallow depression. No umbilicus on 1922, 1150; not clear
on some of the published specimens.
Back: Some modelling (vertical groove marking the spine, waist, buttocks); on the obese
specimens, bulging at the waist. The painted head-dress, including the ornamental border,
is shown on circa 60% of figurines, possibly more.
Clothing
Head-dress: The black calotte is normally of medium height, but can be veiy high (e.g. P76) or
very low (e.g. 1993), with a fairly broad ornamental band. Four designs (see P1. 30)
account for 70% of the decoration: squares with diagonal steps and dots, broken line and
dot, double band with step motif above and broken lines and dots below, broken lines
only. The calotte usually has very small perforations at the upper edge: three perforations
on 22 figurines (nearly on all of the grouping 2061-P76,probably on many more), four
on six figurines (1922, P77, 1233, 1419, 1239, 460), none on 1851, 463, 1150, 245; not
known: 19 figurines.
No other clothing, body-paint orjewelleiy.
SUB-GROUP 1.4.3: "BAROQUE" BLACK-ON-WHITE CUCHIMILCOS
Table 36	 Text: Vol. I, pp. 205-207	 Plate 37
Sample: 25 Figurines (examined 18):
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (21)	 60.0 cm	 23.0 cm	 45.6 cm
Width (12)	 35.0cm	 16.5 cm	 25.0cm
Thickness (10)	 13.0 cm	 5.8 cm	 10.2 cm
Weight: The figurines are generally heavy for their size.
Manufacture
The majority of figurines appear to be entirely hand-made, all are hollow with air-holes at
the ears and armpits or waist (10, i.e. 40 % of total, 62.5 % of recorded figurines), at the nose,
ears, armpits or waist, one also at the vulva (3, i.e. 12 % and 18.7 %) or only at the waist or
the armpits (3, i.e. 12 % and 18.7 %); unrecorded: 16 figurines.
The ware is the typical Chancay ware, with a yellowy-white slip and black decor on a fairly
rough surface.
Description
Head: wider than long (exception 2321); crown slightly rounded or flat; small indentation
(biobation?) on SAC 359, 575. Straight profile, widening towards the neck (e.g. 2265)
or extremely fiat (e.g. 154) but always showing fronto-occipital defonnation.
Face: Mostly foreshortened, rectangular; modelling of eye-sockets only on 1310. Protuberance
on forehead of P85. The face-paint basically consists of "specs" and lower cheek decor.
The "specs" can rise vertically (P82) or be nearly horizontal (2322) and are extremely
varied: note triangular "specs" with curlicues (2244,P85) or zoning of the eye area (SAC
246, 582). Cheek decor includes variants of fine-line drawing (e.g. 154), some extremely
elaborate (P84, 2266, 583) or zoning of lower cheeks and mouth (e.g. 2251, SAC 359,
698). In addition, P85 has fish painted across the forehead, 579, 2265 have the whole
cheek painted (criss-cross decor cxi 578).
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Chin: Practically straight; in profile only the tip is jutting.
Eyebrows: Modelled and painted on 154, 578, P86 only.
Eyes, Nose, Mouth: related to classic Chancay, but variations of the nose: very narrow (154,
698), upturned (1310, 154), hooked (698), with paint on the alae (e.g. 575) or tip. 578
has round eyes.
Ears: Mostly small, conch-like, often with central air-holes. The position varies, from very low
(e.g. 2251) to normal (2266, 582 to 575).
Neck: Very short; hardly indicated on some specimens (e.g.583, 578).
Body: Various shapes, from straight, narrow (e.g. 578) to bulging around the waist (also in
profile) and tapering towards the legs (e.g. 572, 154, 698). Rounded shoulders shown
only on 154, 1310, SAC 359.
Arms: Extended sideways, can be placed high (e.g. 2252) to very low (e.g. 583). They vary
from long and thin (e.g. 583) to very short (e.g. 2265); several specimens have angular
elbows (e.g. 2266). Hands are circular, slightly concave, mostly with incised fingers;
nearly all are painted black, at least partly.
Legs: Completely separated, mostly cylindrical, straight or tapering towards feet; modelling of
knees is rare (2321, 578, 698); ankle-bones shown on one third of the figurines (e.g.
P83); note extremely fat legs on 575. Painted horizontal lines on 1310, 2265, 698, P86.
Feet are mostly small, rounded, with or without incised toes, but note the large feet with
modelled toes and toe-nails on 583, 575, P86.
Genitals: All females, with slightly raised genital triangle and a depression indicating the vulva
(perforated on 154), with modelled clitoris on P83?, 698.
Breasts: Nipples shown on most specimens (not clear on some of the published ones).
Umbilicus: Often a large depression; applied "belly-button" on 583, P 84, P86; no umbilicus on
698.
Back : Vertical groove along the spine, painted top of the head-dress, clothing.
Clothes, accessories:
Head-dress: Reminiscent of the classical form, but great variety in the shape and decor. Mostly
low calotte (except 2266, 583), no calotte on P85, either plain black or with step motif
(P83), white dots (2266, 154). On P86 the calotte is divided by vertical fillets. Varied
borders; two border bands on 2251, 2244. Decor: variants of broken-lines-and-dots,
horizontal lozenges, Chancay Interlocking, step motif diagonal lines with curlicues, fish
(572, P85), chevron-derived design, cnss-cross. 2266, 583 have three pendant triangles
with white dots at the back of the head. Perforations: three (three figurines), four (four
ffigurines, in pairs of two on two figurines), five (three figurines), six (on 1310, in pairs
of two), eight (on 2242), nine (on 2321); no perforations on 11 figurines.
Clothing: All except 575, P86, wear some form of clothing, mostly waist-length sleeveless
tunics, plain black or with a variety of decors: diagonal stripes with circles and fish
fillers (P85), large white dots with cross or bird fillers (2244, 2252, P83), criss-cross
design (2321, 698). A kind of "string vest" with broad horizontal bands also occurs (e.g.
SAC 359).
Ear-plugs: Circular ear-plugs with a punctated decor, unusually placed below the ears, are
worn by P84, 2266, 1310; unusual pendant earrings are worn by P85.
Necklace: Two figurines wear a band with pendants, painted (572) or applied (P85). Painted
circles on 2242.
Atypical
P86a: Hand-made figurine. Large head with low flat top. Triangular face, raised eyes with
incised lids, large nose with nostrils. Unusual mouth, with lips held together by thorns?
Semi-circular, concave ears. Straight, flat body, wide shoulders; extended anns with
upturned palms. Incised genital triangle, no nipples or umbilicus. Short, heavy legs with
large feet and modelled toe-nails. A head-dress may be indicated by four perforations
through the head.
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SUB-GROuP 1.5: CHANCAY-HUAURA CUCHIMILCOS
SUB-GROUP 1.5.1: EARLY CHANCAY-HUAIJRA CUCHIMILCOS (EPIGONAL-DERIVED
AND 3-COLOUR GEOMETRIC)
Table 37	 Text: Vol. I, pp.207-208	 Plate 38
Sample: 6 Figurines (examined 3): 2253, P87, P88/P89; 1407/1408.
Measurements 	 Maximum	 Minimum
Height (6):	 58.0cm	 48.5 cm
Width (5)	 39.0cm	 24.3cm
Thickness, Weight: not registered
Manufacture
Median
55.2 cm
27.2 cm
Hand-made figurines, probably with mold-made heads. Three are hollow, one specimen has
air-holes under the armpits, two are probably hollow, but have no air-holes, air-holes fbr the
published are not given. Four specimens are made in an epigonal-related ware, which appears
well fired, with black, white decor on an orange or ochre slip; P881P89 appear to have fugitive
red paint on the face.. Two further figurines have a pinky-buff slip with brown and red decor.
Some features are incised.
Description
Head: Relatively small; epigonal-related specimens have a slightly rounded crown, the others a
higher, broader, flatter crown. In profile marked fronto-occipital deformation and slightly
tilted backwards(1407/1408); not known on others. The face shows minimal modelling
around the mouth; complex face markings, with zoning around the eyes, mouth-to-chin
lines, outlining of the chin, stubble on the male P89. Elliptic eyes with raised lids, painted
eyeballs and pupils; nose with nostrils and alae; modelled lips on epigonal, incised on
others; semi-circular ears, conch-like on epigonal, tabs on 3-colour geometric. Short neck
on epigonal, longer on others.
Body: Epigonal-related specimens have a rotund body, tapering towards the feet, with hardly
any shoulders. Very short arms, raised sideways and upwards; large, concave hands with
five triangular fingers, completely separated legs, some modelling of the knees and
painted transversal lines, anide-bones on P87, short, compact feet with incised toes. The
two females have large genital triangles (incised?), outlined in paint, with small designs
on P88 and an incised vulva (outlined in paint on P88). The male has a penis and testes.
Profile and back unknown. All have large nipples and a protruding umbilicus.
The 3-colour specimens have a straight body with small rounded shoulders. Thin, longer
arms, raised upwards and forward; small hands, painted fingers. Completely separated
cylindrical legs, lacking modelling, with painted transversal lines, large feet, painted toes.
The female has a large painted genital triangle, with circle-and-central-dot decor, incised
vulva and tiny modelled breasts, the male has a small erect penis (brown with a red tip),
no testes and small nipples; the area around the umbilicus is elaborately painted. The
back is slightly convex, plain.
Clothing, accessories
Head-dress: Epigonal-related: low calotte with applied edge and/or painted motif, except on
P89. P88, a female, has two small perforated lugs on the calotte, the male P89 has two
long picos.
The 3-colour female head-dress has a decor of broad vertical bands, decorated
alternatively with clusters of dots and a chess-board pattern; the horizontal border shows
a meander-and-dot design. The male version has three triangular, perforated picos and a
plain border, the calotte is decorated with a chess-board design.
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Clothing or body-paint: On epigonal-related specimens the clothing is shown by a painted line
around the neck and a vertical band decorated with broken-line-and-clots (P87), criss-
cross (P88) and a more complex motif (P89), as well as an overall decor to the waist
(crosses (P88) "bird-feet" (P89), unclear (P87)') and transversal lines across the waist
(except P87), the anns and legs.
On the 3-colour specimens body-paint may be indicated by an overall decor on the chest
and thighs (composite cross on female, circles with central dots on the male). Both
feature a broad painted line around the neck and a broad belt and transversal lines across
the arms and legs.
SUB-GROUP 1.5.2: BLACK-ON-WHITE CHANCAY-HEJAURA CUCHIMILCOS
• SUB-GROUP 1.5.2A: STANDARD BLACK-ON-WHITE CHANCAY-HLJAURA CUCHIMILCOS
Table 37	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 208-213
	
Plates 38-39
Sample: 41 Figurines (examined 30)
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (33)	 57.5 cm	 22.4cm	 45.5 cm
Width (24)	 36.0cm	 16.1 cm	 27.0 cm
Thickness (21)	 16.0 cm	 6.5 cm	 11.0 cm
Weight (9)2	 5.200gr	 460 gr.	 circa 1500 gr.
Manufacture:
Hand-made figurines, some specimens may have mold-made heads, hollow, but often very
heavy. Air-holes are often multiple, involving the mouth (19), ears (15), nose (7), head-dress
(4) annpits/waist (4), penis (1), vulva and anus (1), the most frequent being combinations of
mouth, ears, nose. Not recorded cii 14 specimens.
Wares vary, but are generally rather coarse, with an unpolished surface. The figurines are
decorated with slip paint, basically bichrome black-on-white, but the colours go from reddish-
brown to black on a grounding varying from buff to whites with a yellow or pinky hue; a few
specimens have additional red face-paint, in some cases post-fired.
Description
Head: Generally wider than high, the sides are straight or slightly tapering towards the chin.
The crown is basically flat, rectangular. In profile the head is narrow at the top
(fronto-occipital deformation), broadening towards the neck.
Face: Mostly broad and foreshortened. Modelling of the eye-sockets occurs (see 1633 to 1811),
prognatisin of the mouth area is common. Face-paint is sex-related: Males have the
whole face painted, occasionally with a line from the forehead to the chin (exceptions:
459, 2245 with vertical stripes covering the face; 1445 and P95 lower cheeks and mouth;
1741 tear-lines); females have paint covering the lower cheeks and mouth and a variation
of the classic "specs": double (7) or triple lines (12), from the corner of the eyes towards
the temples, some with curlicues (13); 326 has triangular appendages at the corners of
the eyes; on 524 the "specs" are not connected with the eyes, but part of the head-dress
decor.
The design is not shown on the drawing.
2 M,' figurines are filled with sand
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Chin: Fairly straight, but often with projecting tip.
Eyebrows: mostly covered by the head-dress; modelled on 1234, 1811.
Eyes: Great variety in shape and rendering: mostly elliptic, sometimes circular, molded or
applied; the raised lids can be outlined by an incision or painted, the eyeballs can be
raised or fiat; the pupils are mostly painted black. The classic Chancay eye is rare (1236
to 1811).
Nose: Large, aquiline (e.g. 1234) or pointed (e.g. 1445); nostrils are often modelled, but alae
are rare.
Mouth: often prognathic, nearly always open (through), can be small to very large, straight,
elliptic or circular. Lips can be painted (e.g. 155), or more often modelled (e.g. 1234) or
applied (e.g. 1127).
Ears: Very small, semi-circular, with central perforations; 1127, 1236 to 1811 have larger,
naturalistic ears; P97 has no ears.
Hair: 1740 has a fringe of "hair" (monkey's hair or dyed fibre?) stitched through the holes in
the head-dress.
Neck Mostly short, hardly shown at the back; longer on SAC 431 to P97.
Body: Large, heavy, often stylized. Shapes vary from flat with straight lateral outline to
bulging around the waist and tapering towards the legs. Eight specimens (male and
female) show modelling of the thoracic cage (e.g. 155/156, 1236/1235), five males have
protruding hip-bones (e.g. 156).
Arms: Placed high on the body, so that the shoulders are not shown (exceptions 1236/1235,
2036); always extended sideways and upwards, about half showing the elbows (e.g.
1445/1446); very short on 1740/1741, 2036, 571. Hands are flat, rarely concave (1127,
1236/1235, 1234, 2036, P97), often with painted tips; fingers are rendered by thin
incisions or deeper notches, or modelled and painted (SAC 373, 1282), only painted
(P91).
Legs: Completely separated (note the wide crotch on 1127, 1740/1741), relatively long,
tubular, 11 specimens have modelled, sometimes also painted knee-caps (e.g.155), 30
figurines have anide-bones. The feet are very flat, slightly protruding all round; toes are
incised or notched; note wide apart toes (2036, 571), modelled/incised toe-nails (1235,
P94), no toes (P90, P91, 1282). Seven specimens have horizontal lines painted across the
legs (e.g.P90), 155, 2267 features painted fishes, 1090, 2268 circles. Most specimens
can stand unaided.
Genitals: There are 18 males and 20 females; there are sewn, (possibly nine) couples'. The
males have a realistically modelled penis, including perforation, sometimes painted, and
applied testicles (note very small genitals of 1234). The females have a raised and/or
incised, rarely painted genital triangle, an incised vulva and/or a prominent clitoris (e.g.
571, circa 60%).
Nipples: Shown on both sexes (except on 1090); applied, often also painted.
Umbilicus: Sixteen figurines (over 50%) have characteristic small applied belly-buttons (e.g.
29), the rest an incision or large depression; only four specimens lack an wnbilicus.
Back: Over half show the top of the headdress and crossedfajas (tunic on 1127), often also a
modelled groove down the spine; some modelling of the buttocks on 1740/174 1; applied
filet on lower back (1445).
Clothing, body-paint
Head-dress: All the males have a high head-dress ending in three short picos (often perforated),
except 1090 with four picos (two broken) and 2036 with only one pico(?); exceptionally
for a male 459 has only a small indentation (biobation?) in the center of the head-dress.
In addition the male head-dress is painted with vertical stripes: many stripes (e.g.156),
'1236/1235 are similar in size and style but do not have consecutive accession numbers; 2267/2268
look somewhat different buv'similar in size; they are said to come from the same burial.
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three stripes (e.g.2245), one central stripe (e.g.1090); on 459 the stripes also cover the
face. No border band.
The females wear a low rectangular calotte with various designs: criss-cross (7), broken
lines with or without dots (4), step motif (3), plain horizontal lines (4), others (3); note
the "specs" as part of the headdress on 524. Only three figurines (1446, 1740, 571, all
females) have perforations (always five) through the top of the headdress.
Clothing, body-paint: The majority wear two fajas crossed over the chest (on 29 only visible at
the back), 1090 and 584 also wear a belt. Exceptions: 1127 with a waist-length shirt,
2268, SAC 373 with a collar? of pendant triangles (front and back), SAC 373 and SAC
466 with a criss-cross panel across the abdomen. In addition half the males have large
circles with central dot painted on the chest, the arms and/or the legs; 1236 and 1234
(males) also have a stylized bird on the chest, whilst the females 155, 1235, P94, 2267
have stylized fish on their arms and/or legs. Note also the thick line across the abdomen
on P94 and 571 (females). Finally many specimens have lines painted across their arms
(e.g. 1282) and/or legs.
155, 156 and 1635b were found wrapped in textiles (see Inca-Peru 1990: nos. 214, 215;
Bawden and Conrad 1982:90).
Necklace: Painted row of pendant triangles around the neck of SAC 373.
Atypical:
776: Female, shares characteristics such as the broken-line decor of the head-dress, the face-
paint, the crossed fajas, but differs from the above by the extreme stylization of the
flattened head, very elongated legs, flat profile and the incised rectangular genital
triangle.
Associated:
2274: Shares open mouth, modelling of thoracic cage, male sex, body-paint of circles and dots.
Differences: lack of head-dress, molded and painted eye-brows, eyes, folded arms,
molded hands with painted finger-nails; diminutive penis, no testicles.
2241: Only shares male sex, open mouth. Differences include: the shape of the head and body,
the eyes, the face paint, the aims extended ft,rward, the head-dress lacking picos.
SUB-GROUP 1.5.2B: CHANCAY-HUALJRA CANTORES
Table 37
	 Text: Vol. I, pp. 208-2 13
	 Plate 40
Sample: 16 Figurines (examined 10)
Measurements 	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (12)	 76.0 cm	 25.2 cm	 57.0 cm
Width (9)	 36.0cm	 15.5cm	 28.0cm
Thickness (6)
	 19.4 cm	 7.4 cm	 11.4 cm
Weight: 584 is said to way circa 7.500 gr.: it may be filled with sand.
Manufacture
Hand-made, hollow figurines; paste and surface finish as 1.5.2a. Air-holes as 1.5.2a,
marginally more frequent at armpits/waist (37.5% as opposed to 13.3 % of recorded
specimens); these can be extremely large (3 cm diameter on 581).
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Description
Head: Normal proportions. The females have a flattish or slightly convex crown, males have a
rounded crown. Straight in profile; three males (1089,1796, 577), possibly more, show
no fronto-occipital cranial deformation'. The males P101, P102, 581? have a rectangular
projection on the left temple.
Face: Varies from vely stylized (e.g. 584) to quite naturalistic (e.g.581). Minimal modelling of
the eye-sockets on a few specimens. Face paint of both males and females mostly covers
the lower part of the cheeks and the chin, sometimes with an additional horizontal line
above; on 581 the fce-paint covers the cheeks, on 2254 the whole fce; both, as well as
1089, show a vertical line from the forehead, nose and/or mouth to the chin; P103 has a
triangle on the forehead and a circle and dot on each cheek; 1146 has three vertical lines
down the cheeks and incised nose-to-chin lines. "Specs" are vestigial (note the three very
short lines starting from the center of the eyes on 584, P103); they are shown on some
females (584, P100), exceptionally also on males (P102, P103). 1866 has no ice-paint.
Chin: Pointed or oval, never jutting.
Eyebrows: Shown on 2254, 577 only.
Eyes: Elliptic, some with incised lids, otherwise as above.
Nose: Fairly large, mostly straight, with some modelling of the nostrils, but alae are rare; some
painting along the bridge or at the tip.
Mouth: Always open, often very large, with or without modelled lips. 581 shows modelled teeth
inside the mouth.
Ears: Mostly semi.-circular tabs, naturalistic on 581, 1146. Over half are perforated.
Hair: Painted on 581, ending in a point above the neck at the back; incised at the sides and back
on 1866.
Neck: Unusually long and thin.
Body: Varies, from elongated to thirly squat. Lateral outline and profile as above; some
modelling of the thoracic cage on 581, 1089; modelled shoulders on 1146.
Arms: as 1.5.2a; starting low on the body on P103 and 1146. Hands and fingers mostly as
above, or not shown (P100, P 102).
Legs: Completely separated, differing in length, straight, tubular; no modelling except on 1146;
ankle-bones on five specimens. Feet as above, note modelled toe-nails (1146), more than
five toes indicated by short notches on 584, P100, P102.
Genitals: Five females, eight males. The females have a raised/incised genital triangle, with an
incised vulva, P98 and P99 also have a clitoris. Males have a very naturalistic penis, and
testicles. P103 is ambiguous: it has a painted genital triangle—a female characteristic—
and male genitals, which are located just below the waist; the head-dress is male, the
"specs" female. 1146, a male, also has a genital triangle. 577 is presumed male because
of the head-dress with picos.
Nipples: shown on six figurines, male and female; punctated on 1866.
Umbilicus: shown as a depression (eight specimens), as a belly-button (581).
Back: Not recorded on the nine published figurines. Vertical groove on three specimens, outline
of buttocks and applied necklace (?) ties on 1146, painted hair (581), incised hair
(1866)..
Clothing, accessories
Head-dress: The female head-dress is low, with all-over designs such as criss-cross, a variant
of meander/Chancay Interlocking (P100) and variants of broken-lines-and-dots. The
male head-dress can be a rounded calotte with a narrow applied border (P101, P102,
1089); 577 and P103 each have two small picos, the fbrmer with a painted border; 2254
has a painted head, indicating hair or a head-dress; 1146 is unique in having no head-
dress.
11089 has a more elongated head shape, though not the deformacion por Ilautu of Chancay type 2.
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Clothing, body-paint: All the females, except 1866—but none of the males!—wear the crossed
fajas; the females 584 and P100 have fish painted on their arms. All the males are
adorned with large circles-and-clots, 1146 also with a bird (exception: P103 has no body-
paint). There are no transversal lines across the arms and/or legs, but note the armbands
on P102.
Ear-plugs: Disk ear-plugs, protruding at the back (554, P98, P 103).
Necklace: P103 wears a necklace with several pendants (photograph unclear); 1866 has an
incised band, 1174 has a band attached round his neck, with ties dangling at the back.
Atypical:
1796: is not a cantor as its mouth is shut, but the rounded head only occurs in this sub-group; it
also shares the explicit virility, facial traits, face- and body-paint, applied belly-button.
Atypical: head-dress with a single long pica with an applied band at its base, and a wide
painted horizontal border; note the collar of pendant triangles at the back.
457, 797: are both cantores and are made of the same rough ware as most of this group. But
they lack the typical face- or body paint and head-dress. Other differences include: very
long, globular body with short legs, applied filet around the low calotte (457); band
fastening the head-dress, loin-cloth, accessories hanging from the neck (797).
• SUB-GROUP 1.5.2C: CLASSIC CIIANCAY CUCHIMILCOS WiTH CHANCAY-BUAURA
FEATURES
Table 37	 Text: Vol.1, p. 361	 Plate 41
Sample: 4 Figurines (examined 4)
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (4)	 40.0 cm
	 20.0 cm
	 33.7 cm
Width (3)	 23.9cm	 13.0cm	 20.1 cm
Thickness (4)	 11.4cm	 5.8cm	 10.0cm
Manufacture
Mold-made face, partly hand-made body; hollow but heavy, with air-holes through the ears,
the waist or both. The ware is coarse, the surface finish varies: 1257 is unslipped with red and
black decor, 576 and 456 show traces of yellowy-white slip with black decor.
Description
The heads and faces are classic Chancay, except for the face-paint (1257 with cheek zoning,
576 originally with whole face painted). The body is also recognizably Chancay—especially in
profile—with some modelling of the waist, also of the buttocks in the back. The arms and legs
also correspond to the Chancay norm; note the vezy broad profile of the legs on 576. Three
specimens are male, one female with incised genital triangle; all four have nipples and the male
head-dress has the three typical Huaura p'cos, also vertical stripes on 1257, but with a large
Chancay band on 576 (details unclear). The female headdress has the Chancay shape, but lacks
perforations and any painted decor is no longer visible. No clothing or body-paint.
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SUB-GROUP 1.5.3: A CHANCAY-HUAUR4 VARIANT: CUCHIMILCOS OF THE JECUAN SUB-
STYLE
Table 38	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 362-363	 Plate 41
Sample: 12 Figurines (examined 11)
Measurements 	 Maxunum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (12)	 32.2cm	 13.5cm	 20.7 cm
Width (12)	 19.2cm	 8.3 cm	 13.8cm
Thickness (12)	 10.2 cm	 4.9 cm	 6.7 cm
Weight (11)	 over 1000 gr	 230gr.	 570gr.
Manufacture
Mold-made, hollow (except 1359?) but relatively heavy figurines. Ware, surface finish and
decor as 1.5.2 a,b. Air-holes: at waist (4), mouth (3) ears and waist (2), through chest (1) no
(1), not recorded (1).
Description
Head: Wider than high, with a minimally rounded crown and fairly straight sides; in profile
fiat, straight or tilted backwards.
Face: Modelling of the eye cavities. The face-paint consists of triple line "specs", some with
curlicues, and paint covering the lower part of the face (with a line above on some
specimens), sometimes also covering the nose.
Chin: rounded or pointed, straight or jutting.
Eyes: Classic Chancay eyes, with molded and painted lids and eyeballs.
Nose: Can be slightly turned up; generally molded nostrils, sometimes also a/ac and groove
between nose and mouth.
Mouth: Open on three specimens, otherwise straight molded lips (not the classic shape).
Ears: Small lateral protuberances with small depression (perforated on 1147, 51), placed rather
low (except on 51).
Neck Indicated, but short. Longer on 1147 and 51, with painted line (relief on the back of
1147).
Body: Short, incurving at the waist, widening towards feet; 1147, 51 have a longer body with
straight outline. Modelling of the thoracic cage on SAC 350, 1147, 1921. Straight
profile.
Arms: Very short (except on 51), fairly thick; extended sideways, only slightly upwards. Hands
are not shown as such, but fingers are generally molded (incised on 1147, 51) and paint
is often applied across the fingers. 1359, 1921 have no fingers.
Legs: Mostly short, separated on half the figurines, joined along the inside on the others; 1743
has no legs. Feet are bulky, protruding at the front and back (e.g. 1305). Toes tend to be
molded (also painted on 1936, 111). 1147, 51 have legs and feet typical for 1.5 .2a (51
with anide bones).
Genitals: All specimens are female, generally with a raised, not always incised genital triangle
(painted on 1936), mostly with an incised vulva. The sex of 1305 is deduced from the
head-dress and face-paint.
Nipples: Always present, sometimes hardly visible.
Umbilicus: Shown as a depression on four figurines.
Back: Mostly no features, but a vertical groove along the spine and or the crossed fajas and
tuniccanbeshown;moldedwaistandbuttockson 1921.
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Clothing/body-paint
Head-dress: Low calotte with painted decor. The most frequent all-over design is criss-cross
(five specimens), steps (SAC 350), broken-lines-and-dots (1743), spiral motif (51), the
rest unclear. One specimen has three perforations, three specimens five perforations
through the calotte.
Clothing: Six specimens wear crossedfajas. 51 wears a short sleeveless tunic, decorated with
circles. Four figurines have one or three horizontal lines painted across the abdomen (on
1305 in addition to the fajas). Fish are depicted on the arms of 1305, probably also—in a
very stylized version—en the arms and legs of 1147. 1743 is wrapped in a gauze.
Necklace: Molded single row of elongated beads on seven specimens.
SuB-GROuP 1.6: CLJCHIMILCOS OF CHANCAY PHASES 3 AND 4 IN RED OR
BLACK WARES
• SUB-GROIJP 1.6.1: CUCHIMILCOS IN RED WARE
Table 39	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 215-219
	
Plates 41-43
Sample: 56 Figurines (examined 55):
a) Mold-made, mostly hollow figurines (29)
b) Small, solid figurines, made of one mold or hand-made (15)'
c) Larger and/or sitting figurines (12)
Minimum	 Median
3.9 cm
	 14.6 cm
2.5 cm
	 9.0 cm
1.2cm	 4.1cm
l3Ogr.	 320gr.
Measurements
Categories a,b:
Height (33)
Width (22)
Thickness (38)
Weight (9)
Category c:
Height (11)
Width (7)
Thickness (12)
Weight (6)
Maximum
23.0cm
12.6 cm
6.8 cm
500gr.
39.6cm
24.3 cm
16.0cm
over 2000 gr
11.3 cm
10.3 cm
3.3 cm
290 gr.
24.5 cm
19.5 cm
10.5 cm
over 1000 gr.
Manufacture
Various manufacturing techniques occur in this sub-group:
• Category a: 26 figurines are made of two molds; 19 are hollow, with air-holes at the waist
or at the ears and waist, six are solid. Three further specimens have a mold-made front or
face and hand-made back and are hollow or solid.
• Category b: 13 figurines are made of one mold only (front), with a featureless flat back;
they are solid (except 1523?); six have perforations through their chest. Two further solid
figurines may be entirely hand-made or hand-finished?
'Two figurines from Huaca Paraiso acquired by Ulile (UPMP 33568/(3405), UPMP 337621(3497))
have not been included because their features are too sketchy. Both are made with a frontal mold only
and solid, but both have perforations below the waist, going from side to side, immitating hollow
specimens.
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• Category C: Four specimens are mold-made, eight can have a mold-made head and hand-
made body or are entirely hand-made; they are hollow, with air-holes mostly at the waist or
waist and ears.
The wares represented are mostly fairly coarse. The mot common variety is slipped or
burnished plain red ware but white-on-red and black-on-red alsd, 348 has mcrustations of white
and red post-fired pigment.
Description
Head: Varies in proportion to body size from one half (smaller figurines) to one third or less
(larger specimens); circa 45% have heads higher than broad. Mostly straight or slightly
rounded crown, angular, with straight or slightly diverging sides (exceptions: 145, 1522,
1542, with semi-circular crown). Flat profile (indicating fronto-occipital defbrmation, at
least on the hollow figurines); only 1455 has a rounded head lacking fronto-occipital
deformation. All specimens wear a head-dress.
Face: Modelled eye-sockets and/or incised nose-to-chin lines are common, face-paint is very
rare (traces on 124, 1358).
Chin: more often rounded than pointed and jutting than straight.
Eyebrows: Senu-circular eye-brows molded (e.g. 841) or undercut (e.g. 369) are common; a
number of specimens have no eyebrows (e.g. 145) or they are covered by the head-dress
(e.g. 1025).
Eyes: Generally large, effiptic, with molded lids. 123 has circular incised eyes. The large
figurines have mostly "composite" eyes (e.g. 253).
Nose: Either typical Chancay, fairly small, with nostrils and a/ac; or large, sometimes pointed,
upturned, with large nostrils (e.g. 106, 253).
Mouth: Mostly molded lips; tiny applied mouth on 253, 1318; occasionally incised mouth (e.g.
642).
Ears: Nearly always semi-circular (pointed on 1025, 1317), more or less concave, protruding;
perforated (15 specimens); twelve specimens wear ear-plugs. No ears (145, 106).
Neck always shown.
Body: Proportions vary with size. On smaller specimens the body is short, generally with fairly
straight or slightly tapering sides and a mostly straight profile (1546, 801 concave). The
large cuchimilcos are broad-chested, tapering downwards, though the profile is fairly flat
(except 1748, corpulent). There are six sitting figurines, all hunchbacks.
Arms: All except four figurines have extended arms, mostly short, projecting sideways or
upwards; on 1595, 880 the arms start very low on the body. Four figurines have folded
arms. Note the angular elbows on 1544, 414, 1025, 253 and the molded outline of the
upper and lower arms inscribed within wing-like projections (384, 238, 235). Hands are
generally circular, slightly concave, with or without incised or modelled fingers. A
relatively large number (3 0%) have no hands.
Legs: Joined down the middle (circa 75%), the rest separate (1523 joined at feet by a "bridge"),
broken (1544, 880); the sitting hunchbacks have thin, tubular legs folded in front, 1318
shows only small feet; 369, 432 have painted horizontal lines across the legs. Feet are
small, with or without incised toes; modelled toes and ankle-bones on 253.
Genitals: 45 figurines are clearly females, with raised and/or incised genital triangle, with a
double incision at the waist on eleven specimen (e.g. 369). A groove can mark the vulva;
a double groove on four specimens (e.g. 432) may represent the clitoris?; no genitals are
shown on the hunchbacks and on some other specimens, though the head-dress shows
them to be also females.
Breasts: Nipples are shown on 60% of the figurines, punctated on six specimens (e.g. 369).
Umbilicus: circa 60% have an umbilicus, which can be .a very large (e.g. 880).
Back: The molded hollow figurines mostly show some modelling of the neck and waist, very
rarely the buttocks; note the incised "genital triangle" on the back of 413. Painted
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clothing is shown on five specimens, a necklace on four. No features at the back of the
one-mold figurines.
Clothing, accessori.es
Head-dress: All specimens wear a head-dress (head broken on 1595), with decorated border
(62 % i.e. 34 out of 55), plain (38 %, i.e. 21 of 55). It is only painted on four specimens
(413, 124, 1358: variants of broken line, and 238: vertical lines). The remaining
specimens have a molded, more often incised or punctated border band, with designs
such as: a variant of the broken-line-and-dot with multiple filler dots (twelve specimens
(e.g. 841) against only three (e.g. 235) with the classic single-dot design); diagonal lines
(vertical on 1217) with filler dots (397, 383); horizontal lozenges (432), plain broken
lines, very high (369). The number of perfbrations at the top of the head-dress vary': one
(2.1 %), two (8.5 %), three (17 %), four (42.5 %) six (13 %), none (17 %). Frequently
the perforations are placed either at opposite ends of the headdress (e.g. 1357) or in sets
of two or three (e.g. 841, 369, 1437).
Clothing: Painted (fint) crossedfajas on 369, 124, 1358, 432, 1437. 432 has thread wound
like fajas across the chest, around the neck, the waist and one arm; P104 is wrapped in
textiles.
Necklace: 16 figurines (but none of the larger ones) wear a molded or incised (painted on 432)
necklace of one or two rows of beads. Typical for Chancay phase 4 (LH) are bulky
necklaces with a punctated and/or incised decor (e.g. 369, 384, 801, 1511 etc.) and the
ties of the necklace shown hanging at the back (369, 1217, 1088). 166 (with folded
arms) wears a bead necklace with a minute pottery figurine pendant (height 4.0 cm),
made of a different paste than 166; note also that it has extended arms! But according to
an attached ticket the necklace was added later.
Ear-plugs: Worn by eleven specimens, some applied, occasionally also visible at the back; can
be plain or decorated with small circles or dots, concentric circles, or cross-and-dots.
• SUB-GROUP 1.6.2: CUCHIMILCOS IN BLACK OR BLACK-SLIPPED WARES
Table 40	 Text: Vol.1, pp. 215-219	 Plate 44
Sample: 28 Figurines (examined 23)
a) Mold-made, mostly hollow figurines (10)
b) Small, solidfigurines, made of one mold or hand-made (7)
c) Larger and/or sitting figunnes (11)
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Categories a,b:
Height (12)
Width (11)
Thickness (12)
Weight (7)
Category C:
Height (10)
Width (7)
Thickness (8)
Weight:
48.7 cm
28.4 cm
15.4 cm
over 2000 gr.
	
20.3cm	 10.2cm	 11.7cm
	
15.8cm	 6.3cm	 7.8cm
	
7.7 cm	 2.6 cm	 3.7 cm
	
760gr.	 8Ogr.	 lSOgr.
13.3 cm
	
40.5cm
18.8cm	 25.5 cm
6.0 cm
	
9.5cm
'Percentage calculated on the basis of 47 figurines; nine figurines are damagei
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Manufacture
The same differences in manufacturing techniques as above apply.
As far as could be ascertained, the majority of figurines are made of reduced fired, i.e. black
ware, burnished or with a black slip; but six figurines have a black slip on an oxidized red
paste. The black slip can be very shiny. Eleven figurines have incrustations of white, red, or
yellow post-fired paint (one, two or three colours combined).
Description
Head: Over 85% have heads which are widet.than high. Only three figurines (283, 1745, 781)
have a rounded crown. All have fronto-occipital deformation.
Face: Classic Chancay facial decor occurs, but is often incised (280, 279), vestigial "specs" on
1636, 1726,1727, 563. Nose-to-chin lines on 1440, 1369.
Chin: As above; no chin on 563.
Eyebrows: Prominent semi-circular molded eyebrows occur on P 107, 249; note elongated
eyebrows on 509; undercut eyebrows are rarer (e.g. 1421).
Eyes: As above; circular eyes on 2257 (incised), 1369, 563 (molded).
Nose, mouth, ears, nec/c As above. 500, P105 have no ears.
Body: Mostly as above. Note broad profile and posture leaning backwards on 280, 502. There
are one standing and three sitting hunchbacks.
Arms: All figurines have extended anns. Marked elbows are common on the larger figurines.
Note very low starting point of arms on 777, 1421, P109. Hands as above.
Legs: Roughly 50% have joined and 50% separate legs. Note the legs extended forward on two
hunchbacks. Feet as above.
Genitals: All specimens are females with raised or incised genital triangle (not visible on two
sitting hunchbacks).
Breasts: Shown on one third of specimens, punctated on P 107, 509, 249; note large, high breast
on 563.
Umbilicus: Shown on about half of the figurines. Note very high, wide umbilicus on some of
the large figurines (e.g. 574, P109); applied "belly-button" on 777, P108.
Back: Many hollow figurines have a groove down the spine, some also modelled buttocks; 777
has an incised "genital triangle" at the back.
Clothing, accessories
Headdress: 32 % (9 out of 28) figurines have a plain head-dress (top of head broken on 1440),
the remaining have either a plain, applied or incised border (1745, 781; 574), or an
incised decorative border with varied motifs: double horizontal line, cnss-cross motif;
broken-line-and-dot, triangles or broken lines with multiple dots, horizontal lozenges and
dots, chevrons, vertical lines with stylized bird fillers. Perforations through the head-
dress vary from three (48 %) four (24 , in pairs of two on four figurines), six (8 % in
sets of two on 1421), to sixteen (4 %, on P108), none (19 %); three specimens are
damaged..
Clothing: May be indicated by incised lines on 1727, 1728 (vertical) and 563 (diagonal: fajas)
or circles and other (2257).
Necklace: Shown by two incised lines (1728, 1727), incised pendant lines (500), pendant
triangles with multiple dot fillers (14).
Ear-plugs: Applied, relatively small, fitting in the middle of the ear (P107, P108, P109),
through the ear-lobes on 249; larger on 1728, 1727. Designs include concentric circles,
dots, incised bird (P107).
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• SUB-GROUP 1.6.3: A CHILLON SUB-STYLE?
Table 41	 Text: Vol.1, pp. 219-22 1	 Plate 45
Sample: 9 Figurines (examined 7)
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (5)	 66.5 cm	 14.3 cm	 45.5 cm
Width: All damaged
Thickness (6)
	
13.1 cm	 2.0 cm	 8.8 cm
Weight: One specimen recorded, over 2.500 gr.
Manufacture
All the figurines are hand-made, except two (P110, P111) described as having a "molded
face"; all, except one figurine are hollow with air-holes at the waist, as well as below the ears
and at the shoulders. Six figurines are made of red ware (two of them with white decor); two
figurines are black ware, one has a black slip only.
Description
Head: The proportion to the body varies with the size of the figurine, but it is always relatively
large and much broader than high. Crown more often rounded, even semi-circular, than
straight (on three figurines only). Marked bilobation on Pill. In profile the head can be
tilted backwards, narrow at the top (fronto-occipital deformation), though broadening
towards the neck (exceptions 1056, 1941).
Face: Very broad, no modelling, no face-paint.
Chin: Straight, jutting markedly (exceptions 1056, 1941).
Eyebrows: Modelled, very long, placed straight (e.g. 1466) or at a pronounced angle (e.g.
1056).
Eyes: Typical Chancay "composite" eye.
Nose: Pointed, with pronounced nostrils, but alae are rare. Broken on 1545, 1056.
Mouth: Modelled, small, applied low on the face.
Ears: Semi-circular (conch-like on P110), often perforated. Broken (1467), no ears (1545).
Nec/c Shown, but generally very short.
Body: Rotund, with large chest and belly (also in profile), tapering towards the legs (exception:
1941, straight, fiat). 1545 and 1056 are rotund sitting specimens.
Arms: Extended upwards, generally short. Broken on three figurines, replaced on P111. 827
has two sets of arms, one extended (note angular elbows), the other very small, folded
upwards on the chest. Hands are circular, concave; only 827 has incised fingers.
Legs: Completely separated, cylindrical; some modelling of the knees on P110; ankle-bones on
247, 1466. Lower part of legs restaured on Pill, legs missing on 827. On the sitting
specimens: not represented on 1545, only shown by narrow feet? on 1056. Feet very
small, round, with or without incised or modelled toes.
Genitals: All are female with a modelled and/or incised genital triangle and vulva. Note double
incision at waist (1467), rectangular outline of genital area on 827 and 1545.
Breasts: Nipples, placed high, on 247, 1466, lower on P110, P111; punctated on 1467. Not
shown on others.
Umbilicus: Shown on all except 827, 1056. Can be very large: 1466, 1941.
Back: Incised line below waist (1466, 1467, perhaps also P110, P11 1?); no other features.
Clothing, accessories:
Head-dress: Definitely worn by 247, 1466, 1467 and probably by 1941, because of the
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rectangular shape and perforations, also an incised border with criss-cross design on
1467. Not clear on others because of the low, rounded shape, though perforations occur
on the bibbed P111, 827, 1545 (the single perforation on 1056 does not go through).
Pill has two perforations, 1467 three, 247, 1466, 827 have four perforations, the latter
two in sets of two, possibly also 1545 which is damaged.
Clothing: Not shown.
Necklace: Bulky with punctated decor on 1941 only.
Ear-plugs: Small, placed at center of ears with plug protruding at the back on 1466 (not visible
on photograph); larger, with punctations on 1056; small depressions on 1941.
GROUP 2: FIGURINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD
SuB-GRouP 2.1: EARLY FIGURINES WrrH ELONGATED HEAD AND FOLDED ARMS
Table 42	 Text: vol.!, pp. 221-228
	
Plate 45
Sample: 5 Figurines (examined 5)
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (5)	 22.9 cm	 7.2 cm	 14.8 cm
Width (5)	 9.0cm	 2.9cm	 5.9cm
Thickness (4)	 8.2 cm	 2.8 cm	 4.9 cm
Weight (4)	 SSOgr.	 SOgr.	 250gr.
Manufacture
The figurines are mold-made and hollow, except 67 which may be partly hand-made, with
added applied features. Air-holes are placed: behind the upper anns or at the waist.
The wares represented are derived from epigonal and 3-colour geometric, and black-on-
white.
Description
Head: Around one third of total height; with a pointed or more rounded crown and a flattened
profile (broader on 473).
Face: Normal proportions, some modelling of the cheeks and mouth area (except 1292).
Overall face-paint on 357, 473; zoning of the eyes and/or cheeks (1220, 1292); no face-
paint on 67?
Chin: Oval; jutting in profile. Small spherical projections at sides of the chin on 473.
Eyebrows: Modelled; elongated (357, 1220) or arched;
Eyes: Large, elliptic, circular on 1292, 67, mostly with molded, painted lids and eyeballs
(except 357); applied on 67.
Nose: Largish; nostrils (67) and alae (1220).
Mouth: Varies, molded or incised.
Ears: Semi-circular to slightly pointed. Perforated (473); with painted dots (1220, 473); no ears
(1292, 67).
Neck Shown.
Body: Narrow, elongated (except on the sitting 67). Straight lateral outline; pointed shoulders
(357). Profile straight; concave (1292); 67 carries a child.
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Median
14.6 cm
9.3 cm
4.0 cm
170 gr.
Arms: Folded above the waist (upwards on 1292, 67), outlined in paint, hands with three
fingers.
Legs: Joined down the middle, some modelling of the knees, painted transversal lines; 67 is
sitting, with legs extended forward (broken). Feet not shown, (except painted toes on
1220, 473?).
Genitals: All fmales, with genital triangle outlined (1220, 1292) or raised (67) and painted
(357: dots and bird's feet; 473: dots); groove marking vagina.
Breasts: Nipples on 357, 473, 1292.
Umbilicus: Spherical protuberance (1220), not shown on others.
Back: No features: 357, 1292; 1220 have applied filets at the neck and waist, a groove along
spine; 473 carries a bag, 67 a child. 473 has an incised triangle, like a genital triangle, at
buttock level.
Clothing, accessories
Head-dress: Pointed to rounded calotte, plain or decorated (vertical stripes: 357, 1292; dots:
473). No headdress: 67.
Tunic/Body-paint: 1220, 473 may be wearing a short tunic, 473 perhaps also a belt; 67 a belt
only.
Necklace: Large beads: molded (1220, 1292), broad molded necklace (473).
SUB-GRoUP 2.2: EARLY FIGURINES WrrH ELONGATED HEAD AND EXTENDED
AR
Table 42	 Text: Vol.! pp. 22 1-228
Sample: 6 Figurines (examined 5)
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum
Height(6)	 22.8cm	 8.7cm
Width (5)	 162cm	 5.8cm
Thickness (5)	 7.8 cm	 2.3 cm
Weight (3)	 270 gr.	 100 gr.
Manufacture
Plate 45
All the specimens except one are mold-made and all, possibly two, are hollow. The air-holes
can be through the arms, the waist, the ears, under the feet. P112 appears to be made of an
epigonal-related ware, the others are black-on-white, with the usual variations of shades (as
Chancay Group 1).
Description
Head: Half to one third of the total height; crown rather rounded or pointed; slightly rounded
in profile.
Face: Elongated, with minimal modelling; face-paint on P112 unclear, 1027 has double "specs"
and curlicues on the lower cheeks, 2044: zoning of the lower face.
Chin: Oval or pointed; traces of a dark outline.
Eyebrows: Molded, arched (834); not shown on others.
Eyes: Large, elliptic; circular on 350, 195); molded and painted lids and eye-balls.
Nose: Large, with nostrils and alae (except 350, 195).
Mouth: Molded, naturalistic, (except 350, 195).
Ears: Semi-circular, concave; protuberances only (195); no ears (2044).
Neck Shown.
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Body: Short, stocky; lateral outline widening towards the feet; straight profile. Modelled chest
(1027); 2044 is a hunchback, with a deformed chest and back.
Arms: Extended; short, unarticulated (834, 350, 195); or longer, folded at the elbows, with
concave hands (P112, 2044, 1027); hands, some with incised fingers, are mostly painted
black.
Legs: Completely separated (P112, 834, 350) or joined down the middle; fret shown (except on
195), mostly incised toes, modelled on 1027; all have transversal painted lines.
Genitals: All female, with a raised, outlined and/or incised genital mangle or an incision
marking vulva; note the filler dots on 1027, 2044.
Breasts: Nipples on 834, 195; modelled, painted black with white nipples on 1027.
Umbilicus: Shown on all specimens (except P112?, 2044), outlined with central dot on 1027.
Back 834 has a bag attached to a tump-line and an incised genital triangle at buttock level.
2044 also carries a load; the original load on 1027 is now chipped off.
Clothing, accessories
Headdress: High painted calotte, plain (1027, 2044), circles (P112), horizontal lines (350),
short vertical lines (195); incised decor with relief tump-line (834).
Tunic/Body-paint: P112 may be wearing a tunic, decorated with diagonal stripes; 834 has
crossedfajas, 350 possibly a string vest, 2044 a shirt decorated with dots; 1027 has a
painted upper chest, outlining the breasts.
SUB-GRoup
 2.3: BLAcK-ON-WHrrE FIGURINES wrrri ELONGATED HEAD
• SUB-GROUP 2.3.1: STANDARD BLACK-ON-WHITE FIGURINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD
(PHASES 3, 4)
Table 43.
	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 22 1-228
	 Plates 46-48
Sample: 70 Figurines (examined 57):
a) Standing Figurines (42)
b) Sitling Figurines (28)
Measurements
a) Standing figurines:
Height (43)
Width (36)
Thickness (40)
Weight (27)
b) Sitting figurines:
Height (25)
Width (18)
Thickness (22)
Weight (12)
Maximum
58.0 cm
28.5 cm
16.5 cm
Ca 3000 gr
27.5 cm
20.0cm
13.0cm
710 gr.
Minimum
5.5 cm
2.1 cm
1.9cm
60 gr.
8.8 cm
3.6cm
4.0cm
90 gr.
Median
16.5 cm
10.6 cm
5.5 cm
190 gr.
15.8 cm
11.2 cm
6.7cm
300gr.
Manufacture
The examined figurines are mostly mold-made, though some of the larger specimens have a
hand-made body. Most are also hollow, five specimens are solid. The air-holes are
predominantly at the waist (58.5 % of the recorded specimens) or at the ears and the waist
(26.4 %). The ware is Chancay Black-on-white (see Chancay type 1).
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Description
Head: Although clearly elongated due to deformation por ilautu, there is a great variety, both
in the overall height and in the shape. The head can be extremely elongated and narrow
(e.g. 845) or shorter and fairly wide (e.g. 1030), with sides converging (e.g. 499) or
parallel (e.g. 585, 399), occasionally bulging (e.g. 849, 840); the top of the head goes
from pointed (1470, 1126) to rounded (585, 840)'. In profile the head is rarely tilted
backwards (marginally more often on the sitting figurines) and is generally flattened,
slightly more rounded on important specimens.
Face: Realistic proportions; modelling, when present, is mostly confined to the eye-sockets (but
note beautifully modelled faces of 1603, 1159, 1732, all sitting). The most common form
of face-paint is tear-lines (circa 56 %), consisting of two or three short parallel lines
under each eye; on more important specimens we see a more stylized form-one or two
sets of thick lines between two thin ones-painted on the cheeks, well below the eyes.
The outlining of the chin is also quite common (circa 32%), rarely with added vertical
lines (1893, P115, 1906) or small triangles (840); "specs" are rare (circa 13 %), zoning
of the eyes (1149, 62) is even rarer; 1076, 1077, 2250 have complex face-paint with
specs and zoning of the cheeks with inset birds; 139 has a broad line across the nose.
Chin: Mostly oval (straight on large standing figurines) and slightly jutting in profile; note the
very pointed chin on 1135, bulbous on 1732, both jutting.
Eyebrows: Rarely indicated by modelling (e.g. CS, 1732, 393, 1433).
Eyes: Circular, bulging eyes, with molded and/or thickly outlined lids, with or without painted
pupils (e.g. 835, 366, 139) are fairly characteristic for this group (58%), more so among
the standing figurines (64%). But even the elliptic eyes tend to be bigger, more bulging,
with larger pupils than in 1.4 (e.g. 1076).
Nose: Usually straight, small and well fonned (circa 55 % have modelled nostrils and alae);
note the aquiline nose of 1232, the very large nostrils of 393, 139.
Mouth: Great variety; generally molded lips, often also painted; applied, round on 139.
Ears: The shape is oval, more often semi-circular (e.g. 1076), sometimes pointed (e.g. 499);
mostly concave; can be perforated (25%). No ears (237, 1386, 1149). Location varies,
but can be very low (e.g. 849).
Neck Clear separation between head and body (also at the back), but the length vanes.
Body: Both standing and sitting specimens have a broad chest, mostly tapering towards the
lower body. Outline and proportions vary. In profile the standing figurines are mostly
straight, rarely leaning backwards (no.5 leans forward) and fairly flat (except 1283,
1906); the sitting figurines tend to be broader, with a convex back; 1732 may be a
hunchback.
Arms: Extended sideways and upwards; 1126 and 486 are cradling a child. The shape and size
vanes-depending on the quality of the specimen-from broad "stumps" (circa 60%, e.g.
838) to more naturalistic arms with elbows (e.g. 585, 1187). One recurring shape is very
broad, but showing the molding of the folded arms (e.g. 399, 1159). 410 has two sets of
arms. 139, 1340 have no aims. Hands are circular, concave, circa 55% have short
incised fingers. Since many figurines wear a black tunic, the hands are often left white
(unlike in 1.4).
Legs: 41 figurines are standing: the larger figurines tend to have completely separate legs, the
others have legs joined down the middle (72, 1030 joined at the fret), 845, 844 have
short stumps, 237 no visible legs. Feet mostly protrude slightly, with or without incisions
marking the toes; important specimens (849 to 585) have molded toes and anlde-bones.
The 29 sitting figurines have highly stylized, long thin legs, molded onto the lower body
in a semi-circle from the buttocks towards the front; on 1340 the legs appear to start in
'Liien (1956:245,Pl.Vll n,o) mentions a cuchimilco (no longer in AMNH collection?) whose head
had been deliberately filed down to a pointed shape.
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the middle of the back.. The feet, when shown, are minute appendages, sometimes with
two or three incised toes.
Genitals: All are probably female, though no genitals are shown on 26 figurines. Amongst the
standing figurines over 70% have a raised genital triangle (25% also incised), the vulva
is indicated on circa 60%. On the sitting figurines, the vulva only is indicated.
Breasts: Nearly 60% of the standing figurines have small nipples, against 20% of the sitting
figurines, where the area is often hidden by large tupos. Note the pendant breasts on
1283 and 1078; one infant (486) appears to be suckling, cupping the breast with both
hands.
Umbilicus: Rarely shown (24% standing, 15% sitting); hole (1149).
Back: Shows some modelling of the neck, waist and buttocks (585, 1135, 499, 1797, 1377
have an incised replica of genital triangle on their buttocks), and the painted clothing;
1135 (standing) has incised hair? at the back of the head, 486, 1377 short molded hair.
28 figurines carry a bag, a further four carry a child.
Clothing, accessories:
Head-dress (shape and size, see above under "head"): The most common forn is a plain black
calotte. Its edge is covered by a patterned (sometimes raised) temp-line, to which is
attached a bag hanging down at the back (circa 50 %, probably more, some data
missing); the decorative patterns on the temp-line are mainly broken lines-and-dots (e.g.
585, 1076) and a variant with multiple dots (e.g. 849), squares-and-dots (e.g. 1283). 72
and 840 have a plain tump-line, 410, 62 have a band with relief chevrons', 486 has a
triple, 139 a double relief edging.
Amongst the figurines which do not carry a bag, seven have a patterned head-dress
border, the rest have a plain border or no border. 57 has a small calotte and broad band
with large (unclear) motifs, 1028 (also 139?) has a calotte with vertical painted lines and
patterned border, 1386 a calotte with three horizontal lines. 1386 and 1367 have one and
two perforations through the calotte. 1187, 410, have a helmet-like head-dress with
raised edge and lateral flaps, 1187 also a back flap covering the neck, with a relief
border—not a tump-line!—with chevron design on 410, or a sling? on 1187.
Clothing: The standing figurines wear a plain black tunic, with or without short sleeves,
descending to the waist, rarely to the legs; the four important specimens also have
leggings (?) down to their feet; on P114 the genital triangle is left uncovered 2 1447
wears a striped tunic with stylized fish fillers. 15 specimens have a patterned waistband
(plain on 1283). 1797 has a collar of pendant triangles, 845 a low pointed neckline. 1386
and 1149 wear crossed fajas, 57 a "string vest"; 844 and 1433? have no clothing.
13 of the sitting figures are completely dressed in black (short sleeved gown?), 1996,
1918, 1187, 62? in white; seven figurines have tunics to the waist. Nine wear a patterned
waistband, (on 1076, 2250 visible only at the back), four a plain one; three figurines
wear no clothes.
The patterns of the waistbands on standing and sitting figurines are variants of
broken-line-and-dots, squares-and-dots, or more complex designs (e.g. 585).
Necklace: 1028 (standing) wears a row of molded beads; 11 of the sitting figurines wear a
neckband with two or three small pendants visible between the tupos (e.g. 1076); 139
(sitting) has a molded band, with painted beads; 62 (sitting) has a double painted line at
the neck and across the anns.
Ear-plugs: Only worn by 1187 (large, circular, concave).
On 62 It is not clear whether it is attached to a bag (see drawing).
2 This figure may be a fake. Other anomalies include small appendages at the neck, usually only
shown on the sitting figurines, the unusual pattern of the waisthand, the bad workmanship (viz, chips
of paint), unusual for the large figurines (cf 849 to 1232).
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Median
19.7 cm
12.2 cm
7.0cm
520gr.
Accessories: Large disk-like tupos are worn by 10 standing and 14 sitting figurines; they can be
molded', sometimes picked out in white.
At least twelve standing figurines and sixteen sitting figurines cany a painted textile bag
(overall 42 %), featuring a variety of patterns (an animal skin on 1187, 410?); on 410
the bag is attached to a molded rope wound around the body. Four standing figures carry
a modelled child on their back: spread-eagled on the bag (849), attached to a litter (1937)
in a sling (399), no data (P113); two sitting figurines hold a child on their lap, one with a
hand on the mother's mouth (1126), the other suckling (486); all the children also show
an elongated cranial deformation.
SUB-GROUP 2.3.2: BLACK-ON-WHITE FIGIJRINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD
BELONGING TO THE JECUAN SUB-STYLE
Table 44	 Text: Vol.!, pp.221-228	 Plate 49
Sample: 6 Figurines (examined 6)
Measurements 	 Maximum	 Minimum
Height (6)	 28.7 cm	 9.9 cm
Width (6)
	 17.7 cm	 5.6 cm
Thickness (6)	 9.1cm	 4.6cm
Weight (6)	 840 gr.	 120 gr.
Manufacture
All the figurines are mold-made and hollow. Air-holes are placed at waist, through the chest,
or through the ears, nose and mouth. Black-and-white ware (see Chancay 1.4, 1.5.3).
Description
Apart from the elongated head-shape, this group is nearly identical with 1.5.3 and also
related to 1.5 .2a. Shared features (different from 2.3.1 above) include: triple "specs", fce-paint
covering the lower part of the fce, very short arms with molded fingers, painted parallel lines
on the abdomen and/or crossed fajas, specific modelling of the thoracic cage (cf.1935 with
1147 in 1.5.3). The head-dress here is only indicated by a small painted calotte (25 has no
calotte, only three parallel lines down the back, the latter feature also on 1029).
Not always visible on the photographs.
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SuB-GROUP 2.4: FIGURINES WrrH ELONGATED HEAD IN RED OR BLACK
WARES (PHAsES 3,4)
• SUB-GROUP 2.4.1: FIGURINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD IN RED WARE
Table 45	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 22 1-228	 Plate 49
Sample: 5 Figurines (examined 5)
Measurements: see Table 45
Manufacture (see Description)
Description:
1337: Pointed head, modelling of cheeks, molded? classic Chancay features, large concave ears.
Hunchback with defonned thoracic cage and back; extended broad arms, concave hands,
fingers broken. Joined legs with central groove, large feet, no toes. No visible genitals,
small breasts. Cotton thread wrapped around neck, arms, legs, crossing like fajas over
chest and back. Mold-made, solid, plain red ware.
1385: Head not very elongated, modelled naturalistic face and features. Straight body, anus
extended, elbows, semi-circular concave hands. Standing on joined straight legs, small
feet, no toes. Incised, raised genital triangle and vulva; small breasts, large umbilicus. No
clothing; applied tump-line and bag decorated with incised chevrons. Hand-made, solid,
white on terracotta.
1754: Miniature sitting figurine, perhaps a pendant. Very high headdress with one perforation,
molded classic features, short body, short extended arms, folded legs, no genitals,
breasts, umbilicus, featureless back, no clothing or accessories. Mold-made front, hand-
made back, solid; plain terracotta.
7: Very elongated head, flattened at the top; modelled hair. Face with modelling of the deep eye-
sockets and nose-to-chin lines. Unusually large eyes and nose. Flap-like, elongated ears,
placed very high. Short cylindrical body. Arms broken, originally extended. Sitting,
applied thin folded legs, four finger-like toes. No genitals, breasts, umbilicus. Back
shows modelling of spine and buttocks. No clothing or accessories. Mold- and hand-
made, hollow, with air-holes at the waist.
1223: Sitting figurine with head tilted backwards; long face, naturalistic features, no face-paint;
flap-like ears placed very high. Arms extended forward, hands broken. Thin folded legs.
No genitals. Helmet-like head-dress with lateral flaps, traces of large white (and black?)
dots. No other clothing or accessories. Mold-made, hollow, with air-holes behind the
upper amis.
SUB-GROUP 2.4.2: FIGURINEs WITH ELONGATED HEAD IN BLACK OR BLACK-SLIPPED
WARE
Table 46.	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 221-228
	 Plate 49
Sample: 12 Figurines (examined 9)
Measurements 	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (9)	 18.3cm	 6.5cm	 9.1cm
Width (10)	 9.3cm	 3.5cm	 5.1 cm
Thickness (9)	 5.5cm	 2.0cm	 2.3 cm
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Manufacture
Five figurines are mold-made, hollow, with air-holes at the waist and/or at the ears. The
remaining specimens appear to be made of one frontal mold only, but are hand-finished; they
are solid, mostly with perforations through the chest. The ware and incrustations are as 1.6.2.
Description
This sub-group is the equivalent of sub-group 1.6.2, but with an elongated head. Small
differences include: an incised tump-line with a bag attached at the back (281, 2064, 1376);
281 has pendants or tassels descending from the head-dress to the shoulders; 2064 has a very
elongated head-dress, which widens at the top and has three perft)rations 1 . 281 and 2064 wear
belts with an incised lozenge-and-dot design. 282 is a sitting hunchback. The solid one-mold
figurines with vertical incisions at the sides of the chest, long incisions for toes etc. are nearly
identical with 1.6.2 figurines (cf. 280, 1727, 1728, 348 in 1.6.2). On SAC 310 and 495 the top
of the head is broken, but must have been elongated.
The atypical 1306 has a head-dress with two small perforated protuberances (biobation?),
but it carries the typical Group 2 bag attached to a temp-line. Other difibrences (but which
occur in 1.6.1!) are the double incision at the waist, the bulky necklace and disk ear-plugs with
cross-and-dot design.
SUB-GRoUP 2.5: SPEcIAL FIGURINES wrr ELONGATED hEAD
Table 47	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 221-228	 Plate 50
Saample: 5 figurines (examined 5)
Measurements: see Table 47
Manufacture: see Description
Description
1747, 2190: Male personages with a high-status head-dress. Elongated head defonnation.
Painted cheeks (1747), modelling of cheeks (2190), large eyes with modelled lids,
straight nose, nostrils (1747), and alae (2190), smiling mouth, conch-like ears, rounded,
slightly jutting chin. The body is different: bulging at the hips, tapering towards the feet
and with a typical hunchback deformation of the thoracic cage (1747), straight lateral
outhne and straight, firly flat profile (2190). Arms extended sideways and upwards,
pointed elbows. Concave hands, triangular fingers (1747), incised, straight fingers
(2190). Completely separate legs; large, flat feet with triangular toes (1747), smaller
feet, toes with modelled toenails (2190). Relatively small penis and testicles. Nipples,
umbilicus (1747 only). Back: modelled and incised spine (1747), no features (2190).
Head-dress: 1747: the tall rounded calctte terminates in two small protuberances and is
decorated with an incised band (broken-line-and-dot design), passing through a crescent
at the front and holding in place a conch on the left-hand side.
2190: Helmet-like, with lateral flaps and descending to the neck at the back; decorated
with a conch on the right and one pico on the left. No other clothing or ornaments.
Both specimens are hand-made, hollow, with a variety of air-holes. Red ware, with
white, red and dark brown decor (1747 only).
'This rare head-dress shape also occurs on two Chancay figurines in the SAC collection (SAC 476
and SAC 477): the catalogue photographs were not clear enough to record these figurines.
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767: belongs to a similar stylistic tradition as 1747. Elongated head, fine modelled face with
slanting eyes and hooked nose. Straight body, fairly straight and narrow in profile, but
showing a slight hump below the neck; tiny flat anns extended upwards, hands with four
modelled fingers; vely long legs with huge modelled calves, broad flat feet, and incised
toes. Genitals as above; no nipples or umbilicus. No clothing, except the head-dress with
lateral flaps, descending to the neck at the back. Mold-made head? and hand-made body,
hollow, air-holes through the ears. Buff slip on red ware; some of the painted decor
(black eyebrows and chin outline) may be a recent addition.
1242: Lower head, tilted backwards, with a tall head-dress flattened at the top; naturalistic
features. Wide-chested body, tapering towards feet, flattish profile. Arms with marked
elbows extended upwards, slightly concave hands, incised fingers. Straight legs joined
down the middle, small feet, incised toes. Raised genital tiiangle, vulva, nipples,
umbilicus. Featureless back. Head-dress with lateral flaps at the sides and back, molded
border-band with chevrons; necklace of two rows of molded beads. Two small rows of
coral beads attached to the ears, and a large row of shell and glass(!) beads wound
around the neck, could be later additions. Mold-made, white slip.
2270: Figure of a pregnant? woman with a huge abdomen, hanging bosom and large, modelled
clitoris. The head is not elongated but several features are typical for group 2 such as
overall dark clothing and the large tupos. Ijt is not clear whether the feature at the back is
the typical bag or part of the head-dress. The face-paint with curlicues is rare in group 2.
GROUP 3: THE CHANCAY "WITCH"
SUB-GRoUP 3.1: THE BLACK-ON-WHITE "WITCH"
Table 48	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 228-231
	 Plates 50-51
Sample: 34 figurines (examined 26)
Measurements	 Maximum Minimum Median
Height (25)
Width (17)
Thickness (21)
Weight (10)
Manufacture
38.0cm
27.0 cm
16.0cm
over 1000 gr.
6.9cm
6.1 cm
3.6cm
100 gr.
14.9 cm
10.1 cm
7.9cm
230gr.
The majority of figurines are mold-made, the head and body probably being molded
separately; five of the larger specimens have a mold-made head and hand-made body. The eyes
can be applied. All but one specimen are hollow, with air-holes at the waist (56%) or ears and
waist (28%). One figurine is solid.
The ware is the typical Chancay black-en-white (see sg. 1.4). Several specimens show
sintering of the black areas (66, 539). The workmanship can be quite poor.
Description
Head: Mostly one third or less of total height, wider than high. The crown is rounded,
naturalistic, but always has two short projections or lugs (broken on 1538, 1314); 508
has no lugs, but shares all the other characteristics. In profile the head shows no fronto-
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occipital defonnation, in fact it is unnaturally rounded on over 60% of the figurines'. The
head of 61 is tilted backwards. A small scull-cap is nearly always worn.
Face: Very wide, foreshortened. Over 60% have prominent cheeks, implying some modelling of
the eye-sockets and the mouth area (e.g. 508); others only have modelled eyebrows.
Face-paint is varied, often sloppily executed. The most common form are "specs"
combined with cheek decor (e.g. 1102, circa 50%); others only have cheek decor or
zoning of the eyes and/or the mouth (e.g. 44, 66); 376 only has painted eyebrows, P120
has vertical lines below the mouth, 2046 has tearlines.
Chin: Mostly broad, rounded (e.g. 1102), and jutting in profile (e.g.376). Always outlined in
black.
Eyes: The typical eyes (applied on 1102, 1319, 408) are slightly slanting, narrow, slit (e.g.
508); on less well-made figurines they are non-descnpt; circular on 61; always outlined
in black.
Nose: Mostly typical Chancay nose, fairly small, straight, with nostrils (very large on 61) and
alae. On less well-made specimens unspecific, but note large upturned nose of 1916.
Mouth: Mostly molded and painted lips. Can be wide, sometimes turned up at the corners (e.g.
508) or very small (e.g. P121), applied (P120, 408); not shown on 61.
Ears: The size varies. Mostly semi-circular, more or less concave, circa 35 % perforated (air-
holes); hardly visible on 1991, 1874; not shown on 61. With painted outline (P120, C8).
Neck Very short (longer on SAC 375, P12 1, C8), but marked, also at the back.
Body: Broad and stocky. Two basic shapes: square, with straightish sides, resting on a broad
base (e.g. 66, circa 65%) or tapering markedly towards an ovoid base (e.g. 1319, circa
31%). Shoulders vary, the chest is wide, often with some modelling of the breasts or the
thoracic cage. The abdomen is rounded on the ovoid specimens; the waist is rarely
indicated in front, more so in the back. Note the vertical fluting on 590. The profile is
also broad, with a rounded back, often with a slight hump shown above the narrower
buttocks; 488, 2046, 1894 have a straighter profile; 539 is a hunchback.
Arms: Extended sideways and mostly upwards. The shape varies from thin, with or without
modelled elbows (e.g. 1319, SAC 355) to broad, wing-like (e.g. 539); on 1103 arms start
very low; SAC 375 and P121 only have projecting hands. Hands are circular, concave;
fingers, marked by notches, are shown on all but five figurines.
Legs: SAC 355, with short projecting legs, is clearly sitting, as are a further six figurines with
thin applied folded legs (e.g. 1319, 488) or with small feet projecting high on the body
(e.g. P120, P121). The remaining figurines have short feet projecting at the base—but
unlike Supe figurines with this feature—the low waistline and/or the profile suggests that
these are also sitting. Feet are sketchy: where legs are not depicted they are bulky
protuberances (e.g. 66); with applied legs, the feet are tiny, paw-like (e.g. 1319) or not
shown (e.g. 488). Incised toes on circa 20%.
Genitals2: 50 % are clearly female, with a slightly raised or incised genital triangle and a vulva
marked by a depression (relief on 1991); the rest have no genitals, but can be considered
female because of their other characteristics.
Breasts: Small nipples are always shown; 376, 508, 1103 have pendant breasts.
Umbilicus: Shown on 62%.
Back Rounded, prominent; occasionally some modelling of the buttocks or a groove down the
spine. Clothing painted on the back as in front.
Clothing, accessories
Head-dress: Consists of a smallish skull-cap, surmounted by two projections (horns or lugs?)
which may or may not be part of the head-dress. 16 figurines wear a plain black calotte
(ending in a point at the back on C8), with a line below (SAC 355). On 509, 66, 44,
hO2 and 1319 the calotte is decorated with large dots andtenninates in a point in the
Probably on more, as the profile of about 30% of figurines is not recorded.
2	 genitals are described from the records, as they are hardly visible on the photographs:
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front and the back (1319), in the back only (44). P120 and 1991 have a cnss-cross
design. On P121 and 1314 only the lugs are painted. The two Jugs are mostly located on
the top of the head (placed behind, one broken on 1314, broken off on 1538, not shown
on 508). They are mostly short, pointed and perforated., (1102 has two perforations in the
right lug), occasionally longer and/or more rounded (e.g. SAC 355), not perforated on
2046.
Clothing: All the figurines wear an item of clothing descending to the waist (below on SAC
375, P121, C8, 2046). This can be a tunic, plain (51%), or decorated with vertical
stripes (2046), or an overall design (C7, 2255), a string vest, consisting of three or four
horizontal bands (66, 44, 1319, P119, 1991); crossed fajas (P120, 539), also with
additional vertical bands at the sides (488, SAC 355). 408 only has traces of vertical
stripes at the back, 593 is too worn to tell.
Atypical:
1081,885 share some of the above features (the slightly flattened, globular, undefonned head,
the projections on the head, though they are not perforated, the sitting position with thin
folded legs, 1081 also has the narrow, slit eyes). But 1081 has unusual applied fiat
folded arms, very large conch-like ears, tear marks and a straighter, thinner body. 885
lacks the fcial features of group 3, though the unusual thce-paint (vertical lines across
the mouth) also occurs on P120. It has folded arms holding two modelled crossed ropes
to which a small elongated bundle is attached at the back.
Associated:
2271, 1894, 2256 share the lugs, and—up to a point—the undeformed head of this group,
though 1894 has a flatter head in profile, and 2256 has a somewhat elongated head-
shape, though rounded in profile. All three are standing on separate legs and only 2271
has the bulging abdomen common to this group. 2271 and 1894 wear a combination of
crossed fajas and vest. The head-dress of 2256 features a large white dot, the back
shows painted hair. At best it can be said that these specimens fit better into this group
than elsewhere.
SuB-GRoup
 3.2: THE "WITCH" IN RED OR BLACK WARES
SUB-GROUP 3.2.1: THE RED WARE "WITCH"
Table 49	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 228-231
	
Plate 52
Sample: 13 figurines (examined 11
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (9)	 23.5 cm	 7.7 cm	 18.3 cm
Width (6)	 18.1 cm	 5.5 cm	 15.2cm
Thickness (12)	 15.0 cm	 4.9 cm	 111.6cm
Weight (5)	 l200gr.	 70 gr.	 720gr.
Manufacture
The majority of specimens appear partly or completely hand-made, with applied or incised
features. All but one (possibly two) figurines are hollow, with air-holes mostly at the ears and
waist; two figurines have air-holes at the shoulders and the waist, one very low down at the side
of the legs. The ware is mostly unslipped red ware, with about half of the figurines showing
traces of a white decor.
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Description (refer to 3.1 above)
Head shape, facial features as above, but no face-paint, no painted outline of the chin; note the
deep incised nose-to-chin lines (388). Thick eyebrows (375 to 388). Large, modelled and
incised eyes (329, 388), applied on 254, 334, 411, 1475. The nose can be large and
upturned (411, 1475, 329, 388). Small, nearly circular, applied mouth on 254, 411. No
ears (328). 31 is somewhat different, with two rounded protuberances instead of lugs and
a less globular head, but the body is as group 3.
Body: 254 is clearly a hunchback, with protruding bones at the front and back. All except 1143
are sitting, with extended arms. 375 is leaning backwards. Note the very long thin
applied legs on 1475, 329, 388, placed far to the sides (329). Seven females, mostly with
incised genital triangle and vulva, the others show no genitals. All except 1 have
breasts, punctated on 411, 1475, 388; all but 31, 1143 have an umbilicus.
Clothing is not shown, though the lugs may imply a head-dress. The lugs are placed at the back
of the head on 329; 375 and 1475 wear applied circular ear-plugs decorated with small
punctations.
Atypical:
543 lacks the typical undefonned group 3 head and probably also the lugs (the head-dress is
damaged), but it has the bulbous group 3 body and the head-dress terminating in a point
at the back (cf. 44, 1319, C8 in sg. 3.1). It is the only figurine in this group with an
incised head-dress border (broken lines with multiple dot fillers).
• SUB-GROUP 3.2.2: THE BLACK WARI "WITCH"
Table 49	 Text: Vol.1, pp. 228-23 1	 Plate 52
Sample: 3 Figurines (examined 2)
Measurements: See Table 49.
Manufacture
Two figurines are hand-made, with applied and incised fatures, one is mold-made; all are
hollow with air-holes at the waist or/and the ears. All are made of reduced black ware. 591 has
white and red post-fired paint at the eyes and mouth.
Description (cf. with 3.1 and 3.2.1 above)
1744, 591 are sitting females with extended arms and characteristics as above; 1744 has two
perforations in each lug and wears a textile gannent. 591 is resting on a low circular
base.
Atypical:
C9 appears to be a large figurine (measurements unknown) with lugs, heavy modelled
eyebrows, modelled incised (applied?) eyes, and a small applied mouth, all characteristic
of this group. But we do not know whether the head is deformed or not. The stocky body
with large abdomen has folded arms and is standing on thick, modelled, completely
separate legs, with flat protruding feet. The large genital triangle and the vulva are
incised.
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GROUP 4: THE CHANCAY "ATFENDANT"
Table 50	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 23 1-233
	
Plates 53-54
Sample: 24 figurines (examined 18)
Measurements 	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (17)	 15.9cm	 4.9cm	 9.9 cm
Width (13)	 9.0cm	 4.0 cm	 6.6cm
Thickness (16)	 5.2 cm	 1.9cm	 3.6 cm
Weight (5)	 220gr.	 3Ogr.	 110 gr.
Manufacture
Over half (probably more) of the figurines are mold-made, four figurines are partly hand-
made, hollow, with air-holes at the waist; one specimen is solid. Four figurines are entirely
hand-made and solid.
The ware is Chancay black-on-white, with the usual variations in colour; 497, 273 and 2200
are only white-slipped. SAC 423 (possibly also SAC 369) is made of red ware (unslipped?).
Overall the quality is rather poor.
Description
Head: Large, about two fifth of total height. Characterised by a head-dress with protuberances
at each side of the crown (hardly visible on 85, 63), a shape which could imply
bilobation. In profile the head is flattened (fronto-occipital deformation). Exception: 1138
with a fiat head-dress and no defonnation.
Face: Often triangular with nonnal proportions; minimal modelling of the cheeks. Traces of
face-paint: cheek decor (498, 1704), zoning of the mouth, tears? (SAC 273), "specs"
(1704), zoning or outline of eyes (481, SAC 324, SAC 265).
Chin: Oval to pointed straight in profile. Mostly traces of black outhne.
Eyebrows: Often hidden by the head-dress.
Eyes: Mostly fairly large, elliptic, with molded lids, raised eyeballs, sometimes pupils painted
black. Exception: 83 with circular eyes, thick molded lids and pupils outlined by deep
incision.
Nose: Small, fairly straight, mostly with nostrils and "alae".
Mouth: Small with molded lips.
Ears: Indicated on circa 50%: small, naturalistic, hardly protruding (larger on SAC 423).
Nec/c Very short.
Body: Fairly squat; lateral outline determined by clothing. Straight, fiattish profile. 1606 and
482 are hunchbacks.
Arms: Generally extended sideways. Exceptions: 149 with applied arms folded downwards, 63
with narrow bulges at the sides; SAC 423, 1138 have folded arms. Hands: either not
shown or circular, very slightly concave; incised fingers on three specimens only.
Legs: Short, joined down the middle (completely separate on 498, 273); occasional modelling of
the knees (1704, 497); can be quite broad in profile (498, 149). Feet more or less
protruding; incised toes on SAC 273, SAC 369.
Genitals: Not indicated, hidden by clothing. Exception SAC 369 with incised genital triangle
(female).
Breasts: Nipples shown on SAC 273, 497.
Umbilicus: Hidden by clothing.
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Back: Often features parts of the head-dress in relief, the painted tunic and/or the molded
buttocks. 1704 has a relief waistband and two "pendants" at the neck; 63 shows the
necklace and ties.
Clothing, accessories:
Head-dress: Characterised by two projecting corners, generally separated from the calotte by
diagonal bands. The projections vary in size and direction (cf. 498 with SAC 324) and
can be perforated (481, 482). The diagonal bands can be molded in relief, also at the
back (e.g. 498, 497), incised, or simply painted; they are not shown on 482, 1704. The
calotte can have a molded border; 1704 has a border painted with a broken line-and-dot
motif. On black-on-white figurines the calotte and its projections are generally black, the
diagonal bands and the border white; 482 has vertical stripes painted on the calotte; no
calotte is shown on 83, SAC 265, SAC 369. 63 has a slightly different head-dress, with
rounded corners and relief diagonal bands in the middle of the calotte (see also photo of
the back). 1138 has a fiat hat.
Clothes: Consist of a sleeveless (?) tunic (often black) covering the top of the legs and fastened
by a molded or painted belt. The lower part of the tunic can be flaring (498, SAC 273,
SAC 265); on 498 the tunic only covers the front of the legs and wraps around the sides
at the back like an apron. On 1138 the tunic has scalloped edges (front only), on 273 it is
modelled high on the chest. On some specimen the tunic is hardly visible (149, 63).
Necklace: Most specimens wear a necklace; this can be bulky, probably meant to represent
several rows of small beads (498, SAC 273, SAC 324, 497, 85?, SAC 265, 283, 149,
63); on 1606 and 482 the necklace shows a broken-line-and-dot design; 1704 has a
narrow band tied below the chin; 481, SAC 369 have no necklace.
Ear-plugs: small circular discs worn by 497, 63, SAC 369.
Atypical:
2200, 2313: Related to group 4 (head-dress, tunic), but the diagonal bands on the head-dress
are applied, and hang down the back; on 2200 they are perforated, on 2313 they
terminate in a fringe. Both have folded arms, 2200 has joined legs, on 2313 the tunic
goes to the ground. On both specimens the tunic has a border (molded on 22, painted on
2313). 2200 wears a triple necklace with punctations. 2313 has post-fired red paint on
the face.
2314: Also has punctated applied bands segmenting the headdress(as 2200), but crossed at the
back. The face shows tearlines. Arms are extended. A bulge around the waist probably
represents a tunic.
471: Related to group 4 because of the tunic, but wears a beret decorated with painted squares.
Also note the undeformed head, the zoning of the cheeks and the rounded shoulders, with
the extended arms starting low down.
Associated:
533, 532, ClO: Distantly related to group 4 by the two-peak head-dress and large painted
necklace. 533 has a painted genital triangle. The figurines hold large shields decorated
with lozenges, a diagonal cross (?) and a circular design with ray appendages
respectively. They are hand-made; 532 may have been attached to a vessel by the right
arm.
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GROUP 5: PERSONAGE WITH HELMET
Table 51	 Text: Vol. I, pp.234	 Plate 54
Sample: 4 Figurines (examined 4)
Measurements
Height (3)	 12.4cm
Width (3)	 6.6cm
Thickness (3)	 5.7 cm
Weight (3)	 l8Ogr.
Manufacture
9.6cm	 12.2 cm
4.8 cm	 5.7 cm
4.0cm	 5.5 cm
110 gr.	 140 gr.
1069 is hand-made and solid with fictitious holes from side to side at the waist; 603 mold-
made, but with applied arms, could be hollow because of its weight, but lacks air-holes; 1450 is
made of two molds, hollow with lateral air-holes. The associated 275 is made of one mold with
a flat back and solid.
All are black-on-white, except 275, made of a red ware, but with a greyish-black slip and
post-fired mcrustations of white and red pigment.
Description
Head: 1069 and 603 wear a high head-dress, so they could have an elongated head
defbrmation; 1450 has a rounded head lacking fronto-occipital deformation. 603 and
1450 have tearmarks. Circular eyes, non-descript nose and mouth, ears hidden by head-
dress.
Body: 1069 is standing on short separate legs with protruding feot; the arms are folded
upwards, the hands with incised fingers appear to hold the rope to which the load at the
back is attached. 603 and 1450 are both sitting, with long, thin folded legs; the arms of
603 are resting on the knees, those of 1450 are extended. The genitals, breasts, umbilicus
are not indicated.
Back: 1069 carries a monkey on his baclç 603 shows a thick necklace, 1450 a painted head-
dress and tunic.
Clothing, accessories
Head-dress: 1069 and 603 wear a somewhat conical head-dress (in two sections on 1069),
flattened at the top; 603 has an additional applied semi-circular flIt with perforations on
the front of the head-dress; 1450 has a helmt-like, rounded head-dress. On all three the
part of the head-dress framing the face —like a chin-strap--is decorated with small
bobbles.
Clothes: 603, 1450 wear a short tunic.
Necklace (?): 1069, 603 wear an unusually thick rope to which a spherical pendant is attached;
1450 has only a relief band around the neck.
Associated
275: The only features shared with this group are the thick necklace with spherical pendant and
the thin-strap, though this lacks bobbles. Tall head-dress with diagonal incisions,
possibly representing feathers. Circular eyes (as above), the other features non-descript.
Short body with extended arms and incised fingers, short joined legs. Punctated nipples,
loin-cloth in the shape of a genital triangle, decorated with vertical grooves.
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GROUP 6: SMALL, CRUDELY MADE FIGURINES ("SPOOKS")
Table 52	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 235-238	 Plates 54-56
SuB-GRoup 6.1: BLACK-ON-WHITE "SPOOKS"
Sample: 13 figurines (examined 12)
SUB-GRoup
 6.2: RED WARE "SPOOKS"
Sample: 27 figurines (examined 27)
SuB-GRoup
 6.3: BLACK WARE "SPOOKS"
Sample: 5 figurines (examined 4)
Measurements (sgs.6.1 to 6.3)	 Maximwn	 Minimum	 Median
Height (32)	 17.4 cm	 4.9 cm	 9.2cm
Width (23)	 11.6 cm	 2.9 cm	 5.3 cm
Thickness (35)	 4.9 cm	 1.2cm	 2.2 cm
Weight (7)	 l4Ogr.	 3Ogr.	 70 gr.
Manufacture
All the specimens are hand-made and solid, except 81/6.1 which is hollow, with air-holes at
the back of the neck. Twelve figurines have perforations through the chest.
The wares represented are black-on-white (with the usual variety of shades), miscellaneous
red wares, with or without a white slip, and black ware. The decor is applied or incised, rarely
painted.
Description
Head: Mostly large (well over one third of the total height), can also be unusually wide (e.g.
240/sg. 6.2). The crown can be rounded (circa 52%) or flattened (circa 35%); four
specimens (81/6.1, 152, 365/6.2, 1374/6.3) show bilobation; two (872/6.1, 1489/6.2)
have an elongated head. In profile the head is generally extremely flat (e.g. 554/6.1) and
can be straight (70%) or tilted backwards, sometimes even appearing concave (e.g. 149 1/
6.1).
Face: varies enonnously, but is generally stylized in shape and proportions, without modelling.
Face-paint (on black-on-white figurines only) is mostly patchy: 1847 shows some eye-
and-cheek zoning, 554 has a lower cheek decor.
Chin: Is not shown on about 40%. Round or oval, sometimes applied together with the mouth,
can be strongly jutting (e.g. 1593/6.2).
Eyebrows: Only shown on 1593/6.2 (applied, rising towards the temples).
Eyes: Mostly applied. Can be circular (circa 40%) or even semi-spherical (e.g. 565/6.1), rarely
with outlined lids (e.g. 833/6.2); oval to rectangular (45%), also applied, with one, more
often two, horizontal incisions indicating the lids (e.g. 452/6.2, 1374/6.3). Only 13/6.2
has typical Chancay eyes; eyes missing on 699/6.2.
Nose: Often rather large. Two different shapes: long and pointed (25%, e.g. 1593/6.2, 1473/
6.3) or thick, angular (38%, e.g. 1583/6.2); the rest damaged. Only eight specimens have
nostrils, only one (13/6.2) has both nostrils and alae.
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Mouth: Incised (circa 45%, e.g. 1847/6.1) or applied and incised (circa 25%, e.g. 12/6.1),
applied only on 372/6.2), modelled (e.g. 84/6.2); on circa 25% the mouth is broken off or
not shown.
Ears: Indicated on circa 25%, vary from small, firly naturalistic (e.g. 13/6.2) to very large
flaps? (e.g. 339, 229/6.2); six are perforated.
Neck Mostly shown, varies from long (e.g. 1380/6.2), to practically non-existent (e.g.
163/6.2).
Body: Carelessly modelled, non-naturalistic, great variety of shapes. Generally flat in profile.
Exceptions: broad: 565/6.1, 833/6.2; with hump: 1496/6.2).
Arms: Extended, mostly very short, sometimes no more than lateral protuberances (e.g. 163/
6.2, 558/6.3). 2259/6.1 has one arm extended, the other folded. Hands are not shown,
but fingers are incised on eight specimens. 14 figurines have one or two broken anus.
Legs: Short stumps, cylindrical or conical, generally separated; 565/6.1 has no legs; the legs
are broken on three figurines. Traces of painted transversal lines on 1847/6.1, 1491/6.2,
1473/6.3). Only about 20 % have feet, mostly very small (large on 385/6.2); 12/6.1 has
incised toes.
Genitals: not indicated on circa 32 %, the rest are females, with incised genital area, which can
be triangular (47%, e.g. 12/6.1) or rectangular (22 % e.g. 349/6.2); painted (1 847/6.1).
Breasts: Shown on circa 40%, applied (e.g. 385/6.2), broken off on some specimens, painted on
1847/6.1; small perforations on the nipples on SAC 341/6.1, 1940, 1491/6.2.
Umbilicus: Shown on 40% of figurines, mostly very large, often placed high (e.g. 229/6.2).
Back: Mostly flat, featureless, except for painted clothing (see below).
Clothing, accessories
Head-dress: Indicated on about 80 %, either by the shape of the head or by the typical
perforations (one: 2%, two: 13.5 %—spaced out on 11/6.2, 13/6.2, 1374/6.3—, three:
18%, four: 8%). The remaining figurines have no perforations or are damaged. 1847/6.1
has a painted decorative band (row of dots), 554/6.1 has several horizontal lines and
three pendant triangles at the back, 81/6.1 has vertical stripes.
Clothes: Four figurines (12, 872/6.1, 1940/6.2, P.11053/6.3) wear crossed fajas, 554/6.1
wears a string vest. In addition 1847/6.1 is wrapped in a loosely woven textile (blue,
yellow), held together by a belt (pink, mauve, yellow).
Ear-plugs: 1491/6.2 wears circular ear-plugs, decorated with small punctations around a
central hole.
Associated
Although the four associated figurines are hand-made, three of them rather crudely (2315,
2316, 2317), they differ from the rest by being much more naturalistic; 2312 is more carefully
made.
2312: Small female with extended arms and separate modelled legs with anide-bones. Wears a
head-dress with a painted criss-cross motif and a necklace of large beads, attached at the
back, with hanging strings.
2315, 2316, 2317: Three personages, possibly men (no genitals shown). Two of them have one
arm raised to the fce, the other folded at the back; the third carries a jar on his left
shoulder, the right arm is folded at the waist. 2315 is covered in spots (painted). All three
wear a turban attached under the chin.
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GROUP 7: ThE ANTHROPOMORPHIC MONKEY
Table 53	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 238-240
	
Plate 56
Sample: 12 Figurines (examined 12)
Measurements:
Height (7)
Width (3)
Thickness (5)
Weight: not recorded
Maximum	 Minimum
15.5 cm	 7.5 cm
12.3cm	 5.0cm
10.2 cm
	
4.0 cm
Median
10.8 cm
8.7cm
7.0 cm
Manufacture
Over half the figurines are mold-made, the rest are hand-made, but most are hollow, with
air-holes mainly at the waist or behind the upper arms. Variants of Chancay black-on-white
ware predominate, with some specimens only showing traces of the white slip, the rest are
mostly red ware specimens, one black ware.
Description
Head: The size varies. Rounded crown (flattened on 1252), low forehead projecting above the
eyes (modelled double ridge on 1477); pair of perforated lugs on 1995; 1339 may have
had lugs at the back of the head, now broken. In profile the back of the head is elongated,
no sign of cranial deformation.
Face: Mostly normal proportions, pronounced modelling of the eye-sockets, cheeks, etc. No
fice-paint except zoning of the eyes on 56.
Chin: Rounded, strongly jutting in profile
Eyebrows: Molded on 425. On others replaced? by the prominent forehead.
Eyes: Circular (oval on 571, 425, 1582), with molded lids and eyeballs.
Nose: Very small, with nostrils (damaged on several specimens).
Mouth: Small, incised.
Ears: Fairly large, conch-like; with large perforations on 517, 53A. No ears: 1477, 1582, 323.
Neck: Mostly very pronounced especially at the back, thin, relatively long (exception 1582).
Body: Varies enormously, from squat, sitting figurines (e.g. 1252), to standing (425, 56) or
with undetermined posture. All the specimens except 1472 and 1582 have a pronounced
bulge or an actual hump on their back. 1339 and 425 have a modelled spine, jagged on
1339.
Arms: Mostly extended sideways (many broken), forward on 53A, 1252; starting very low on
1582; prominent elbows on 1339. On 425 the applied arms rest on the waist, on 56 the
arms are folded on the chest.
Legs: Some modelling on the sitting specimens, no feet (except 1252, with painted toes); typical
long, thin folded legs with incised toes on 1339 only. The standing 425, 56 have
cylindrical, separate legs. Broken on 1477, 1472, 1582.
Genitals: Four females (571, 425, 1582, 56) with raised, incised or outlined genital triangle.
The others lack genitals.
Breasts, umbilicus: Not shown.
Back: No features, except hump, where present. Modelling of the waist on 1995.
Clothing, accessories:
Head-dress: A molded net with lateral projections is shown on 425, also at the back. On 1582,
323 a band is placed across the head, hiding the ears.
Clothing: 53A, 425, have some horizontal stripes painted across the chest and/or legs. 1252
and 56 have a band painted around the neck, 1252 also around the waist.
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Associated:
547: It is not quite clear what is represented here: the face with large applied circular eyes lacks
the forehead ridge of the other monkeys, but is undeformed at the back. The figurine has
a rotund body with the typical bulge at the back. The arms are fblded, holding the tail?
coming up between the short separate legs. Genitals are not shown. This specimen has
the same band placed across the head as 1582, 323, with an additional horizontal band.
There is an applied necklace of large beads.
GROUP 8: CHANCAY-RELATED SPECIALS
Table 54	 Text: Vol. I, pp. 24 1-243	 Plate 57
Sample: 13 Figurines (examined 13)
Measurements: See Table.
Manufacture: See Description.
Description: The figurines do not form a group and are described individually.
557: Small standing cat-like female with a totally flat back. The head is markedly bibbed;
large, circular eyes, plain nose, mouth made by two incisions, ears by small projections.
The body is flat, the aims are short projections, small separate legs with painted
horizontal lines, feet protruding at the back. Incised genital triangle, no breasts. Traces of
reddish-brown on cream, hand-made, two perforations through the chest.
424: Medium-sized standing female. The large head shows an exaggerated biobation and
fronto-occipital deformation; red face-paint covers the forehead, eyes, nose and the upper
part of the cheeks. The bulging circular eyes lack lids, the nose (now broken) appears to
have had nostrils, the lips are molded (damaged), the ears vely large, semi-circular flaps.
The short body is straight, with small triangular extended arms (one broken), no hands;
short cylindrical legs, no feet; incised genital triangle. The featureless back is slightly
convex. A head-dress may be indicated by a plain applied border and perforations
through the lobes. Black, white, red ware, hand-made, with air-holes at the neck.
1084: Small standing female with pointed head; the tip of the head is bent forward. Fronto-
occipital deformation; molded hair shown at the back. Round face with incised nose-to-
chin lines. Elliptic eyes with molded lids, small nose with nostrils, incised mouth, small
flap ears. Body tapering downwards, extended vestigial arms, cylindrical legs, small feet;
incised genital triangle and vulva; nipples. No clothes; necklace of beads, with a plain
band at back. Grey-black, mold-made, solid.
361: Standing female. Large head with two projections on the crown. Molded eyes and nose,
with punctated nostrils, incised mouth, pointed ears. Extended arms with large round
hands, incised fingers. Very short legs, no feet, small incised toes. Incised genital
triangle, large umbilicus. No clothes, but three perforations (head-dress?) and necklace of
two rows of punctations. Dirty buff appears to be made of one mold only (front), solid.
2319: Flat, hand-made figurine. Large head with flat crown. Wide foreshortened face, incised
nose-to-chin lines. Modelled elliptic eyes, beak nose, tiny mouth. Short body, applied
folded arms, three incised fingers; short legs with incised toes. Raised genital area with
incised vulva. Head-dress with border band of impressed step motifs. Large belt with
different motifs (front), and three parallel rows at the back., the top row with step motif,
the lower two showing checkerboard squares with an inscribed criss-cross design.
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Necklace of large molded beads, large circular ear-plugs. Dark terracotta, hand-made
(with impressed decor), solid. Perforations through chest.
338: Hand-made female. Wide, foreshortened head with rounded crown. In profile very flat,
tilted back. Traces of lugs? at the back.. Undercut eyebrows, large "composite" eyes,
nose with nostrils, small incised mouth; ears broken. Short body, extended anns now
missing; very short legs with large, circular feet, no toes. Incised genital triangle and
vulva. Black, hand-made, solid, with two perforations at the waist, from side to side.
371: Elongated head, rounded at top. Damaged face, applied arched eyebrows?, one large
elliptic eye with modelled lids still visible. Elongated body, flat in profile. One remaining
arm extended upwards, damaged hand. Completely separated legs (one broken), small
feet, incised toes. Large incised genital triangle, punctated vulva, no breasts, large
umbilicus above the waist. Incision at the waist in the back. Two perforations indicating
a head-dress?, no clothing, punctated V-shaped necklace. Terracotta, hand-made, solid.
17: Standing female. Naturalistic head, top broken off, flattened at back; naturalistic, molded
features. Normal body with molded chest and short, broad, extended arms. Legs joined
along the middle, feet broken. Raised pubic area. No features at the back. Appears to
wear a scarf covering the ears. Terracotta, mold-made, solid.
600: Standing female. Very large head with semi-circular crown. Molded edge of head-dress
functioning as eyebrows. Molded features and molded and painted nose-to-chin lines.
Ears? shown by two notches at the edge of the head-dress. Very short body with rounded
outline. Thoracic cage emphasised by two straight molded lines. Arms folded upwards,
four fingers. Vestigial separate legs, with modelling of the knees, notches for the toes.
Genital area with double molded lines at waist and molded groin; vulva, umbilicus, small
nipples. Flat back. Head-dress? with white painted border. Painted, crossed fajas, molded
and incised necklace. White on terracotta, mold-made front, hand-made back, with all the
features very strongly modelled; hollow, air-holes through the upper arms.
1920: Very similar in shape to 600, but less strong modelling. Single incision at the waist,
larger nipples. Two rows of incised beads. White slip (powdery), mold-made front, hand-
made back, hollow, air-hole through mouth.
75: Not unlike 600 and 1920 in shape. Flatter head, very large eyes, slanting downwards at the
outer corners, huge nose, incised nose-to-chin lines (any face-paint has disappeared),
molded mouth, no ears. Short body with very short extended arms and incised fingers,
very short legs joined down the middle, large feet, no toes. Incised genital triangle,
double incision at the waist. Low head-dress with traces of painted border band (criss-
cross design)?, eight perforations; crossed faja. Traces of brown on white, mold-made
face with hand-made body? solid?
1024: Obviously related to the three last specimens. Large semi-circular crown, very flat in
profile. Foreshortened face, molded eyes and nose, incised mouth and nose-to-chin lines.
Punctations at ears (not shown). Short body, modelled thoracic cage. Very broad
extended arms, long incisions for fingers (six!), vestigial separate legs, same incisions fur
toes. Small incised genital triangle (double incision at the waist), large vulva. Head-dress
with 24 perforations!, no clothing. Terracotta, mold-made, hollow, air-holes at the waist.
612: Body fragment of a figurine, originally with extended anns. Long, fairly narrow body,
with legs joined down a deep central groove (also at the back), feet protruding at the
front and the back, no toes; no genitals. Straight, flat profile. Clothing is indicated by
incised designs: a nest of squares with central bird on the chest (part of a shirt?) and a
wide belt with chevron motif, also shown at the back. Traces of a black slip on red ware,
mold-made, hollow, with air-holes at the waist.
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Plate 58
Median
CATALOGUE SECTION 11
FIGURINES OF ThE ICHMA STYLE
This chapter covers figurines which definitely belong to the Ichma style, as well as others
which could belong to that style (see Discussion). Although some figurines share some
characteristics, they do not form a cohesive group and are described individually.
ICHMA FIGURINES
Table 55
Measurements'
Height (8)
Width (6)
Thickness (6)
Weight: not recorded
Text: Vol. I. pp. 247-251
Maximum	 Minimum
19.5 cm	 9.1 cm	 17.8 cm
12.2 cm	 6.4 cm	 10.5 cm
6.0cm	 3.2cm	 5.7cm
A. FIGURINES WITH DOCUMENTED PROVENANCE
Sample: 20 Figurines (examined 18)
Manufacture: See Table 55
Description
Maranga: 1 Figurine
P122: Standing female hunchback. Smallish head with semi-circular crown, Chancay-like
molded features. Straight-sided body, protruding chest and back, extended arms
(broken), joined? legs, incised genital triangle. Other details are not recognisable.
Huallamarca (formerly Huaca Pan de Azucar): 5 Figurines
2218: Body fragment of female. Straight sides, arms folded upwards, four incised fingers; short
cylindrical legs, feet broken. Incised genital triangle and vulva, small breasts. Flat
profile, featureless back.
221 7b: Standing female. Smallish head with semi-circular crown showing traces of 4 or 5
perforations; the head is fairly rounded in profile. Wide face, molded Chancay-like
features, rounded chin, neck. Long body with straight outline, extended arms (broken),
straight legs, joined down the middle. Incised genital triangle and vulva, small breasts.
2214: Female with an elongated head. Large semi-circular eyebrows, elliptic eyes with molded
lids, damaged nose, incised mouth. Body with prominent shoulders, folded arms with
small hands; the legs are missing. Incised genital triangle and small vulva. A head-dress
is indicated by an incised decor; necklace of large molded beads; large disk ear-plugs
with punctated decor.
Huaca Pudilana (formerly Juliana): 2 Figurines
P123: Sitting female. Rounded (undeformed?) head. Round face with deep eye-sockets,
modelled cheeks and punctations surrounding the mouth. Large semi-circular eyebrows,
'Include categories A and B
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almond-shaped eyes with molded lids, small nose with nostrils, molded lips, naturalistic
ears, jutting chin. Globular body, upper part hidden by a textile wrap; anns folded
upwards; thin molded legs folded at the sides, ending in tiny feet with incised toes.
Modelling of genital area; incised vulva? No data about back.
2323: Sitting female. Rounded (undeformed?) head. Foreshortened face tilted upwards, some
modelling. No eyebrows? Other features similar to P 123, ears not recorded. Body, arms,
legs as P123; genital triangle with double incision at waist, representation of clitoris? A
cap with a motif of squares and dots (painted or incised?) is worn. A necklace andfaja?
are shown at the back, hidden in front by a textile wrap; large circular ear-plugs.
Armatambo: 6 Figurines
2210: Standing female. The head has as straight crown and a wide foreshortened face. Thick
applied eyebrows, slanting upwards, lenticular eyes with molded lids, nose with nostrils,
molded lips, tab ears, flattened chin. Narrow body, no shoulders. Aims folded upwards,
incised fingers; separate conical legs, no feet. Incised genital triangle, small breasts, large
umbilicus. Necklace of large molded beads. White paint across the head, the neck, the
waist, down the legs.
2209, 2208, 2207: Body fragments. Folded arms, small hands; prominent shoulders on 2207.
Legs joined by a "bridge" at the feet on 2209, 2207, missing on 2208. All females with
incised genital triangle, double incision at waist on 2207; vulva marked by double
incisions cii 2209. Breasts on 2207. Featureless, flat back. A bulky necklace is worn by
2208.
2206: Head fragment. Crown with central protuberance. Very flat profile. Punctated decor
covers upper part of head. Two long diagonal incisions from nose to crown may
represent eyebrows. Circular eyes, with incised lids; plain nose (semi-circular in profile);
incised mouth, small protuberances for ears.
2213: Head fragment. Flat, rectangular crown, flat profile (fronto-occipital deformation?). The
face shows no modelling or face-paint. Rounded chin; no eyebrows, circular eyes, black
central pupils; hooked nose lacking nostrils and alae; incised mouth, no ears. A head-
dress with painted border is worn.
2205: Small, standing female. Head with rounded crown and lateral protuberances (ears?); flat
profile; decor of incised diagonal lines on head and face. Coffee-bean eyes, large pointed
nose with punctated nostrils, incised mouth with vertical incisions at corners. No chin,
long neck. The arms are short lateral projections, with incisions for the fingers; very
short legs, one broken. A rectangular incision marks the genital area, a triple incision the
vulva. No breasts, large umbilicus. Flat featureless back.
Cajamarquilla: 2 Figurines
704: Small standing female. Broad foreshortened head with rounded crown ending in lateral
projections. Bulging and incised circular eyes; prognathic nose and mouth area, with
huge nose and small incised mouth; no ears, no neck. Flat body with a protuberance in
the middle of the chest; short projecting aims, no hands; separate conical legs, no feet.
Incised genital triangle, no vulva, breasts or umbilicus. Flat featureless back.
701: Standing female. Large head with slightly curved, low crown, projecting at the sides.
Flattish profile, broad face; elliptic eyes with molded and incised lids; large, curved nose
with nostrils, no alae; projecting mouth area with incised mouth (no lips), no ears. No
chin, no neck. Straight sided body. Arms broken, originally extended; short, separate,
conical legs, no feet. AbdoniaiJgenital area protruding, long incision to mark vulva.
Large, punctated breasts. Convex featureless back. A head-dress is indicated by an
incised border of broken lines with multiple dot fillers.
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Puruchuco: I Figurine
1110: Body fragment. Arms now missing, originally probably applied, flilded. Separate legs
(one broken), no feet? Incised genital triangle, small punctated vulva. Bulky necklace
decorated with lateral notches.
Pedreros: 1 Figurine
2236: Crude head- and upper body fragment. Large head-dress (damaged) with two
perforations (originally probably four). Foreshortened fece, non-descript, partly damaged
features, large circular, concave ear-plugs, neck. Extended anns (broken), umbilicus.
Rinconada de Ia Molina: 1 Figurine
702: Very similar to 701 from Cajamarquilla. Same head- and face shape, but with lugs at the
top of the head and incised nose-to-chin lines. Thick eyebrows with incisions; similar
nose, mouth with modelled lips and punctations (teeth?); small round chin with
punctations. Similar body, but applied arms folded upwards, small hands with incised
fingers. Very short separate legs (one broken), with small feet and incised toes. Genital
triangle outlined by modelling, small punctated vulva. Small applied breasts at the sides
of chest, large umbilicus. Featureless, slightly convex back. Head-dress as above;
punctated necklace and belt.
Pachacamac: 2 Figurines
2230: Head fragment of fairly large figurine. Flat crown, fonning a ledge in profile. Large
semi-circular eyebrows, large elliptic eyes with molded and painted lids and eyeballs.
Straight nose, incised mouth, incised nose-to-chin lines, pointed chin. Large disk ear-
plugs with decor of incised circles. Flat profile.
2237: Head- and body fragment of female. Head with damaged crown. Face has diagonal
incised decor with punctations extending from the nose to the temples and incised nose-
to-chin lines; eyes represented by two incisions, non-descript nose, straight incised
mouth, ears broken?, no neck. Straight body with punctations across the chest. Extended
short arms (one broken), incised genital triangle and vulva, legs missing. Flat profile.
B. FIGURINES OF UNCERTAIIE PRO VENANCE
Sample: 5 Figurines (examined 5)
Manufacture: see Table 55.
Description
1454: Said to come "from Inca ruins and graves near Chosica". Crude fbmale figurine. Semi-
circular head, flat profile. Circular incised eyebrows, large non-descnpt nose, no mouth,
chin or neck. Straight body, extended arms (one broken), legs missing. Incised
rectangular genital area with incised vulva, no breasts or umbilicus. Featureless flat
back. Large applied necklace.
1434: Found near Lima Country Club. Standing figurine. Head with rounded crown, flat in
profile. Molded ridge could indicate a head-dress or eyebrows. Large, circular eyes,
molded lids, nose missing, mouth with molded lips, ears, originally semi-circular?
perforated, now broken. Thickened chin, neck. Crudely made body with bulge
(necklace?) on chest; arms extended upwards; joined legs, lower part missing. Raised
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genital triangle, no vulva, no breasts; umbilicus. Back shows some modelling of the
buttocks and traces of white stripes.
403: From the vicinity of Lima. Fligh head projecting laterally. Facial features damaged.
Narrow body with modelled unrecognizable features. Extended arms, now broken. A
second pair of folded arms may be represented. Straight, joined legs. Genitals hidden by
clothing? The back shows some modelling of the head-dress, neck, waist, buttocks. The
high head-dress shows two vertical chevron bands (front and back); a short "skirt" may
be worn in front?, a necklace of several rows is shown.
270: From the vicinity of Lima. Extremely crude figurine. Very high head-dress with bibbed?
crown, flat in profile. Small prognathic face, incised eyes, non-descript nose, incised
mouth. Narrow body with wide belt, extended arms (broken), short tapering separate
legs. Genitals hidden by belt?. Back bulging above the waist, flat below. Ear-plugs may
be indicated by large circular depressions at the sides of the head-dress.
1443: Allegedly from Pachacamac. Crudely made, standing female. Rectangular head-dress
with a slight dip at the center (bilobation?), flat profile. Foreshortened face with incised
nose-to-chin lines. Incised elliptic eyes, stub nose with nostrils and alae, incised mouth,
tab ears. Jutting chin, neck. Rotund body with applied anns folded upwards, incised
fingers. Heavy legs, separated but close together, huge feet, very broad in profile. Incised
rectangular genital area with incised vulva, applied breasts, placed low down towards
sides of the body. Featureless,
 slightly convex back. Head-dress indicated by the shape of
the head, no other clothing.
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CATALOGUE SECTION 12
THE FIGURINES OF THE LATE HORIZON
GROUP 1: THE LATE HORIZON EQUiVALENT OF THE CUCHIMILCO
SUB-GROUP 1.1: LARGE HAND-MADE, HOLLOW FIGURINES
Table 56	 Text: vol.!, pp. 253-260	 Plates 59-60
Sample: 45 Figurines (examined 43)
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (34)	 54.5. cm	 14.7cm	 34.5 cm
Width (25)	 23.4 cm	 7.1 cm	 15.0 cm
Thickness (33)	 18.0 cm	 4.7cm	 12.2 cm
Weight (16)	 3900gr.	 250gr. circa l000gr.
Manufacture
The majority of the figurines are hand-made, though some of them may have mold-made
parts Qiead, limbs?). All the figurines are hollow, with air-holes varying widely in numbers—
some specimens have as many as eight—and position (see Table 56). A typical air-hole
location, which does not occur in the Late Intermediate Period, is at the shoulders. The
decorative elements are modelled, incised or painted.
A wide variety of wares are used, from the beautifully polished and slipped Inca-related
orange ware, with a black, white and sometimes red decor, or black ware with red and white
post-fired incrustations, to unslipped monochrome red ware.
Description
Head: Between one quarter and one third of total size; on Rimac/Lurin figurines the head is
broader (e.g. 248, 1771). The crown can be slightly rounded or flat, the sides of the head
can be straight or widening upwards. Straight profile, flattened at the top (fronto-
occipital cranial deformation), broadening towards the neck.
Face: Fairly naturalistic proportions, less so for specimens from the Rimac valley; modelling is
not common. Seven figurines show face-paint (on the cheeks: 623, 251, 205, 246; the
lower part of the face: 239; on both: 97); on P124 most of the face is painted black,
except for a narrow white band across the cheeks; in addition there a traces of post-fired
red pigment on the head (Haas 1986:313-314). Incised nose-to-cheek lines also occur
(e.g. 252).
Chin: Oval to pointed, rarely jutting (e.g. 251, 1300), more often resting on the chest (e.g. 205);
Rimac/Lunn specimens have straight chins, except for a protruding central part.
Eyebrows: 21 specimens (47 %) have prominent modelled and/or painted eyebrows, incised on
1301, 1302.
Eyes: Chancay to Chillán specimens have very standardised, lenticular or almond-shaped eyes,
with modelled lids (incised on 252, 1300, 879, 1632, 1342) and raised pupils. On 10
specimens the pupils are painted a darker colour and outlined in white (e.g. 97, 623). In
the Rimac/LurIn area only 244 has the standardised eyes described above, though P 125,
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248 and 1347 also have modelled, elliptic eyes (incised on 1301, 1302). 1772, 1774,
1775 have modelled circular eyes.
Nose: Very standardised, long and pointed (e.g. 251), often slightly hooked (e.g. 443). Nostrils
are nearly always shown (not on RimacfLurin specimens), alae are rare, sometimes
incised (252, 1300). 239, 246 have small designs on the sides of the nose.
Mouth: Straight, with thm, modelled lips (thicker, curvy on 1342, no lips on 1774, 1775,
1302). The space between the lips can be open or closed, sometimes painted white (e.g.
97) or with painted teeth (205). 520 is smiling.
Ears: Many Chancay to Chillón specimens (but only P 125, 1347 from the Rimac/Chillón area)
have standardised, firIy naturalistic ears, with the upper part projecting above the lower;
perforated on six specimens. 246, 454 have small protuberances instead of perforations.
On 1145, 523, 203, 250 and on most Rimac/Lurin figurines the ears are generally
completely hidden by large ear-plugs. 1299, 1301, 1302 have no ears, though 1299 has
perforations; ears broken on 879.
Neck Mostly short, especially on Rimac/Lurin specimens. No neck on 1301, 1302.
Body: Fairly large in relation to the head and legs, but varying in shape from rotund, with
broad shoulders and abdomen (e.g. 251) or squarish (e.g. 1771) to very narrow, straight,
elongated (e.g. 454) with many variants in between. Modelling of body features (apart
from the genital triangle) is rare (e.g. thoracic cage on 252, 248). In profile the back is
convex (exceptions: 1301, 1302 with straight backs); 1342 is a hunchback. 1632, 1299,
443, 454 are painted a light colour in front, a darker one in the back, with the dividing
line clearly visible at the sides. Seven specimens are sitting. Six are head fragments only;
on 1746 the head and lower body are preserved.
Arms: Extended on 22 figurines, mostly sideways and slightly upwards (forward on 443,2189,
1774, 1775, 1301, 1302) and extremely short (longer on 248), with concave hands and
notched or incised fingers (no fingers on 522). 16 figurines have amis folded (upwards
on 11, straight on five), with incised and/or painted fingers. On 239, 250, 1346, 1342 the
arms and hands are outlined in contrasting paint.
Legs: Mostly tubular, varying in length and shape, some with modelled knees (e.g. 251, 1145)
or ankle-bones. Small, flat feet, mostly with incised toes. On figurines from Chancay to
Chillon they are mostly joined by a ceramic "bridge", whilst on those from Rimac/Lunn
only 1347, 224 are joined. The sitting figurines have the typical legs folded downwards
at the front, with vestigial feet and incised toes.
Genitals: All the specimens are female, usually with an incised, slightly raised genital triangle
(13 with a double incision at the waist). The vulva is incised and 18 figurines (1301,
1302?) have a modelled protruding clitoris. No genitals are shown on the sitting 2189.
Breasts: Are mostly shown (except on 522, 1299, 443, 454, 1774, 1775) as small nipples, often
pointed or placed very high, to the sides (e.g. 1300, 1346); punctated on 510, 1330,
1632, 1771. Note pendant breasts on 244.
Umbilicus: Shown on only eight Chancay to Chillon figurines, but on all Rimac/Lurin
specimens, except 1347, 1302.
Bach: Apart from the necklace or ear-plugs, backs are mostly featureless, rarely showing a
vertical groove (e.g. 239); incised at the waist (1347). 510 has incised hair.
Clothing, Accessories
Head-dress: The shape of the head mostly indicates a head-dress (except possibly on 1632,
1299, 1347, 1301), but generally there is no ornamentation or delintitation between the
head-dress and the forehead. Only 2189, 97 and 1772 have an incised ornamental band
(meander-and-dot: 97; variants of broken lines: 2189, 1772). 244 wears an elaborate
head-dress consisting of a flat calotte decorated with two incised fish and border-band
with incised step-and-meander motif and appendages on both sides of the face, hanging
down to the arms. Perforations occur on eight specimens (17.7 %), only one of them
P125 from Rimac/Lunn. Number of perforations: two (P125); four (507, 239, 521);
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eight (1300, 520, in two sets of four on 520); ten: 454; eleven: 252. 248 (from
Armatambo, Rimac) has six vertical eyelets (three broken) applied at the back of the
head-chess, probably used to fix feathers or ribbons. In addition 2184 wears a raw cotton
turban held together by string and surmounted by feathers. Seler (1893: Tafel 12.6)
shows a similar figurine—not located at MVB— wearing a large feather head-dress.
Clothing: Not represented on the figurines themselves, but several specimens were found with
textile clothing:
• 2184 is wrapped in raw cotton with a wovenfaja wound around it.
• 1742 wears a long shirt made of two panels of loosely woven cloth in contrasting
colours, sewn together along the sides. A plaited belt is knotted at the front, some raw
cotton protrudes below.
• 1330 is wrapped in a folded cloth of red and beige jacquard weave, tied together by a
plain beige rag; a pair of canes, wrapped in beige and red thread are tied to the figure by
a woven band.'
• P124 wears a brown garment with white thread at the upper and lower edge and
stuffed down the front with raw cotton; two tassels of dark blue cotton thread hang down
the front; the back is covered by an almost black cloth. The figure carries a textile bag
made of brown and yellow wool, with a light- and dark-blue band, filled with small
maize cobs and tied with vegetable fibres.
• 180 wears a basket-work hat in herring-bone weave, fastened with red, white and blue
thread into which are stuck some feathers; black thread showing under the cap may
represent hair. A beige and white undershirt, with cotton shoulder-straps, has a plain
beige edge with white painted fish. A fine tapestiy apron with pendant triangles also
shows fish designs and is attached to the body by a red, yellow, grey and brownfaja.
• 251 and 454 were also originally wrapped in textiles (Seler 1893: Tafèl 12.8, 12.7);
443 is depicted wearing a wide sash in a checkerboard design (Seler 1893: Tafel 13.6).
Necklace: 20 figurines wear a modelled necklace tied at the back, with one to three ends
dangling on eleven specimens (e.g. 521); 1773 has six hanging appendages. On nine
figurines (probably all from the Ancán area) the necklace is incised with a broken-line-
and-dot design, on some also painted white; on Rimac figurines we see broken-lines-and-
multiple-dots (248, 1771?, 1775). Other designs include circles (417), chevrons (250),
vertical lines with circles (1772, 1773) and a variant (1774), steps and meanders (244);
plain on 1346. 2189 and P125 wear two rows of platelets, attached at the back, with
dangling ends on 2189. 507, 454? only have a painted band; 522, 246 have a plaited
textile band attached around the neck.
Ear-plugs: 22 figurines wear circular ear-plugs, sometimes placed veiy low, resting on the
shoulders, indicating large ears? (e.g. 1145, 523, 1775). On the Chancay to Chillon
specimens they are decorated with incised or painted variants of the cross-and-dot design
(e.g. 252), or divided into sections radiating from a central point, also decorated with
dots (e.g. 623); small painted circles around a central circle (97), incisions towards outer
edge (523), plain (1346). On those from the Rimac/Lurin some are plain (1771?, 1774,
1775) others concave, with incised circles around the raised edge (248) or central knob,
surrounded by incised motift? (1772). The vely large ear-plugs on 244 have a complex
design (see P1.60).
'Earlier photographs (Schuler-Schomig 1984:fig.8a,b) show that the figurine was originally fully
clothed.
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SUB-GRouP 1.2: FIGURINES GENERALLY MADE OF ONE (FRONTAL) MOLD AND
SOLID
Table 57	 Text: Vol. 1, pp. 253-260	 Plate 61-63
Sample: 89 Figurines (examined 82)
Measurements
Height (59)
Width (60)
Thickness (63)
Weight (46)
Manufacture
Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
34.2. cm	 3.1cm	 19.2 cm
22.0 cm	 1.5 cm	 7.9cm
8.5 cm	 0.9 cm	 3.5 cm
1540gr.	 2Ogr.	 420gr.
Most of the figurines are made with one frontal mold, the back being simply flattened on the
solid specimens or a hand-made, featureless back being added on the hollow ones. Some
features can be retouched by hand. Over 86% of the figurines are solid (71 of 82 recorded
specimens); the 11 hollow figurines have a variety of air-holes similar to sg. 1.1. Two specimens
(347, 419) have a total of 13 air-holes, four of them at the back, which is unusual.
On the whole the wares involved are cruder than in sg. 1.1. The Inca orange ware is absent,
though the black ware with red and white post-fired incrustations occurs. The majority of
figurines are made of plain red ware (in various shades, including buff or dirty grey),
occasionally with a white decor.
Description
Head: Mostly fairly high (between one third and one fifth of total height), rectangular or
widening upwards, with a straight or slightly rounded crown, obviously representing a
head-dress. A few specimens have an exceptionally high (e.g. 1436), wide (e.g. 458) or
low head (2095). In profile the back of the head is flat, the crown sometimes forming a
flat ledge (e.g. 570).
Face: Fairly naturalistic proportions, minimal modelling; incised nose-to-chin lines are
comon.
Chin: Oval, never protruding.
Eyebrows: Over 75% have typical thick arched eyebrows, either molded (e.g. 1696) or incised
(e.g. 278); on 343, 466, 404 they are hidden by the edge of the head-dress.
Eyes: Mostly large, effiptic to nearly circular (cf 570 with 278), with molded lids and eyeballs.
Exceptions: circular (1343, 2095), incised (455).
Nose: Often straight, quite long (e.g. 570, 1815); over 30% have nostrils and alae.
Mouth: The great majority have molded lips, sometimes leaving a space (e.g. 224).
Ears: Often quite naturalistic, with or without ear-plugs (e.g. 1830, 347); on more than 30%
they are completely covered by disk ear-plugs (e.g. 1815); often pierced.
Nec/c Short, only shown in front.
Body: On the larger specimens accounts for two thirds of the total size and tends to be
elongated, narrow, wider at the shoulders, tapering towards the feet, with fairly straight
sides; the smaller figurines have a shorter, wider body (e.g. 426). A number of specimens
have emphasised shoulders, projecting forward (e.g. 860, 458), and some modelling of
the lower abdomen. The profile is mostly narrow, with a flat back (e.g. 1835); sometimes
the legs curve forward (e.g. 1309). The rare hollow specimens are slightly thicker (e.g.
1816). One figurine (1311) is sitting. Five specimens (1436, 1750, 2238, 2235, 2234)
are head fragments only.
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Arms: Extended on four figurines (570, 346, 856, 857, less than 5%), otherwise folded above
the waist, on about 25% upwards on the chest (e.g. 1830, 93); 2232 is holding a bag.
Hands are fir1y large, with four or five molded or incised fingers.
Legs: The legs are broken off on 22 figurines. Of the remaining figurines five have completely
separate legs and a further seven are joined at the feet. The rest have straight molded
legs, divided by a groove; occasionally the knees are shown (e.g. 861). The feet are
small, stylised, with four or five incised toes. The legs of the sitting 1311 are extended
forward.
Genitals: All the figurines are female, with a raised genital triangle, often outlined at the waist
(by one incision on 21 figurines, two incisions on 47 figurines). The vulva can be simply
shown by an incision or by a more complex design, probably representing the clitoris
(e.g. 570, 860, 861); 347, 419 have an air-hole through the vulva. The genitals are not
indicated on 1424, 1425.
Breasts: Over 50% lack breasts. The rest have small nipples (exception: 570 with hanging
breasts), punctated on nine or more specimens (e.g. 278).
Umbilicus: Only shown on less than 25%; can be a circle (e.g. 570) or a small punctation (e.g.
860).
Back: Generally flat and featureless. Exceptions: 1631 with an incised line at the neck and
waist; 1362 has a painted necklace with four hanging strings; 93, 347, 419 have a groove
along the spine, 347, 419 with air-holes; on 2235 the back of the head-dress and incised
hair are shown.
Clothing, accessories
Head-dress: Nearly all the figurines wear a head-dress (exceptions: 317? 1752), the relevant
area is damaged on seven figurines. The shape is mostly rectangular, with a flat or
slightly rounded top; on 419, 41, 343, 466, 1130 the hat widens towards the top; P126,
1198, 1429, 344, 345, 274 have projections at the sides; 1424 and 2095 wear a flat
toque, 1425 a very high, semi-circular head-dress. The head-dress can be plain (on 30,
specimens, i.e. 37%), perforated (20, i.e. 24%), or show some decor. Perforations can
number two (1684, P129), three (1422, 1631), four (twelve figurines, seven of them in
two sets of two), five (570), six (1343), eight (1815), ten (278).
Clothing: Not depicted. 1618, a miniature, and 181 are wrapped in a loosely woven cotton
textile, 182 in cotton wool. The latter appears to have been dressed when already well
worn. 2232 holds a bag hanging from a strap (part of the mold). 420 was originally
dressed and carried an embroidered bag. Both 181 and 182 carry sticks with thread
wound around them.
Necklace: 73 figurines (80%) wear a thirly bulky necklace. It can be plain (21 figurines, e.g.
1343) or incised with various decorative motifs: broken lines, either simple or multiple,
with or without one or several ifiler dots (26 specimens, e.g. 1309, 93, 258, etc.),
punctations (8 specimens, e.g. 346), incised circles (5 specimens e.g. 274), diagonal lines
and dots, probably representing several twisted rows of beads (278, P 128), chevrons
(345) or two rows of rectangular beads (857, 858 and 860, 861, 703). In addition 182
and 181 wear shell necklaces, 343 a textile braid.
Ear-plugs: 55 figurines (60%) wear ear-plugs, generally circular disks varying in size. These
can be plain (20 specimens, e.g. 1520), or incised with concentric circles (21 specimens,
e.g. 458) or dots, placed in a circle around a central dot (13 figurines, e.g. P128) or both
(e.g. 274); on 2022, from Chincha, we see the cross-and-dot motif more common in LH
sg. 1.1. 1750, 258 and 2238 have layered and fringed bands (part of the mold) attached
to the ear-plugs.
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GROUP 2: FIGuRINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD
Table 58	 Text: Vol.1, pp. 260-262	 Plate 63
Sample: 14 Figurines (examined 13)
Measurements 	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Median
Height (10)	 21.5 cm	 4.6cm	 14.3 cm
Width (10)	 11.5 cm	 2.3 cm	 3.7 cm
Thickness (12)	 11.4cm	 1.7 cm	 3.0 cm
Weight (8)	 640 gr.	 25 gr.	 220gr.
Manufacture
Six figurines are hand-made, a further two may be partly or even wholly mojild-made, the
rest are made of a frontal mojild only. Only three figurines are definitely hollow, with air-holes
through the mouth or the top of the head. Ornamentation is often incised.
The wares involded are plain red or black wares (285 has a black slip on red ware).
Description
Head: Large, often two-fifth to one half of the total height; elongated, with a pointed or slightly
rounded crown, typical for the deformacion por llautu. The profile vanes—depending on
the manufhcturing technique—showing either the same deformation (e.g. 1777), or being
completely fiat (e.g. 1831). Head-dress or hair is shown on seven figurines.
Face: Narrow, little or no modelling; no fce-paint; incised nose-to-chin lines on five
specimens.
Chin: Mostly oval; jutting (e.g. 1712) or resting on the chest (e.g. 1875).
Eyebrows: Prominent, semi-circular; modelled on nine specimens.
Eyes: Mostly large, nearly circular, with modelled lids and eye-balls.
Nose: Fairly large, pointed (e.g. 1712, 1831); nostrils and/or alae are common. But note the
small noses on the figurines from Armatambo.
Mouth: Shown by modelled lips (seven specimens, e.g.1712) or a simple incision (seven
specimens, e.g. 395).
Ears: Mostly hidden by ear-plugs; otherwise semi-circular flaps, with or without perforations
(e.g. 395, 2124); only 1831 has naturalistic ears; no ears on 1874.
Hair: Shown on 1875 and perhaps on 1874.
Neck Mostly shown; very short on Armatambo specimens.
Body: Narrow on the standing figurines, wider on the sitting ones. Profile mostly flat, except on
P132 and Armatambo specimens.
Arms: Extended on 395, 285', 1777; on 1776 and 1778 the arms are folded on the chest, but
the hands protrude forwards; folded upwards on the chest (1712, 2124, 1873), at the
waist (1875, 1831, 276, P132); hands are indicated by incised fingers.
Legs: On the standing specimens the legs are joined down the middle (exception 1712, joined by
a "bridge" at the feet). 285 was originally standing. The sitting specimens have fblded
legs. Both types have very small feet, over half with incised toes.
Genitals: Most specimens are females, with a raised and/or incised genital triangle (two
incisions at the waist on three specimens) and vulva (clitoris on 1712). No genitals
shown on 1874,1382.
Breasts: Shown on four figurines (punctated on 1712, P 132)
Umbilicus: Shown on 1831.
The drawing on the catalogue card shows the extended arms, before the figurine was broken
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Back: Mostly plain, flat. Exceptions: necklace ties (1712), incised hair (1875), the back of
head-dress, a groove down the spine and modelled buttocks (1874). Bulging back on
P132 and Armatambo specimens.
Clothing, accessories:
Head-dress: Worn by four figurines. 1873 and 1382 wear caps with horizontal bands, 1874
has a plain band in front and double band with fringe (or hair?) at the back. P132
appears to have an unidentified design, possibly circles, on his cap. Two perforations at
the top of the head on 1712 and 1831 may also indicate a head-dress. 1875 appears to
have incised hair.
Clothing: Not worn. 276 has a cotton string wrapped around the neck.
Necklace: Worn by ten figurines: bulky with incised broken-line-and-dot design (1712), bulky,
plain (395), thin, V-shaped (1873), large beads (1382), broad with incised design: circles
(P132, 1778), broken lines (1776), damaged (1777).
Ear-plugs: Worn by nine figurines: large, circular, plain (1776, 1777), with punctations (1712,
1875, 2214, P132, 1778); smaller, with central hole (1382) or indentation (276, 285).
Accessories: 1382 and 1874 hold unidentified objects—a broken tubular object in the case of
1 874—at waist level.
GROUP 3: LATE HORIZON SPECIALS
SUB-GRoUP 3.1: FOUR SIMILAR BUT VERY IJNIJSUAL FIGURINES (FAKES?)
Plate 64Table 59	 Text: Vol.!, pp. 262-263
Sample: 4 Figurines (examined 4)
Measurements 	 Maximum	 Minimum
Height (4)	 22.7 cm	 18.5 cm
Width (4)	 8.5 cm	 6.9 cm
Thickness (3)	 5.9cm	 5.2 cm
Weight (3)	 335 gr.	 250 gr.
Manufacture
Median
1133 (and probably 40) is made of two molds, with joins clearly visible along the sides;
although it appears to be hollow, it has no air-holes. 187 and 1452 are made of one frontal
mold, but instead of a flat, featureless back, the inside of the body area is hollowed out. The
male genitals on 1452 and 40 are applied. All four specimens show a certain asymmetry of the
arms— note especially 187 and 452—and are similar enough in size to have been made from
the same (frontal) mold.
The ware is a medium coarse red ware. 187 may have had a cream slip, the others are
unslipped grey, as if dirtied on purpose: the surface treatment extends to the hollowed-out
insides of 187, 1452.
Description
Head: Rounded to slightly elongated, but naturalistic. On 1133 the head is totally undeformed,
187 and 1452, made of one (frontal) mold only, are flat'.
Face: Naturalistic proportions; some modelling of the eye-sockets, cheeks and mouth area. No
face-paint.
'The proffle of 40 is not recorded.
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Chin: Oval, slightly thickened at the tip, not jutting.
Eyebrows: Not shown as such.
Eyes: Large, with modelled (double?) lids, eye-balls and pupils (on 1133, 40).
Nose: Straight or slightly hooked, with a naturalistic shape, though neither nostrils or alae are
shown.
Mouth: Straight with modelled, half-opened lips.
Ears: Large, naturalistic.
Neck: Normal.
Body: Naturalistic, fairly narrow, with shoulders of normal width, but emphasized; straightish
sides, protruding lower abdomen. In profile 1133 and 40 have protruding buttocks.
Arms: Slightly asymmetrical, modelled, folded above the waist; modelled hands, without fingers
(1133, 40), with five fingers (187, 1452).
Legs: Completely separated with an unusually wide crotch, except 1452 (joined down the
middle). Very naturalistic but unusually thin, with some modellmg of the knees and
tapering towards very small feet, no toes.
Genitals: 1452 and 40 are clearly males, with applied testicles and penis (erect on 1452, broken
on 40); 187 has a large protuberance in the genital area which could be a penis or a
clitoris; 1133 has no indication of sex. Note that all four specimens have a raised and
outlined genital triangle (with a double incision at the waist on 187, 1452), a female
characteristic.
Breasts: All have nipples, placed rather low; punctated on 1452?
Umbilicus: Not shown.
Back: Realistic modelling on 1133 (40?). No back on 187, 1452: the hollowed out frontal mold
left visible.
Clothing, accessories
No head-dress, clothing or ear-plugs worn. All four figurines have a bulky double
necklace (some beads are visible on 1452).
SUB-GROUP 3.2: MISCELLANEOUS FIGURINES
Table 59	 Text: Vol. I, pp. 264-265	 Plate 64
Sample: 3 figurines (examined 3)
467: Figurine with a very large head in relation to the body, but with a low, flattened crown.
Triangular face, deep nose-to-chin lines, oval, protruding chin. No eye-brows, large
elliptic eyes with (double?) modelled lids and eye-balls. Unusually long, rounded nose,
no nostrils or alae; modelled lips, ears indicated by circular ear-plugs, placed very high.
No neck. Short body, narrowing at waist, prominent shoulders, arms fblded upwards,
hands with incised fingers. Separate legs (note the unusual rounded hips and straight
crotch); square, slightly protruding "platform" feet, incised toes. Incised genital triangle,
vulva indicated by two notches. Small breasts, no umbilicus. The back is flat, but-
unusually—the upper part protrudes below the head; incisions show the upper arms. The
figurine wears a low unadorned cap with one central perforation and plain disk ear-plugs.
The figurine is made of one frontal mold, but with some incised features added in the
back, the ware is unslipped terracotta.
1050: Figurine with a somewhat pointed, though perhaps undeformed head, tilted backwards;
long incised hair. Face with deep lines around the mouth and a pointed, jutting chin.
Large relief eye-brows, prominent, almond-shaped eyes with modelled lids. Large,
pointed nose, no nostrils or alae. Thick, modelled lips, big ears. Very long neck, narrow
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shoulders. Long, narrow body, bulging around the waist, tapering towards the legs,
leaning slightly backwards. The applied arms are folded over the abdomen, the hands
have five incised fingers. The completely separated, cylindrical legs are fairly short,
thick, with some modelling of the knees; there are no feet, but toes are indicated by
incisions. The sex is indicated by an incised genital triangle (thin double incisions at the
waist and crotch) and a slit for the vulva. A similar triangular incision with slit is also
applied on the buttocks. No clothes or ornaments are worn, but the figurine carries an
object (broken off) on its back, attached to a rope going across the shoulders at the front.
The figurine is hand-made, with an incised decor, hollow but with no air-holes, except
for the hole created by the broken object at the back. Possibly it was part of a double
vessel, but it is unlikely, because double vessels are not known for that time and area.
The ware is reduced-fired, grey.
1705: Restaured figurine, with the head, right arm and small part of the body probably original.
The head is rounded, undeformed (also in profile). The short face has lines around the
mouth and a jutting chin. Large eye-brows and eyes, small nose, modelled lips, large
ears, short neck. The (largely reconstructed?) body has broad shoulders, straight sides
and profile. The anus are detached from the body, the left arm hanging down the side,
the much longer right arm holding a thick club or staff. The legs are separated,
cylindrical, with rounded feet and incised toes. There is an incision at the waist, but not
down the groin; a large protuberance in the lower abdomen may indicate male genitals
covered by clothing. No nipples, no umbilicus. No features at the back. No clothing or
ornaments. The head may be mold-made, hollow, with traces of a buff slip. The
reconstructed part is hand-made, probably solid, painted brown.
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CATALOGUE SECTION 13
FIGURINES ON CERAMIC CRADLES, LITTERS AND PALANQUINS
GROUP 1: FIGURINES ON CERAMIC CRADLES
Table 60	 Text: vol. I, p.
Sample: 5 figurines (examined 5).
Measurements: 	 Maximum	 Minimum
Height (4)	 13.6 cm
	 12.3 cm
Width (4)	 8.4 cm
	 7.2cm
Thickness (4)	 5.0 cm	 3.3 cm
Weight (3)
	 260gr	 220gr
Plate
Median
12.8 cm
8.1 cm
4.5 cm
Manufacture
All the specimens are mold-made and hollow, with airholes in the upper section of the sides.
Two figurines are made of red ware, one with white decor, two of black ware. The decor is
painted, incised and/or molded.
Description
Figurines: Only the face is visible (exception 2133, where feet are projecting). The crown of
the head is rounded on all except 2132, where it is hidden by the edge of the cradle.
Pronounced modelling of the cheeks (exception 540). Thick semi-circular eyebrows on
2132 only. Eliptic eyes with molded lids; painted eyeballs and pupils on 540. Non-
descript nose, molded lips, no ears.
Cradles: All are rectangular in shape, but the construction differs. All have a straight-sided
frame, made of wood or cane, with two truncated cylindrical sections projecting above
the head end (longer, pointed on 540, broken on 2132); 2132 also has two lateral
projections on each side. In front the body is covered by a textile with geometric designs.
The back is mostly made of split cane, fitted into the frame either horizontally (2133,
503, 2132) or vertically (secured with a rope on 2060); 540 only features a plain board
with three horizontal ropes attaching it to the frame.
GROUP 2: FIGURINES ON CERAMIC FUNERARY LITFERS
Table 60
	 Text: vol.!, pp.
	 Plate 65
Sample: 21 figurines (examined 16).
Measurements:
Height (15)
Width (16)
Thickness (15)
Weight(12)
Maximum Minimum
	 Median
	
23.2cm	 9.8cm	 15.1cm
	
13.0 cm
	 7.7 cm
	 9.5 cm
	
7.2cm	 3.6cm	 4.8cm
	
660gr	 l5Ogr	 340gr
Manufacture
Most the figurines are mold-made and hollow with airholes in the upper section of the sides.
On 1834 (and possibly on P133 and P134) the figurine is hollow, with airholes at the waist, the
litter is solid, with holes front to back. 464 is hand-made and solid.
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Wares vary: plain red, black and red on white, black on white, black with red or white
incrustations, plain white. The decor is as above, Group 1.
Description
figurines: The figurines are extended on the litters, with their bodies uncovered.
Head: 1581, 2134, 439, 415? have a bibbed crown, others have a rounded or straight crown,
probably indicating a head-dress. The face is often markedly triangular. Face-paint can
occur: zoning of the eyes and cheeks (1834, P133, P134), mouth and chin (535),
Chancay "specs" and outlining of the chin (389,1023, 262). Eyes are mostly elliptic
(circular on P 135, 535), with molded lids; 464 has closed eyes; note the pronounced eye
cavities on 439, 2134, 415. The nose and mouth are non-descnpt; semi-circular ears
occur on about half the sample.
Body: Vanes: One unusual shape shows shoulders pointing upwards, anus lying at the sides, an
incision at the waist and short legs bent at the knees with feet placed sideways (1581,
2134, 439, 415, 1807, 260, 262; 1023 with straight legs and feet). Others have a
straighter-sided body, with arms folded over the abdomen and straight legs (1834, P 134,
P135, P136, 535, 1021, 1022, 464). 389 and 390 have arms extended sideways, P133
foward? 12 figurines are female, with a genital triangle and/or incised vulva, the rest
either show no genitals or the genitals are hidden. Nipples are rare (1834, 535, 1023,
1022, 260).
Most of the figurines are naked, though 390, 1021 have the typical Chancay narrow
fajas across the chest or painted decor on their arms or legs (P 133, P134, P136). P135
wears a belt and loin cloth. Some figurines wear a head-dress: high, with two picos
(P133, P134, P135), a plain rounded or rectangular cap (P136, 535, 390, 1021, 1023,
262); 260 wears a typical Chancay head-dress with incised band and three perforations.
464 wears a necklace of large beads.
Litters: Consist of a frame with ends projecting either only at the top (2134, 439, 1807, 535,
389, 390, 1021, 1023, 1022), or at both ends (1834, P133, P134, 260, 262); on the
remaining figurines the top and/or base projections are broken (P.10326, P135, 1581,
415, P136, 464). These projections can be thick, cylindrical, ending in a circular,
truncated section, or thinner, conical. Both shapes can appear on the same litter (e.g
260). On some specimens (389, 390, 1021, 1023) one or two smaller projections appear
between the large projections at the top. In addition all have from three to six short,
conical projections on each side. A few litters have a concave profile (e.g. 439).
The backs are nearly all made of vertically placed, parallel reeds, bound together by
several bits of plaited rope: on 1581, 2134, 439, 415 five strands of rope go from side to
side, whilst on 1807, 389, 390, 1021, 1023, 1022, 260, 262 only the top and bottom
ropes go from side to side, whereas the two to four rows of rope in between are staggered
and only go from the sides to the middle. Two of the litters (1834, 464) have no features
at the back; the remaining backs are not recorded.
Atypical:
1488: Small hand-made figurine with elongated head-dress, large eyes and incised nose-to-chin
lines. The body has folded arms with large hands, an incised genital triangle and an
incised belt. The atypical feature is that the figurine is attached to a bed with four legs
and raised head area. The upper part of the bed-with the figurine-has split from the
lower part and is secured to it by a piece of string. The figurine appears to be hand-
made.
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GROUP 3: FIGURINES ON CERAMIC PALANQUINS
Table 60	 Text: vol.!, p.	 Plate 66
Sample: 7 figurines (examined 5).
Measurements	 Maximum	 Minimum
Height(6)	 12.0cm	 6.0cm
Width (6)	 9.6 cm	 5.9 cm
Thickness(5)	 20.0cm	 11.7cm
Median
8.1 cm
8.0 cm
17.0 cm
Manufacture
All the specimens are hand-made and solid. The ware is basically classic Chancay black on
white, with the usual variety of hues: 601 and 602 have a practically red decor on a brilliant
white background. P137 has red added to the brown on white, applied to the fces.
Description
Figures: P137 shows a personage, carried by two attendants who wear two-cornered hats and
shirts. The personage itself wears the same hat, large ear-plugs and a necklace of outsize
beads; his short legs are folded, the long arms lifted, with hands resting on the platform.
Four palanquins show only one personage, sitting cross-legged, leaning against the back-
rest, with arms at the sides. 602 wears a flat hat, a short-sleeved shirt, large punctated
ear-plugs and a necklace of large beads. 1857 has its head turned upwards, with face-
paint on the lower cheeks and mouth; It wears only a cap with two lugs and a criss-cross
design; P138 wears a flat cap, otherwise it and 601 have no adornments, only face-paint
outlining the eyes and mouth and transversal lines painted on the arms and legs.
1082 shows three personage sitting on a platform. The main personage sits very upright
with arms folded forward; no legs are shown. It has an elongated head with a black cap,
the body is painted with dots. The two smaller personage on either side have the same
body shape and decor, their heads are missing.
1098 shows a diminutive figure lying on the platform, arms and feet extended. A second
individual stands at the back of the palanquin: it has an elongated head, anns extended
upwards and some lines painted across the arms and legs. A bird? appears to be resting
on his left hand.
Palanquins: All the palanquins have the same shape: an oblong platform, with two carrying
poles projecting at both ends. These can be rectangular or conical in shape. At about two
thirds of the length, towards the back of the carrying surface, is a high back-rest,
widening at the top, with a dip in its upper edge; it is placed at a slight angle to the
carrying surface. Attached to it, at the back, is a smaller panel, mostly painted in a
geometric pattern, probably depicting a textile hanging.
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EXPLANATIONS TO THE TABLES
1. All the figurines recorded in museums or private collections have been given a nmning
number in terms of this thesis, in order to avoid the use—in the text—of lengthy museum
accession numbers. Accession numbers are given under "Source".
2. The figurines which were not recorded by me fall into four categories:
• Published figurines: indicated by "P" followed by a number;
• Figurine data which were communicated to me by archaeologists: indicated by a "C"
followed by a number;
• Figurines from the collection of Santiago Agurto Calvo known to me from the
catalogue made by the Instituto Nacional de Cultura: indicated by "SAC" followed
by their catalogue number. Figurines from the collection which I was able to examine
are listed by a running number (as above, 1).
• Figurines from the MNAA excavations at Ancôn and recorded in the Inventarlo with
a "P" followed by a full stop and a number. It is easy to distinguish them from
published figurines (above) because the number has usually four or more digits and
the source is given as the Inventarlo.
The sequence within each group is based—as far as possible—on shared traits and the likely
chronological position.
3. Provenances are given accuracy ratings (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3 and Appendix 1).
4. The data are recorded as follows:
• Whenadatumisunknownitisshownbyablankspace.Ifthedatumisnotpresenton
a figurine the coding "n/i" (not indicated) is used (e.g. where the sex is not indicated).
If the variable is not applicable, the code "n/a" (not applicable) is given (e.g. no air-
holes in a solid figurine). However, if a variable should be present, but is not, then the
code "no" (absent) is used (e.g. a hollow figurine lacking air-holes, which should be
present).
An entry in brackets means a partial dimension (metric).
5. The colours listed usually apply to the surface and the designs, not to the paste. When a slip
or a base colour is apparent this is indicated by "on" (e.g. "Black on white').
Abbreviations used in the Tables (for abbreviated museum and collection names see pp. 9-10)
F	 = (Sex colunm) Female
Or.	 = Group
HM = Hand-made
M	 = (Manufacture column) Mold-made
M	 = (Sex column) Male
n/a	 = not applicable
n/i	 =notindicated
pf	 = post-fired
Sg.	 = Sub-group
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TABLE 6 1(1): STATISTICAL OVERVIEW (SEX, MANUFACTURE, HEIGHT)
Group	 Total	 -	 Sex' - Manufacture	 Height '(cm'______
______________ ______ M F n/i n/k
	 M	 HM Mzesimwn Mlnlmwn MedIII
Precerainic 4(1.56%) 2	 8	 7	 7 ________ 24	 6.1	 ________ ________
ower-Middle Foimative 54=3.51%	 ________ ______
Moonsg. 1	 29	 - - 10	 19 ________	 29	 14.3 ________ ________
sg.2	 6 - - - 6 _______ 6 Fraguls. _______ ______
sg34 - - - 4 _______ 4 Fraguls. ______ ______
sg42 - - 2	 _____ 2
	 23.0 _____ _____
Gr.2 from other sites	 13	 - 1 - 12 ______ 13
	 48.7
LateFormative- 	 56=3.64%
EarlyELP
	 ___	 ____ ___ ___ ___ ___
Cerro Trinidad, Chancay	 7	 - - 2	 5 ______ 7	 Fraguis. ______ _____
Huallamarca1
	 - 1 - - ________ 1	 12.5 ________ _______
Punithuco3
	 - - - 3 ________ 3
	 Fraats. _______ ______
Huadiipa	 36	 - - 9	 27 ________	 36	 24.0	 3.4	 13.0
Tablada	 7_ -	 7 - ________ _7_ 17.5
	 7.1	 14.2
Pathacamac1
	
- 1 ________ _1_ Fragul _______ _______
Qiilca1
	 1 ________	 1	 Fragnl ________ _______
LateEIP(Llma)	 17=1.1%! - - -
	 ________ ______ _______ _______ ______
Gr.1: Miscellaneous 	 9	 - - 4	 5 ________	 9	 28.5	 7.6	 10.9
Gr.2: Nascoid	 8	 2	 1	 5	 - _________	 8	 23.5	 13.0	 18.0
EarlyMiddle Horizon 48-3.12% - - -	 ________ ______ ________ ________ _______
Gr.1:Nieveria	 7	 - 1	 6 - ________	 7	 13.7	 8.2	 12.0
Gr.2:Amulots	 11	 1	 5	 5	 - ________	 11	 12.5	 1.8	 2.9
Gr.3:Imported fi.?
	 20	 1	 5	 13	 1	 11	 4(5 nlk)	 25.1	 12.0	 17.2
Gr.4:Wari-Pathacamac	 10	 - 2	 7	 1 ________	 10	 17.2	 13.7	 15.6
Late Middle HorIzon	 1173
= 11.24%!	 ________ ______ ________ ________ _______
Gr.1 Wari-Padt derived
	 17	 1	 6	 9	 1	 ________	 17	 17.2	 12.3	 16.5
Gr.2: Miscell.. Hybrids 	 9	
- - 9 - ________	 9	 20.5	 12.0	 15.3
Gr. 3: Teatino	 8	 _8	 ________	 8	 17.4	 8.0	 14.9
Or. 4: Supe
	 103	 - 3	 100 - 100	 3	 21.5	 4.3	 14.1
Sg.5.1: Supe-Teatino 	 5	
- - _5_ - ________ 5 (?)	 Incomplate figurines only
S&5.2: Supe-Pathacam.	 1	 - 1 - - -	 1 HM/M	 23.8 one figurine only)
Sg5.3: Supe-Huaura	 11	 1	 5	 5	 - 11	 ______	 22.2	 12.6	 18.0
Sg..6.1: Cats	 12	 2 _9	 1	 ________	 12	 17.5	 4.1	 9.1
Sg. 6.2: Birds	 7	 2	 4	 1	 ________	 7	 7.0	 2.2	 6.8
Huaura	 1159
____________________ =l0.33%J	 _________ _______ ________ ________ ________
Huaura 1	 9	 2	 5	 2	 9	 _______	 15.8	 12.5	 14.5
Huaura2.1	 63	 19 39	 3	 2	 55 + 8HM/M	 29.0	 12.8	 18.2
Huaura 2..2.1
	 5	 1	 2	 2	 -	 5	 _______	 24.1	 11.2	 13.9
Huaura2.2.2	 22	 9 13 - -
	 21 + 1 HM/M	 51.0	 11.8	 29.0
Huaura 2.3	 26	 13 13 -
	 ________	 26	 52.0	 14.9	 30.2
Huaura 3	 6	 4	 2	 6	 _______	 30.8	 10.2	 17.0
Huaura4	 28	 6	 16	 6	 ________ 28
	
33.0	 8.0	 17.0
MH/LIP Unafifilated 32=2.0S'/.J
	 - ______ _____ ______ ______ _____
Or.1:Mconsub-atyle 	 14	 4	 9	 1 -	 14	 ______	 16.7	 11.1	 14.0
Gr.2: Huaura or	 10	 9	 1	 2	 8	 58.8	 20.5	 32.0
Chancay related	 ________
Gr.3: Miscellaneaous 	 8	 2	 6	 _________	 8	 12.9	 7.1	 8.0
"Punch"	 0(1.95%)	 14	 13	 3	 7	 17	 23.8	 7.7	 17.6
-	 +IHM/M(Snik) ______ ______ ______
Camedforward	 593	 62 169 262
	 100	 241	 331	 286.2
11M!HM IOn/k
Atypical and associated figurines are included.
2 Atypical and associated figurines are not included
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TABLE 6 1(2): STATISTICAL OVERVIEW (SEX, MANUFACTURE, HEIGHT)
Group	 Total -	 Sex	 Manufacture _______ Height _____
______________ ______ M
	
F n/i n/k M
	 11J4 Maximum Minim. Median
2hancay	 765
________________ 49.73%l	 - -	 ________ ______ ______
aiancay 1.1
	 63	 59	 3	 1	 63	 60.0	 7.9	 15.7
uicay 1.2	 29	 26	 2	 1	 29	 22.0	 9.0	 15.5
Qiancay 1.3
	 49	 47	 2	 42 + 7 M/HM
	 65.0	 9.3	 20.1
chancay 1.4.la
	 70	 - 68	 2	 68 I 2	 29.0	 9.2	 18.3
Qiancay 1.4.lb
	 49	 - 49 -	 47 +2M/HM	 25.1	 8.7	 16.3
Qiancay 1.4.2
	 51	 50	 1	 50 M/HM+1 HM
	 68.6	 [51.5]	 62.5
chancay 1.4.3
	 25	 25	 1	 15	 60.0	 23.0	 45.6
__________________ ________ 	 1 M/HM+ 8 n/k __________ _______ _______
chancay 1.5.1
	 6	 2	 4	 -	 6 M/HM	 58.0	 48.5	 55.2
Ulancay 1.5.2a
	 41	 20	 21	 1	 23	 57.5	 22.4	 45.5
________________ _______	 7MIHM+lOnik ________ ______ ______
chancay 1.5.2b
	 16	 11	 5	 1+5nik	 10	 76.0	 25.2	 57.0
Chancay 1.5.2c
	 ________	 1	 - ______ 3 + 1 M/HM
	 40.0	 20.0	 33.7
Oiancay 1.5.3
	 12	 - 12 - ______ 12 I	 32.2	 13.5	 20.7
Chancay 1.6.1
	 56	 46	 9	 1	 43	 2	 39.6	 3.9	 19.5
__________________ _______	
_____ 10 MIHM+ln/k _________ _______ ______
chancay 1.6.2
	 28	 25	 2	 1	 24 13+lnik
	
48.0	 10.2	 26.1
chancay 1.6.3
	 9	 - 8	 1 ______ 2 M/HM 7
	 66.5	 14.3	 45.5
Chancay 2.1
	 5	
- ______ 4 I 1	 22.9	 7.2	 14.8
Chancay 2.2
	 6	 6 - ______ 5 + 1 M/HM	 22.8	 8.7	 14.6
Chancay 2.3.1
	 70	 44	 26	 52	 7	 58.0	 5.5	 16.2
__________________ ________ 	
_____ 7 M/HM+5 n/k _________ _______ ______
chancay 2.3.2
	 6	 5	 1 ______	 6 I	 28.7	 9.9	 19.7
Chancay 2.4.1
	 5	 2	 3 _____ 2+2MIHM+1	 13.7	 9.5	 13.2
chancay 2.4.2
	 12	 12 - ______ 12 I	 18.3	 6.5	 9.1
chancay 2.5
	 5	 3	 2 - _____ 1+1 M/HM+2	 61.5	 30.0	 48.0
Chancay 3.1
	 34	 17	 17	 24	 2	 38.0	 6.9	 14.9
__________________ ________ 	 5 M/HM + 3 n/k _________ _______ ______
Chancay 3.2.1
	 13	 8	 5	 2 +9 MJHM+ 2
	 23.5	 7.7	 18.3
chancay 3.2.2
	 3	 3	
-	 1 I 2	 20.0	 16.1	 -
chancay 4	 24	 1	 22	 1	 12	 4	 15.9	 4.9	 9.9
__________________ ________	 3 M/HM +5 njk _________ ______ ______
chancay 5
	 4	 1	 3	 2+1 M/HM+1	 12.4	 9.6	 12.2
chancay 6.1
	 13	 6	 7	 13
chancay 6.2
	 27	 20	 7	 27	 17.4	 4.9	 9.2
Chancay6.3
	 5	 3	 2	 5	 __________ ________ _______
chancay 7	 12	 4	 8	 7+1 M/HM+4	 15.5	 7.5	 10.8
chancay 8
	 13	 12	 1	 5+3 M/HM+ 5
	 21.0	 7.2	 14.9
Idima	 5=1.62% - 19
	 2	 4	 11	 14	 19.5	 9.1	 17.8
Late Horizon	 1155
__________________ =1O.07%1	 -	 _____ _____ __________ _______ _______
Late Horizon 1.1
	 45	 43	 1	 1	 4	 38	 54.5	 14.7	 34.5
__________________ ________ 	
_____ 1 MIHM+2n/k __________ _______ ______
Late Horizon 1.2
	 89	 82	 2	 5	 65	 2	 34.2	 3.1	 19.2
_________________ _______	
_____ 9 MIHM+l3nik _________ _______ ______
Late Horizon 2
	 14	 11	 2	 1	 5	 8+lpjk	 21.5	 4.6	 14.3
Late Horizon 3.1	 4	 ______ 4
	 27.0	 18.5	 -
Late Horizon 3.2	 3	 3	
_____ 1+1 M/HM+ 1
	 23.3	 14.3	 17.1
945	 41	 756	 132	 16	 559	 202	 825.9
130 M/HM
____________________ ________ 	 ______	 54 n/k	 __________ ________ _______
Carnedforward	 593	 62	 169 262
	 100	 241	 331	 286.2
11 VHM
_____________________ _________ 	 ______	 10 n/k	 __________ _______ _______
Total	 1538 1	 103	 925 394 116	 800	 533
141 MIHM	 18.23
____________________ ________ 	 64 n/k	 __________ _______ _______
0	 100	 6.7°o 60.1°, 5.6°
	 7.5°o	 52.0°o 34.6°o
9.2°o MIHM
____________________ ________ 	 4.1 n/k	 __________ _______ _______
0, (ofknoiiiecinions)	 7.2°o 65.0°. 7.7°
	
-	 57.2°. 38.1°.
__________________ ________ 	 10. 1% M/HM _________ _______ ______
1 This figure does not include the 33 Cradles, Litters and Palanquins
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APPENDIX 1
NOTES ON MUSEUM COLLECTIONS
The following notes give some information about the largest or most important collections in
various museums, listed below in alphabetical order. They are meant as a guide to the
provenance ratings' given in the Tables. When the name of the collector, dealer or buyer given
in brackets under the museum accession number in the Tables is not listed here, it means that
nothing relevant is known about that particular collection.
AMNU: American Museum of Natural History, New York.
Bandelier Collection: This large collection was partly acquired and partly excavated by
Adoiphe Bandelier during his stay in Peru in 1892/1893. 38 figurines recorded. Details
are given in Bandelier's MS notes, now at the AMNH. Ancón (MS 1892:85): B. acquires
the contents of 20 graves from huaquero (11 figs); Surco (Armatambo) near Lima (MS
1892:142-178, 194): B. excavates at the site and also commissions excavations, yielding
629 object of which 186 are pottery (9 figs); Pachacamac (MS 1892: 202ff): B.
organised excavations at the "so called Castillo2, though rather high up on the slopes".
There are 962 objects at the AMNH (6 figs.) In 1893 B. organises and partly works
himself at Cajamarquilla (1 fig.), Magdalena del Mar, near Lima (1 11g.). San Isidro de
Sayán (MS 1893:95): no mention whether the objects were acquired or excavated (5
figs). Rating: Certain (**) or fairly reliable (*).
Gaifron Collection3: acquired by the Museum in 1907, from the collector living in Lima. 43
figurines recorded, of which 24 have specific provenances for sites mainly in the lower
Chillón valley, with a few from Huaura, Chancay, Pachacamac; another 15 only give
"Peru". The specificity of the site names leads me to believe that the provenances were
recorded by the collector himself. Rating: fairly reliable (*).
FMC: Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago
George A. Dorsey: purchased antiquities in Peru for the World Columbian Exhibition in
Chicago (1892): Chancay (3 figs.), Sierra Gorda, Ancón (1 fig.). Dorsey also excavated
127 graves at Ancán: the material is allegedly at the FMC, but was not available.
Rating: Fairly reliable (*).
A.L.Kroeber: conducted the First Marshall Field Archaeological Expedition to Peru in 1925
and 1926 (Kroeber 1954:3). The figurines, excavated or acquired by Kroeber, now at the
FMC (the numbers in brackets relate to Kroeber's MS inventory) have the following
provenances:
6 figurines from "Late Period remains found with some eighty interments in a cemetery
at Marquez, north of the Chillon river". Rating: certain (**), except for 1599, "bought
from two volunteer excavators": fairly reliable (*); I figurine (1598) from Infantas,
Chillón, which according to Kroeber's MS inventory (p.8, 1588/382) was "brought in by
amateur huaqueros, location probably as stated, but not absolutely certain", Rating:
fairly reliable (*). 3 figurines from excavations at Huaca 15, Aramburu (Maranga),
Lower Rimac, Rating: certain (**).
MM: Museum of the American Indian, New York.
Out of 99 figurines from this museum 26 have unlikely attributions (e.g. Chincha figurines
from Trujillo, Central Coast figurines from Lambayeque), 19 of these with catalogue numbers
starting with 19/, 20/, 21/. S. Birnbaum of the Museum confirms that these were mostly
1 See Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3.
to P. Paredes (personal communication) this is the Temple of the Sun.
3 Parts of his collection were acquiredbyMVM and AIC.
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purchased in the 1930s and 1940s and that the attributions may well be incorrect. Other
incorrect or vague attributions correspond to serial numbers starting with 5/, 6/, 7/. Rating:
unvenfiable or—often--unlikely Q.
MAL: Museo Amano, Lima
Yoshitaro Amano made his large collection of antiquities—mainly from the Chancay and
Huaura valleys—by organising or personally undertaking excavations and by acquiring objects
from local huaqueros. He and his collaborators had an intimate knowledge of the area and also
of the huaqueros operating there. This means that the specific provenances given are usually
firly reliable. Rating: firly reliable (*).
M1[P: Musée de L'Homme, Paris
Collection Ber - Depot de Ia Société d'Anthropologie: Theodore Ber provided a collection of
objects collected in Ancón during the 1870s (Haas 1986:28). Rating: Fairly reliable (*),
except for some specimens (514, 525, 86, see Supe, chapter 10).
Gift Capitan: no data. Rating: unverifiable.
Gift Raoul d'Harcourt: Five figurines (one from Chancay, four from Ancón), probably
acquired locally by d'Harcourt during his stay in Peru., Rating: fairly reliable (*).
Gift of the Société de Géographie: No available data about the origin of this collection. Nine
figurines, all Chancay in style, said to come from Ancón. Rating: unveriflable.
Wiener Collection: Charles Wiener was sent to Peru and Bolivia on an archaeological mission
by the French Ministiy of Public Instruction. Many of the site attributions of objects in
Wiener's publication (Wiener 1880) are inaccurate and/or highly unlikely'. Ratings: At
best unverifiable, often unlikely Q.
MNAA: Museo Nacional de Arqueologia y Antropologia, Lima
Access to archive information was difficult and the provenance ledgers incomplete. Some
additional information was subsequently provided by Doctora Rosa Fung Pineda. The ratings
are discussed individually, where applicable.
The numbering "AliT.. ./P..." refers to specimens excavated at Ancón 1 (see Appendix 2,
Ancón) and means "Ancón 1/Tumba .../Pieza ...". Occasionally the number of the Faja (trench)
is also noted "F ..". Some specimens have no recorded tomb number, only a Faja or Pieza
number. The excavation notes are recorded in two series of ledgers, running to many volumes:
• Inventario de especImenes arqueológicos exiraldos de las excavaciones...etc., with
detailed descriptions and thumbnail sketches of all the excavated objects, listed by
grave;
• Diarlo de los trabajos arqueológzcos en la necropolis de Ancón-
Miramar. . . describing the setting of the graves and enclosing a list of recovered
objects.
Unfortunately I had the greatest difficulty in gaming access to these ledgers and was finally
only given a few hours to check a number of entries, to make notes of the burials and to copy
the sketches of relevant associated ceramics. As a result many of the gravelots (Appendix 3) are
incomplete. The only exception were some Inventario volumes deposited at the Instituto
Nacional de Cultura, where I was allowed to photocopy the gravelots containing figurines.
'For instance: many Moche or Chimu vessels are said to come from Puno or Sillustani!
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MNCP: Museo Nacional de Ia Cultura Peruana, Lima
A large number of ceramics from the Ancón 1 excavations were deposited at this museum. I
was able to reconstitute a number of gravelot associations, though the relevant excavation notes
were rarely available (see above MNAA).
MPCS: Museo Peruano de Ciencias de Ia Salud, Lima
Excavations by Hans Horkheimer in the Chancay Valley, 1961 - 1962: Some of the material
is deposited here'. The finds are numbered as follows:
- Those from the first cateo (trench): "La-2-VII" meaning "Lauri-grave 2-object VII";
- Those from subsequent cateos at Lauri: "La V-2-VII" meaning: Lauri sector V-grave
2-object VII;
There are 11 figurines from Lauri, 4 from Pisquillo Grande (eg. Pg-4-XI1); 1 from
Makatón (e.g. Ma-2-VII). Rating: Certain, from excavation (***). 2 further specimens
come from Huaqueria, a sector of the Lauri cemetery, but according to Comejo Guerrero
(personal communication) were probably acquired from huaqueros (e.g. "Q.Adq.XI").
Rating: certain as to site (**). A further three unnumbered figurines at the museum (my
827/Chancay 1.6.3; 828, 829/early MH Group 3) were probably also part of the
Horkheimer material, so may come from the Chancay valley.
MRAIIB: Musks Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels.
Collection du Consul Grenade, acquired 1946: 14 figurines acquired in 1943 from a dealer
or huaquero called Melendez. Most provenances given as "Huacho", covering specimens
of the Huaura and Chancay styles. Two provenances for "Supe" correspond to Supe
specimens; but one early Chancay figurine (46.7.202) is said to come from Chanchan.
Melendez probably operated in the Huaura area, but the attributions are too unspecific to
be considered reliable. Rating: unverifiable.
MVB: Museum für Völkerkunde, Berlin
Baessler Acquisitions: Arthur Baessler visited Peru between 1896-1898 and formed a
collection of more than 11,500 specimens. The core of the collection was acquired from
W. Gretzer (see below) and added to through acquisitions and excavations (Baessler
1902-1903: vol.!, Prefhce). 60 figurines recorded, 41 from the Central Coast. The
following provenances are given : Huacho (1), Chancay (17), Ancón (3), Marquez (4)2,
Chuquitanta (3), Copacabana (2), near Lima (9), Pachacamac (2). The provenances
are generally plausible. Rating: fairly reliable (*).
Bastian Acquisitions: Alfred Bastian was director of the Museum fur Völkerkunde, Berlin,
during the last quarter of the 19th century. During his directorship a number of important
Peruvian collections were acquired (Reiss and Stubel, Macedo, Centeno, Plod, Baessler,
Bolivar). Eight figurines are catalogued as donated by him, but as he never visited Peru,
they were obviously not acquired there. Rating: unverifiable.
Gretzer/Van den Zypen Collection: Wilhelm Gretzer, a merchant who lived in Lima between
1872-1904, made a very large collection, partly through acquisitions, partly by
organising excavations at Pachacamac, Ica-Pisco, possibly Ancón (Haas 1986:29). A
part of the collection was acquired for the Berlin Museum by A. Bastian (see above), the
bulk was acquired in 1907 with funds donated by Van den Zypen and is now listed under
that name. Parts of the collection were also acquired by the museums in Hannover and
Hildesheim. 141 figurines recorded. The following provenances are given for the Central
'The excavations notes, deposited at the Colegio Leon Pinilla in Lima, were not available for
inspection.
2 The original entiy "Chuquitanta" is crossed out for nos. VA 18950-18952.
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Coast: Huacho (9), Chancay (19), Chavarillo 1 (3), Marquez (25), Chuquitanta (2),
near Lima (12), Pachacamac (26). On the whole the attributions appear fairly reliable,
because of their relative specificity—lesser sites are mentioned—and because they
correlate with little known stylistic variations. The only exception is Pachacamac. Here,
out of 26 attributions, there are a number of unlikely attributions, admittedly for rather
unusual figurines2 . Rating: Fairly reliable (*), except for some Pachacamac attributions,
which are given the benefit of the doubt as unveriflable.
Macedo Collection: Acquired by the Berlin museum in 1884 from the Peruvian doctor José
Mariano Macedo. 38 figurines and 4 figurine molds recorded. Provenances given are
Ancón (12), "Ancón?"(4), Chancay (11), Chancay?" (1). But nos. VA 3837, VA 3873,
VA 5668, VA 5669, with an Ancóii provenance, are Chiinu, though not all absolutely
typical. Rating: Unverifiable.
Reiss and Stilbel Collection: The collection comes from extensive excavations at the Ancán
Necropolis (Reiss and Stubel 1880-1887; Haas 1986). The sample contains 27 figurines.
Rating: pertain as to site (**).
Seler acquisitions: Eduard Seler was head of the American Department at Berlin from 1903
onwards. 3 figurines, all from Chancay. Insufficient data. Rating: unveriflable.
MVM : Staatliches Museum für Völkerkunde, Munich.
Gaifron Collection: acquired by the museum in ? 80 figurines recorded. Provenances are
written on twenty-one figurines; Huacho (4), Supe, Huacho (11, including 4 Ica-
Chincha figurines, specifically marked "Supe?,Huacho?"), "P" for Peru (6). All are
written in pencil by the same hand. As this way of maricing does not occur on other
specimens from the collection of Dr. Gaifron (at AMNH and AIC), the attributions were
probably given by a curator at the museum on stylistic grounds. Rating: unverifiable or
unlikely 0.
PC1L: Private Collection 1, Lima
The collector has a good knowledge of the Ancán-Chancay-Huaura area. He acquired the
figurines from local huaqueros. Rating: Fairly reliable (*).
PMH: Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University
S.K.Lothrop acquisitions were made during purchasing trips for the museum in Peru, in the
course of which Lothrop visited many private collections and huaqueros. The Lcthrcp
numbers have the prefixes 41.52.30, 42.12.30, 42.28.30 and probably 46.77.30g. There
are 95 figurines. The attributions, ranging from the North and Central to the South Coast
are often specific and appear correct. Rating: fairly reliable (*).
UPMP: University of Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia
Max Uhle Collections: Uhie numbered his finds during excavations or immediately afterwards,
so that items from one site and— more importantly—from one grave generally have
sequential numbering. Numbers can be subdivided by lettering, indicating smaller fmds
or fragments. In the case of the large collection deposited at the UPMP, Uhie himself
later classified the finds by types (ceramics, textiles, metal objects, bone, etc.) and
1 This site was not located.
would appear from this and other collections that a Pachacamac provenance was often given to odd
figurines: many of these are unlikely, compared with figurines knovm to come from fer the site.
The relevant documents were missing from the archives, but the 46.77.30 material includes the
graves at Chaviña, excavated by Lothrop's wife.
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renumbered them; fortunately the original excavation numbers are written on the objects
and mostly also listed along the new numbers in the catalogue entries. When known, both
numbers are given in the Tables thus: 28447 (Uhie 378)'. The provenance ratings depend
on Uhie's own comments in the Museum Register:
1) Marquez, lower Chilón valley: Uhie excavated at locations in and around Marquez, but I
could find no further data about the nature of these sites, some of which are said to be huacas
rather than cementeries. However these huacas may well have been reused as burial grounds
during the LIP and LH.
• Acc. Nos.33103-33180: "Marquez, my own excavations"; next page (continuous
numbering): "Marquez, my own excavation, Huaca El Palmo" : No figurines.
• Acc.Nos.33182-33205, 33231-33257, 33330-33333: "Marquez, my own excavation
continued by huaquero" (at El Palmo). Next to these entries Uhie has noted "original
numbering 133-182". Figurines: nos. 33244-33249 ( 1473, 1481, 1491, 1497,
1546). Rating: certain as to site (**)
• Acc. Nos. 33206-33224, 33258-33274, 33334-33360: "Later excavations at
Marquez, northern part of Valley". The three groups of numbers are accompanied
by Uhle's entry: "3336-3376 [original nos]: objects from Huaca near Marquez,
bought at Lima". Figurines: nos 33355-33360 (= 1521, 1523, 1511, 1512, 1510,
1522). Two of the figurines (1521/ Huaura 2.1, atypical) and 1512 (Chancay 1.1.1)
are unlikely to come from Marquez. The remaining four are late and likely to come
from the site. Rating: Fairly reliable as to site (*).
• Acc. Nos. 33225-33229, 33275-33329: "Excavations at a huaca in the southern
corner of the Valley of ..Marquez". LJhle does not specify whether the excavations
were done by him or by a huaquero. Both sets of numbers accompanied by Uhie's
note: "This collection includes original nos. 3523-3564, 3572-3574". Figurines nos.
33275-33286 (= 1475, 1545, 1467, 1466, 1543, 1544, 1542, 1472, 1470, 1489,
1477). The figurines are consistently late. Rating: certain as to site (u).
2)Huaca Paraiso, lower Chillón valley:
• Acc.Nos. 33362-33462: "Huaca Paraiso". Note by UhIe: "494-625 and 634-637
[original nos]: excavations in the Huaca ParaIso, on the left of the road from
Chuquitanta to Marquez, near to the stream Chillán. Purchased from the excavators
in Lima". No figurines.
• Acc.Nos. 33463-33758: "Huaca ParaIso", but no.33584 reads "Valley of Lima,
perhaps Caudivilla"(sic)2. The original numbers for this series are 3436-3489, with
numerous subdivisions a, b, c, etc. Unfortunately the original numbering as written on
the figurines does not tally with the accession numbers. There is no mention how
these objects were acquired (excavated, bought from huaqueros?) The figurines
belong to different phases. Figurines nos.33566-33568 (original nos. 3403-3405)
(= 1520, 1536, 1487). Rating: unverifiable.
• Acc.Nos. 33759-33840: "Marquez or Paraiso" (original nos. 893-902 and 3493-
3503). Figurine no.33762 not recorded.
3) Pachacainac (see also Appendix 2): With a few exceptions all the figurines were excavated
by UhIe at the site. Rating: Certain, documented (***), not documented (**). In addition some
of the gravelots have been tabulated by Steams (unpublished MS at UPMP), but many item
numbers are not listed, perhaps because they did not form part of an actual gravelot.
'For further material from Uhie excavations see also LMB, FMC.
2 Cuadivialla is in the Chillén Valley.
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4) Quintay, Huaura: On 7th June 1896 Uhie writes: "Today I acquired at my expense for the
department a somewhat large, recently excavated collection from Quintay (in the valley of
Huacho); this collection will serve for the preliminary representation of this northern part of the
coast region, and for purposes of comparison." (UPMP archives, kindly translated and
communicated by M. Maitland)
• Acc. nos. 135 1-1520: "Collection from Quintay in the neighbourhood of Huacho, inland,
newly excavated, obtained in Lima". The recorded figurines from Quintay are numbered
34138-34148, original nos 1353-1363 ( 1463, 1539, 1541, 1461, 1540, 1535, 1464, 1537,
1538_. As all the specimens date to Chancay phase 3, we can assume that they come from
one cemetery at the site'. Rating: certain .
'k Krzanowski who explored Quintay found all the local pottery styles in various sectors of a large
cemeteiy, from the late Middle Horizon to the Late Horizon, e.g. Teatino to Inca (1991c: 191-198).
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APPENDIX 2:
IMPORTANT SITES
Some of the sites listed here have yielded numerous figurines throughout pre-Columbian
times. Excavations were carried out in various sectors of most of these sites and it is often
difficult to place the varying names or descriptions given to these sectors. This appendix is
designed to explain the topography, archaeological exploration and chronology of the most
important sites.
In addition the appendix lists a few sites about which there is little information in the
published literature. Note however that a number of often mentioned sites from the Chancay
valley are not listed here: these are mostly large cemeteries, about which little is known.
ANcON
The archaeological remains at Ancón, situated on the Pacific coast, circa 30 km. north of
Lima, were found in several areas and belong to different chronological phases'.
The earlier area, mainly dating from the Early and Middle Formative, is situated on the hills
or Colinas dominating Ancén in the south and closing the bay. A number of excavations have
been carried out here, mainly in what has been called shell middens, but which were in fact a
settlement or settlements (Willey and Corbett 1954:5, 14) and also contained some ceremonial
architecture and burials. A few burials were found within the settlements, but the majority came
from an adjacent burial ground, located in a part of the Colinas, called Cerro San Pedro.
Carrion Cachet (1948: 161ff) speaks of more than 400 burials excavated by the MNAA and
describes a typical burial in detail, but only illustrates a few vessels and two figurines from this
site. She does not realize that the large amount of marine shells covering the area are remnants
of habitational refuse and thinks they are the result of a cataclysmic inundation. The MNAA
numbering for this site is A2 (Ancón 2).
Another section of this area is the so-called Tank Site (PV 45-2), named after a large water
reservoir located there. This must not be confused with another site, also sometimes referred to
as El Tan que orE! Tan que de la Base Aérea, named after another reservoir, located at the foot
of the hills, near the eastern access to Ancón (see below). Early figurines from the Tank Site
come from excavations by Uhle (his site D) and from H. Rosas (his Ancón 1, a numbering later
also given to an area at the foot of the hills, see below).
Another early area was located in the area of the later Necropolis (see below). Excavations
carried out by the MNAA in the 1940's revealed over 1500 graves which have never been
published (Wiley and Corbett 1954:7; Haas 1986: 22). According to Carrion Cachet
(1948:160 and fig.19) this cemetery represents a second phase at Ancón, belonging to a Sub-
Chavm phase, with a ceramic style "...which preserved some of the original ChavIn shapes, but
with a simpler incised decor..." (my translation) and occasionally found in association with
ceramics of the "Sub-Huaylas and Mantaro" styles. Carrion Cachet probably means Early
Intermediate Period styles of the Red-on-White variety, which were actually autochtonous. This
so-called second phase at AncOn allegedly came to an end through an inundation, which
covered the cemetery with a sterile layer, isolating that phase or phases from the later
Necropolis.
Amongst the later archaeological areas at Ancón the two most important are:
1) The so-called Necropolis, located to the northeast and east of the town and today partly
covered by it. It dates from the Middle Horizon to the Late Horizon. Figurines from this area
1 For a brief histoiy of archaeological work at the site see Haas 1986:13-30 and map p.357. Kaulicke
(1983) has published some of the material excavated at Ancon over the years.
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were excavated by Reiss and StUbel and Uhle. In addition many of the figurines with an Ancón
provenance in early collections probably also come from this sector.
2) An area located at the foot of the hills m the Pampa de Ancán, now completely covered
by modem constructions. This area originally consisted of a number of distinct middens and
burial grounds, with names such as Base Aérea or Mirainar (Patterson 1966: 5-7). A major
excavation undertaken by the Inspección General de Monumentos Arqueológicos in 1950-53
uncovered 879 graves with 11,090 objects. The material from this excavation— including a
large number of figurines in documented gravelots—dates from the early Middle Horizon to the
Late Horizon and bears the site number Al (Ancón 1)1.
Note that Haas (1986: 21) introduces an element of confusion by calling the early shell-
middens at the top of the hills Ancón I and the Reiss and Stubel and Uhie Necropolis Ancón IL
I have followed the numbering used by most Penwian archaeologists (see above).
ARMATAMBO (OR SURCO), RIMAC VALLEY
This large site is located at the foot of the Morro Solar in the southern Lima suburb of
Chorillos. Sterner (1954c: 141) lists it, together with Cajamarquila, as one of two Elite Urban
Centres in the Rimac Valley. The site contained at least three structures of the type known at
Pachacamac as pirámides con rampa (Bueno 1983: 25) and other large walled compounds, as
well as burial grounds. It may have controlled the important ace quia of Surco in late pre-Inca
times. Albomoz mentions an inipoitant local huaca, that of Sulcovilca, considered as their
pacarisca by the local Indians.
A far as I know the site has been little explored. Bandelier undertook some excavations there
(see chapter 15) and in recent years there have been several small scale studies under the aegis
of the Proyecto Armatambo. The site appears to date to the later part of the Late Intennediate
and the Late Horizon. Sterner (1954c: 141) particularly mentions "a great profusion
of...molded figurine fragments", but unfortunately not many of these seem to have found their
way into museum collections.
CAJAMARQLJILLA, RIMAC VALLEY
Large site in the lower reaches of the Quebrada de Jicamarca, on the right bank of the
Rimac, about 25 km inland from the coast. The ruins form important compounds, surrounded
by adobe walls.
Originally considered an early Middle Horizon site, opinions about the time span of the site
differ (see for instance Shady 1982). According to one of the latest studies (Cavatrunci 1990)
the site was already occupied during the early part of the Early Intennediate, but developed
during the second half ofthat period. It had its apogee during Mill, but went into a rapid
decline during MH2. 1)uring the later part of the Middle Horizon an Aymara speaking group,
the Huanchos2, descend from the Highlands through the Rimac valley and occupy the—by then
abandoned—site, using some structures and burying their dead but "leaving little trace" of
themselves (1990: 234).
HUALLAMARCA (Also KNOWN AS HUACA PAN DE AZUCAR), RIMAC VALLEY
Large pyramid, located in San Isidro, Lima. On the basis of limited excavations the huaca
appears to have been built as a ceremonial center during the Upper Formative and occupied till
the beginning of the Lima culture (EIP 5). During the late Middle Horizon and the early Late
'See Appendu 1: Ak
2 The existence of this ethnic group is open to debate (Bazán 1991: 4ff).
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Intennediate it was re-used as a cemetery. Finally, during the Late Horizon, the site seems
again to have been a ceremonial centre (Willay 39/40: 14-17).
The first proper excavation and partial restoration, undertaken by A. Jimenez Boija in 1958-
1960, produced 52 burials, with six figurines dating from the early EIP to the LH. Further
excavations, undertaken in 1991-1992 by Clive Valladolid H. of the Museo de Ia Nación,
yielded a further Ichma figurine. Several vessels, related to the "Punch" figurine group also
come from the site (see fig. 41, chapter 12).
MARANGA, RIMAC VALLEY
The large site of Maranga (also known as Aramburu, Huadca (Huadtca, Huatica), or
Pando) is situated south of the Rimac, near its mouth. Stumer (1954c: 132,140) points out that
the various names designate different sites. In fact the large area of ruins, now known as
Maranga, extended over several haciendas. Middendorf who explored the area when it was
still untouched by urbanization, clearly distinguished three different sites (1973: vol.11, 56-69):
an area of older mounds to the North, the city of Huadca at the center, and the very large
Huaca 10 in the South—then known as "El Estanque" or "El Castillo", identified by
Middendorf as the "Templo del Rimac"—and now called "Huaca Pando" or "Huaca Tres
Palos". I was unable to identify the location of another pyramid, the Huaca Maranga, which
contained Middle Formative pottery and was razed to the ground during the construction of the
Feria del Pacifico (Shady 1983).
Though the site was already occupied during the Formative, the large mounds to the north
were mainly built during the Early Intermediate and extensively reused as cemeteries from the
Middle to the Late Horizon. Jijon y Caamafio (1949) excavated in two locations of the northern
area: Huaca ifi (or No.15 on Middendorfs plan, see 1973: vol.11, p.57) and Huaca I (mainly
Middendorfs no.16, possibly also the adjacent nos.18, 19). Kroeber also excavated at Huaca
ifi and I (his Huacas 15 and 16 "at Aramburu"). A further excavation was undertaken by the
Instituto Riva Aguero at Huaca Tres Palos (or Pando).
A number of pottery figurines excavated by Jijon y Caamaño come from construction
phases 4 and 5 at Huaca ifi (or 15). Ceramics associated with this phase range—backwards in
time—from Chancay "Black-on-white" to wares such as: "Decorado a Molde" (press-molded,
MI-12-4 and later), "Buchero" (black ware, MH1-4 and later), "Cajamarquilla" (MH1-2),
"Negativo" and "Negro sobre rojo" (Lima, all phases). The highest percentage (23%) is
Chancay "Black-white-red", i.e. Chancay Tricolor (Jijón y Caamaño 1949: 70, 174 if.), but of
a type which, according to the author, differs from that found at Chancay and Ancon
(1949:311-312). Jijón's stratigraphy must be regarded with scepticism (Kroeber 1954:108-
113).
Kroeber only published the Nievena-style material from his excavation at Huaca 15, which
he calls "Proto-Lima". But he had removed 71 "late graves" (dating from the Late Intennediate
and the Late Horizon) to reach the earlier graves (1954:11)! Apart from some short notices, the
excavation by the Instituto Riva Aguero has not been published.
MARQUEZ, dILLON VALLEY
This name, which appears quite often as a provenance, especially for late Chancay figurines,
is that of a large hacienda at the mouth of the Rio Chillon. The area is now invaded by shanty
towns, but was still agricultural in the early 1970s when I visited it. I have not been able to
find an early map showing the exact extent of the hacienda, but within its limits were located a
large number of archaeological sites, some of which are shown on a map published by Stumer
(1954b: 222). Successive excavations were carried out by Uhle, Kroeber and Stwner.
Unfortunately we can only guess at the exact location of the excavations.
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Uhie mentions the following locations for his excavations (for the excavated figurines see
Appendix 1, UPMP-Uhle):
"El Palmo", described by Stumer (1954a: 173) as a cemetery of limited size,
resulting in a large amount of intrusive graves. The ceramic styles encountered here
are Teatino, Tiahuanacold ifi (corresponding to 3-colour geometric) and Chancay
(presumably the black-on-white variety, since Sterner does not speak of red- or black
ware).
• "Marquez, Northern part of valley" could be either the area of three huacas or the
site of "La Capilla", a Chancay cemetery (Sterner 1954a:173-174) located a little
further north on Sterner's map. I suggest it may be the former, since Uhie would
probably have used a name for that sector area, had it had one.
• "Huaca in the southern corner of the valley of Marquez". That sector shows three
cemeteries and the "Pampa de Animas" site, "dominated by two tapia (poured adobe)
structures of unmistakable Incaic influence", and an "Inca-Chancay" and "Inca"
cemetery (Sterner 1954a:177). Uhie's huaca could be one of these two structures—
the figurines from this area are consistently late (see Chancay 1.6)—though it is
surprising that he does not use the name. So perhaps it is a different location.
Kroeber excavated at "Cemetery A", which I have not been able to locate. Stumer does not
mention having found any figurines.
PACIIACAMAC, LURIN VALLEY
The large urban site dominated by the Temple of the Sun is situated at the mouth of the
Lurin Valley, 31 km south of Liina. Occupied since the Preceramic, it probably became an
important sanctuary during the Early Intermediate. Although a number of excavations have
been carried out, the exact chronology of the core area is not yet established with certainty.
According to Patterson (1966:113-115) an EIP 7/8 structure or structures underlay the
eastern part of the Temple of the Sun, with a second structure of roughly the same period
located about 250 m east of the Temple of the Sun. In the late 1980s, some excavations were
carried out at the Templo Viejo, to the south-east of the Temple of the Sun (Franco 1993),
identifying it as the main sanctuary during the Early Intermediate. Between these two structures
lies the Temple of Pachacamac or Templo Pintado, built during M}{2 or slightly earlier and
housing an important idol, the oracle of Pachacamac, which was still venerated at the time of
the Conquest. The large temple enclosure, excavated by Uhle, and surrounding both the Temple
of Pachacamac and the Templo Viejo, appears to predate the Temple of Pachacarnac and may
have been associated with the earlier structures.
UTILE'S EXCAVATIONS AT PACHACAMAC
Uhie's excavations at Pachacamac covered three main sectors:
Sector 1: The Temple of Pachacaniac
UhIe encountered a very large number of graves dating from the early Middle Horizon to the
Late Horizon in the temple enclosure, his "Gravefield I". His stratigraphy and pottery from the
site have been further elucidated by Strong and Corbett (1943: 34-36) and dated by Menzel
(1964: 54). As the majority of figurines with documented provenance come from this area a
short outline of the stratigraphy is given here (see UhIe 1903:19-45 and Plates 2-5); a useful
sketch of this area is shown in Strong and Corbett (1943: fig.2):
Beneath the present day ruins of the temple of Pachacamac, UhIe found the walls of
the earlier temple structure. Below the later structure, in front of the earlier structure,
but at levels deeper than it, Uhie uncovered the earliest graves "u" (UhIe 1903:
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chapter X, XI). This area is referred to in his field notes and catalogue as the "oldest
part of Gravefield I". The pottery, described by Uhle as "Tiahuanaco" and
"Epigone" (both styles can occur together in the same tomb), is dated by Menzel to
MH2B and MH3 (1964: 53-54). The Pachacamac style of MH2A is represented by a
single gravelca. Uhle also found sherds and a vessel of the EIP "Interlocking" (or
Lima) style, probably coming from the EIP structure below the Temple of the Sun
(see above).
• Still underneath the later temple, but above this older cemetery, in "superposed soil"
to raise the ground, further graves "v" were found, referred to as "beneath the
Temple of Pachacainac" or "graves in the new soil" (UhIe 1903: Chapter Xli). The
pottery here is listed as "Later Pre-Inca period" which "...continued the retrograde
movement of the preceding (that is "Epigonal") period" and is dated to MH3-MH4
and the Late Intermediate (Menzel 1964:54), though late Middle Horizon specimens
are predominant.
• In front of the later temple, near the surfuce, were found a certain number of Late
Horizon burials (Uhie 1903: Chapter XIII).
• Finally, the largest number of graves were found in the area lying in front of both the
older, buried structure and the later Temple of Pachacamac (Uhle 1903: Chapter
X1V). Uhie refers to it as "Gra'vefield i" in his field-notes and catalogue. The pottery
here—with a few exceptions—is of the same type as in the "new soil"(see above) and
also referred to as of the "Later Pre-Inca Period", and must date to MH3/4 and the
Late Intennediate. One figurine fragment even dates to the Late Horizon (1479, LH
1.2).
Sector 2: Inca cemetery north-west of the town
This is an "untouched" cemetery outside the walls of the ruined town. It yielded many Late
Horizon vessels, one pottery figurine (Uhle 1903: Chapter XVII) and a litter. Note that a large
number of Late Horizon figurines, excavated later, also come from this general area (see
chapter 15).
Sector 3: The Temple of the Sun
Various exploratory cuts were made in this area and a Late Horizon cemetery was
excavated, but no figurines were found in this context (UhIe 1903: Chapters XIX, XX).
BANDELIER'S EXCAVATIONS AT PACHACAMAC:
In 1892 A. Bandelier paid some local people to undertake excavations at Pachacamac. The
location of these is described as "at the foot of the so-called Castillo, though rather high up on
the slopes". According to P. Paredes, curator of the site, the Castillo is another name for the
Temple of the Sun.
Bandelier (MS, pp.204-205) describes this cemetery: "There are two tiers of graves on the
upper grades of this slope. The upper tier is thickly studded with mummies; the latter are rather
crowded, "poor".. .This tier is mostly 6 feet high, but increases as the slope reaches upwards, so
that there are other tiers higher up. The lower tier is in chambers of adobe, usually 6 feet
high...In these lower chambers, the bodies are placed, sometimes as many as 10 and 14, with
adobes and rock between and with pottery (good and common)..".
There are 963 pottery objects from this excavation at the AMN}I (nos. B 1 to B 963).
Amongst these I was able to record four figurines belonging to different epochs (early and late
Middle Horizon and Late Horizon) which must come from the different strata described above.
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APPENDIX 3
GRAVELOTS
Section 1: Tables listing the Gravelots
Section 2: Plates illustrating the Gravelots
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Plate G6: Gravelots to Chapter 13(3,4): Cuchimikos in red ware Sub-group 1.6.1;
Sub-groups 2.2,2.3.1: Figurines with elongated head
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APPENDIX 4
THE TESTIMONY OF THE CHRONICLERS
The most obvious source for a functional interpretation of pottery figurines must be the
testimony of the early chroniclers. Unfortunately, although the descriptions of religious and
mortualy practices are as numerous as the chroniclers themselves, references to figurines and
more specifically to pottery figurines are practically nonexistent.
There are some explanations for this:
• The great majority of chroniclers such as Acosta, Albornoz, Betanzos, Cobo, Cieza de
Leon, Garcilazo, Molina, MurOa, collected their data from Highland Indians, living in
the Cuzco and Titicaca areas, who had grown up under Inca rule. In these areas and in
that particular cultural context pottery figurines were extremely rare. Such figurines or
idols as existed were made of stone or of metal (see below).
• Many of these chroniclers tend to borrow from each other (see Wedin 1966), so that
descriptions of beliefs and practices are fairly repetitive.
• The relative scarcity of information regarding the valleys of the Central Coast may be
due to the very rapid demographic decline following the Conquest. Already in 1551,
Cieza mentions that the valley of the Rimac, the largest valley south of Tumbes, houses
few Indians "...porque, como se pobló la ciudad (Lima) en su lierra y les ocuparon
sus campos y riegos, unos sefreron a unos valles y otros a otros..." (1946/1553:369).
Amongst the few reports regarding customs on the Central Coast is the ExtirpacIón de la
idolatrIa del Perz by José de Arriaga, published in Lima in 1621 This Jesuit was rector of the
Colegio San MartIn in Lima from 1588 to 1602 and rector in Arequipa from 1612 to 1615. He
took part in visitas to extirpate idolatry, mainly in the area of Huacho, where he spent eighteen
months, and for shorter periods in Guamalies, Conchucos and Huanuco (Esteve Barba 1968: liv
if). However even among Arriaga's detailed descriptions of the objects of idolatry (see below)
there is no specific mention of pottery figurines, either as grave goods or as domestic deities,
although stone conopas were still very common. It is still odd that—if pottery figurines were
used as domestic deities— they were not passed down within families as conopas were (see
below). Of course Arriaga operated more than half a century after the conquest, by which time
the manufacture of such idols, strictly prohibited by the Church, had obviously declined or even
stopped'.
Another curious fact is that figurines are never mentionned as grave goods, even though from
the Middle Horizon onwards, they were mainly used in that context. And yet figurines should
have been more striking for an outside observer than vessels, the function of which in the after-
life is more comprehensible than that of an "idol". One can only assume that they fell into disuse
more rapidly than vessels precisely because they lacked the "practical" function of containing
food or drink for the dead.
Listed below are a number of extracts 2
 from various chroniclers referring to idols, sacrificial
offerings and/or grave goods, as well as various related supersticions:
'There are veiy few post-conquest human pottery representations: in all the museum collections I only
came across a few Chimu style early colonial face-necks and one silvador of no specific style.
2 Th extracts have not been translated, in order to avoid misunderstandings of the original text. The
orthograph is also as published.
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IDOLS
ACOSTA, José de (1954/1590):
Describing the preservation of the bodies of dead Incas: "No se contentaban con esta
idolatria de los cuerpos de los dijüntos, s/no que también hacian sus estatuas; y cada rey en
v/do hacla un idolo o estatua suya de piedra, la cual ilamaban Guaoiqui, que chiere decir
hermano, porque aquella statua en v/day en muerte se la habia de hacer la misma veneración
que alpropio Inca." (p.147)
"...Hubo en las md/as gran curios/dad de hacer idolos y pinturas de diversas formas y
diversas mater/as, y a estas adoraban por dioses. LLamaban las en el Peru guacas y
ordinariamente eran de gestos feos y disformes, a los menos los que yo he visto todas eran
asi" (p.149).
In connection with the feast of Inti Raymi a great number of wooden idols were made and
dressed in rich clothing (p.185).
ALBORNOZ, Cristóbal de (1989/ circa 1583-1584):
Relates that the Inca, after conquering a territoiy, paid great respect to the local huacas,
offering them his own image in gold or silver. More mterestingly, having divided the empire in
four areas, he gave each of them " . .Jlguras y sePial de bestidura y tocado con senales por donde
eran conoscidos y guacas genera/es. Y juntamente les dio unas guaquillas de piedras de
diferenciados co/ores que les llamó auqu/, que los tralan con sus personas en las chuspas,
como los cristianos tienenfiguras de santos... "(p.163-164).
ARRIAGA, Pablo José (1968/1621):
Francisco de Avila, over a period of time, collected "más de seiscientos kb/os, muchos de
el/os con sus vestiduras y ornamentos de mantillas de cumbi muy curiosas en proporc/ón a los
mismos idolos, que los mris eran de piedras de diversasfiguras y no muy grandes" (p. 196).
In a chapter discribing the objects of idolatry, Arriaga distinguishes of "huacas fijas e
inmóv/les" such as the Sun, Moon, Sea, Earth, mountains, etc., and "huacas mow/es" belonging
to individual ayllus, which he describes : "De ordinarlo son de piedra, y las más veces sin
figura ninguna; otras tienen diversasJIguras de hombres o mujeres, y algunas de estas huacas
dicen que son hijos o mujeres de otras huacas; otras henenfigura de animales". These huacas
are the object of a cult, with a priest, sacrifices etc. (pp.201-202).
With the advent of Christianity a form of syncretism concealed the survival of the ancient
huacas: Arriaga reports that in Huarochin, Avila found that a female idol, called Chupixamor
and Mamyoc, was venerated in the form of the Virgin of the Ascencion, whilst a male idol,
Huayhuay, was venerated in an image of Christ. There are also frequent instances when pagan
cult objects were placed near altars or carried in processions (p.223).
Amongst the movable huacas Arriaga also counts the maiquis, e.g. the bones or bodies of
ancestors, but there is no mention of figurines in the description of the grave goods (see below).
Another type of movable huacas are the conopas, which Arriaga sees as the Lares and
Penates of the Indians: "...éstas son de diversas mater/as y JIguras, aunque de ordinario son
algunas piedras part/cu/ares y pequehas que tengan algo de notable, o en el color, o en la
figura". Amongst the conopas also figure "piedras bezares.. .piedras pequePias de cristal, al
modo de puntas" as well as "conopas muy part/culares, unas para el maIz.. . otras para las
papas... otras para el aumento del ganado.. . que algunas veces son figuras de carneros"
(pp.203-204). Conopas are also used in magic or curing practices. For instance during birth the
personal conopa of the mother is placed on her breasts (p.214). The cult of the conopas is secret
and particular to each household (p.204) which can own several: one cacique owned eleven, his
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wife five, each one with its particular name (J).222). Conopas are inherited by the eldest son from
his father (p.204) "...como la joya más rica de sus pocas alajas" (p.222). During his time in the
Huaura valley Arriaga witnessed the destruction—amongst other objects—of 3418 conopas, 45
inamazaras and similar objects (p.200).
Describing the rituals involved in the cult of the huacas, Arriaga writes: "Tienen. . .para estas
fiestas de sus huacas... muchas aquillas [?] y vasos para beber, de plata, inadera y barro y de
diversasfiguras" (p.222). The latter probably refers to figurative vessels such as face-necks etc.
From these descriptions it appears unlikely that Arriaga actually saw pottery figurines either
as grave goods or in use as domestic deities or amulets (conopas).
AVILA, Francisco de (quoted by Esteve Barba 1968: liv):
Speaking about the Indians of Huarochiri: "...cadafamilia tenla su Idolo, cunchur o chanca,
y no eran estas sino piedras comunes, no mayores que una manzana, envueltas en inmundos
trapos, con hojas de coca y acompañadas de atajidos de cuero con color amarillo o carmesi,
polvos de conchas marinas, conchas enteras y acaso algzn trocito de piata, todo ello
considerado como ofrendas a! idolo."
BETANZOS, Juan de (1968/155 1):
The Inca Yupanqui orders to build a temple of the Sun: "... en la cual casa pusiesen yfuese
puesto un bulto [bust, statue] en ci lugar donde ci Sol reverenciasen y hiciesesn sacnficios".
After the temple is inaugurated, he commands that "..desde aquella hora hasta que ci bulto del
Solfuese hecho de oro todos estuviesen en ayuno". This statue was "...un niño de oro macizo y
vaciadizo, que fliese. . . de altor y proporción de un nIño de un año y desnudo." After it is
finished the principal priest "...vistióle una camiseta muy ricamente tejida de oro y lana e de
diversas labores, y pusole en la cabeza cierta atadura a uso y costumbre de ellos, y luego le
puso una boria [tassel] segzn la del estado de los Seiiores, y encima della le puso una patena
de oro, y en los pies le calzó unos zapatos..." The Inca then adores the idol ". . . hizole sus
mochas..." and carries "... ci bulto del idolo en sus manos..." to its seat, made of wood and
covered in multicoloured plumage. He then lights a golden brazero and sacrifices food and
chicha. And from then on they adored that idol (pp.31-33).
CALANCHA, Antonio de la (Calancha and Tones 1972/1639-1653):
Describes the Idolo Copacabana "..de piedra azul vistosa...no tenla mas figura que un
rostro humano, destroncado de pies y manos, el rostro feo y el cuerpo como pesce. A este
adoraban por diós de la laguna, por criador de sus peces y diós de sus sensualidades" (p. 139)
A double-faced stone idol, like Janus, had been found by Diego Garcia near Juli in 1619. It
represented a male and a female, "... con dos culebras que le subian de los pies, y en la corona
un sapo muy grande enforma de tocado. Adorabanle por diós de las comidas." (p.141).
Arriaga (1968/1621:227-228) also mentions this idol, associated with two altars and large
graves made of dressed stone, as well as sacrifices including gold leaflets.
COBO, Bemabé (1964/1653):
Speaks of "... imágenes y estatuas, que todas eran idolos muy venerados por si mismo... unas
eran pintadas y otras eran entalladas de dferentes materias, formas y grandeza; unas eran de
plata, otras de oro, palo, piedra, barro, y de otras cosas; unas ten Ian forma humana y otras de
diversos animales... "(Libro XIII, capitulo 11: 167).
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GUTIERREZ DE SANTA CLARA, Pedro (1963/1548):
"Los Idolos que habla en estos temp/os eran de oro y de plata. de madera. de maza de maIz
y de barro, y habia tantos dioces como de oficios; no quiero decir de hombres, porque cada
uno adoraba lo que se le antojaba... Los principales idolos eran Pachacama. el Soly la Luna,
que estaban hechos de oro vaciadizo, excepto Ia Tierra que estaba hecho de barro. Dentro
destos (emplos habia muchasfiguras pintadas. con báculos [staff] en las manos y mtras en las
cabezas, como obispos." (vol.166:231):
HERNANDEZ PRINCIPE, Rodrigo, a parish priest in Ocros near Cajatambo, reports in two
letters to the Archbishop of Lima, quoted by Arriaga (1968/1621: 229-234), about extensive
visitas during which he discovered a number of huacas, mainly maiquis and idols. The latter
were all made of stone, except one small bronze idol. Many are described to have '1gura de
indio", often horrible to look at. They are mostly seated on a stone or on fragments of metal and
surrounded by large numbers of conopas, acting as their servants, and by sacrificial offerings
(llamas and cuys, musical instruments, vessels). The conopas are not described, but according to
other sources they were probably also made of stone.
JESUITA ANONIMO (1968/1580-1595):
Lists various idols kept in Cuzco temples (p.l58):
• The statue of a man with hair, flice and clothing similar to representations of San
Bartolomé, was kept in the temple of Viracocha, later the Cathedral;
• The idol of the Sun at Santo Domingo;
• The temple of the planet (earth?) called P:rua, contained a fertility idol, holding fresh
branches and sheaves of wheat;
• Another temple contained the idols of the subject nations (not described).
MEDINA, Felipe de (1986/1650):
Describes a fmous shrine at Choque Ispana, near Huacho, a local pilgrimage much visited by
the serranos, with separate entrances for them and their wives. "Hallé... un carnerito de la tierra
que liaman mamanllama por el augmento de el/os y que tengan los serranos que traer más de
este género. para que sirvan en sus sacrificios y de aquI se venfica y de auer hallado los idolos
pequeños vestidos a lo serrano que este adoratorio era general y comun assi para los de la
sierra comopara los de los ilanos" (quoted by Krzanowski (1991d: 240).
MOL1NA, Cnstóbal de (El Cuzquefio) (1989/1573):
During ceremonies linked with Inti Raymi sacrifices were offered to various idols placed in
Concancha: " . . [los carneros] los qua/es trayan airededor de los ydolos y huacas llamadas
Punchao ynca que era el Soly el Pachayachachi que era otTo ydolo JIgura de hombre. que
quiere decir el mismo bocablo, Hacedor, y otro ydolo liamado Chuqulylla Yllapa que era la
huaca del Relámpago y Trueno y Rayo la qual huaca hera forma de persona, aunque no le
vian el rostro. Además ten/an un ilayto de oro y oregeras de oro y medal/a de oro, que ilaman
canipo. y la ropa doblada allI junto del, las qua/es huacas estavan puestas en un escaño y los
carneros vivos davan buelta alrededor del/os..." (p.67)
At a feast in the same month (May), the mamaconas organised a huayllina [ritual dance]:
• Sacavan a esta fiesta las dos figuras de mujer ilamadas palpasillo e ynca oillo con ropas
muy ricas cuviertas con chaperIa de oro... " (p.7O).
"... la huaca ilamada Guanacauri [the principal huaca of Cuzco], que es una pePia [here
meaning rock] grande de hombre. . ."(p.77)
During the feast of Capacocha, children were brought especially for sacrflcial purposes:
".. 
.ahogavan a los niños y los enterravan juntamente con las figuras de plata, d.e ovejas y de
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personas de oro y plata; y las ovejas y carneros y ropa lo quemavan, y tanbién unos ceslillos
de coca." (p.l22).
MURUA, Martin de (1987/n.d):
Under the various sacrifices that the Incas made to their huacas were: "..cantidad de ropa de
hombre y mujer, fin/s/may muy pequeña, hecha conforme la medida de los idolos, con muchos
colores deplumerias, y otras cosas que usabanpara este efecto" (p.420).
An ambiguous passage speaks of 'figuras pequePias de liar/na de maiz", possibly also made
of gold or silver (p.422), but earlier only "carneros y corder//los" are mentioned as made of
massive gold or silver (p.420).
SACRIFICIAL OFFERINGS - OBJECTS INVOLVED IN MAGICAL OR CURING PRACTICES -
GRAVE GOODS
Most chroniclers mention various items, as sacrificial offerings either to huacas or to the
dead: Animals (mainly llamas or cuys), chicha, coca, maize, bira [small balls or figurines made
of llama flit] feathers, conchas (or powdered mullu), woollen or other clothing, eyelashes,
somotimes human sacrifices (see amongst others Acosta 1954/1590: 160ff Arriaga
1968/1621:209ff, Jesuita Anónimo 1968/1580:155; Murüa 1987:419ff).
ARRIAGA, José de (1968/162 1):
Describing burials: " . .suelen tener con el/os los instrumentos de que ellos usaban en vida:
las mujeres husos y mazorcas de algodón hilado, y los hombres las ta/las o lampas con que
labraban el campo, o las arrnas con que peleaban. . . tienen su vajilla para darles de corner y
beber, que son mates, y vasos, unos de barro, otros de madera y a/gunas veces de plata y
conchas del mar." (p.2O3)
CIEZA DE LEON, Pedro (1984/1553):
Mentions that the Indians of the valleys (e.g. the Yungas) buried their dead with ". . .todo su
haber y mujeres y servicio, y mucha cant/dad de comida, y no pocos cantaros de chic/ia.. .y sus
armasy ornamentos..." (Ch. LXII.)
COBO, Bemabé (1964/1653):
"No tuvieron los indios muchos usos de cosas de barro. .. Tanpoco haclan las dferencias de
loza que nosotros usamos, s/no solamente ollas y cantaros diferentes entre si en ser mavores o
menores y en algunas figuras y labores que en ellos escu/plan... Las demás vasijas. .. haclan
ellos de plata, oro, palo y de calabazos secos; ni en sus antiguas sepulturas, donde con sus
dzjintos enterraban de todas sus comidas y bebidas. se hal/an otros vasos más de los
refer/dos." (Libro ifi, cap. VI, p.! 14).
MIJRUA, Martin de (1987/n.d):
Speaking of sortileges: "Para este oficio usaban de dferentes art/ftc/os, en especial con
pedrezuelas de diferentes co/ores o con piedras negras o con maIz o con c/ia quira." (p.436).
"...Quando querlan mal a otro.. . lievaban su ropa y vest/dos. y vestIan con el/os alguna estatua
que haclan en nombre de tal persona, y la colgaban y maldecian, escupiéndola, y asi mismo
hacian estatuaspequePias de barro o de cera o de masa [dough], y las ponian en elfiiego. para
que a/li se derritiese Ia cera o el barro se endureciese, creyendo que con esto quedarlan
vengados..." (p.441). This passage can only refer to rough, hand-made figurines, not to mass-
produced mold-made ones.
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VARIOUS SUPERSTITIONS
All the chroniclers mention the great variety and strangeness of the superstitions which they
encountered in Peru.
ALBORNOZ, Cristóbal de (1989/circa 1583-1584):
Underlines the importance of the pacarisca, the huaca of origin of the natives. In the case of
the mitimaes, the Inca encouraged them to rebuild their pacarisca in the place where they had
been transferred. After the conquest, mitimaes often venerated "...alguna pieça de bestidura que
su guacapacarisca tenla en sus tierras, la cualpieca se les entregava l sacerdote.. .dela dicha
guaca, encargándoles no se les olvidase el nombre de su descendencia..." (p.171).
ARRIAGA, Pablo José de (1 968/1621):
". . .Estos abusos y supersti clones son tan diferentes y diversos cuanto lo son las provincias y
pueblos, porque en una misma cosa y en una misma materia tienen unos unas supersticiones y
otros otras..." (p.2 14).
". .No hay muchacho, por pequeño que sea, que no sepa el nombre de la huaca de su
ayllo... "(p.219).
JESU1TA ANONIMO (1968/1580-1595):
"No creo que ha habido gentilidad tan dada a superslición como la piruana. . .porque
miraban en todos sus actos y en sus meneos, y en casi todos ellos hallaban misterlo que
reparar de bueno o malo... " (p.177)
MURUA, Martin de: (1987/nd.):
.No habia cosa fuera de los términos comunes, a quien no atribuyesen los indios alguna
deidady reverencia, ofreciendole sacrificios a su modo... "
".. .Habia [huacas] por todo el Reino, sin nzmero, en las provincias, en los pueblos
parriculares, en los ayllus y tribus, en las casas y caminos, montes, cerros, cuevas, piedras,
encrucijadas, árboles, de manera que, cualesquera cosas que excedla los limites y términos
ordinarios, y que era admirable, espantosa, que causaba miedo, espanto o admiración, luego
la adora ban y reverenciaban y ofreclan sacrificios, y la tenlan por negoclo divino y
sobrenatural, hasta las lagunas o rIos donde hablan sucedido casos notables. Las estrellas, el
lucero, las cabrillas, las frentes, manantiales, el arco del cielo, o si alguno juntaba un montón
de piedras, y lo ponla en algun camino, y ellos ilamaban apachitas, luego todos los que
pasaban, lo respetaban y adoraban. Todo esto procedia de su condición tan supersticiosa y
miserable..." (p.445).
POLO DE ONDEGARDO (1990/1570):
After relating practices to make a child grow, adds: "...Pongo eSto para que se entienda que
asI son sus imaginaciones en cada cosa, y cuánfaciles y desventurados son.." (p.101).
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Plate 27: Early Chancay cuchimilcos with two sets of arms
Sub-group 1.2.3: Black-on-white cuchimilcos;
Sub-group 1.2.4: Cuchimilcos in miscellaneous wares
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Plate 28: Early Chancay cuchimilcos with extended arms:
Sub-group 13.1: Epigonal-derived wares; Sub-group 1.3.2: 3-colour geometric
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Plate 29: Early Chancay cuchimilcos with extended arms:
Sub-groups 1.3.3: Black on white; 1.3.4: Miscellaneous wares
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Plate 30: Chancay decorative motifs.
Figs. 1-9: Face-paint. Figs. 1-6: The evolution of faec-int from early to classic Chnrry.
Fig. 7: Classic check decor. Fig. 8: Cheek decor with curlicues Fig. 9: Zoning of the checks and mouth.
Figs. 10-21: Head-dress borders. Figs. 10-12: Early borders. Figs. 13-2 1: Classic bodcrs:
Fig. 13: Ch2nsy lntcrlocking Fig. 14: Broken-line-and-doe: Fig. 15: Birde Figs. 16-18:
common in sg.1.4. Ib: Figs. 19. 20: Borders common in sg. 1.4.2: Fig.21: Broken lines with multiple dots
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Plate 31: Chancay Sub-group 1.4.la: Classic small cuchimilcos with heads wider than high (1)
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Plate 32: Chancay Sub-group 1.4.la: Classic small cuchimilcos with heads wider than high (2)
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Plate 33: Chancay Sub-group 1.4.la: Classic small cuchin,ilcos with heads wider than high (3)
Chancay Sub-group 1.4.lb: Classic small cuchimilcos with heads higher than wide (1)
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Plate 34: Chancay Sub-group 1.4.lb: Classic small cuchimilcos with heads higher than wide (2)
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Plate 35: Chancay Sub-group 1.4.2: Classic Large Cuchisnilcos (1)
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Plate 36: Chancay Sub-group 1.4.2: Clauic Large Cuchimilcos (2)
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Plate 37: Chancay Sub-group 1.4.3: "Baroque" Black-on-white Cuchianhlcos
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Plate 38: Chancay Sub-group 1.5.1: Early Chancay-Huaura Cuchimilcos;
Sub-group 1.5.2A: Standard Black-on-white Chancay-Huaura Cuchimilcos (1)
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Plate 39: Sub-group 1.5.2A: Standard Black-on-white Chancay-Huanra Cuchiinilcos (2)
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Plate 40: Chancay Sub-group 1.5.2B: Chancay-Huaura Cantores
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Plate 41: Chancay Sub-group 1.5.2C: Chancay cuchimilcos with Chancay-Huaura features;
Sub-group 1.5.3: Cuchimilcos of the Jecuan sub-style;
Sub-group 1.6.1: Cuchimilcos of Phases 3 and 4 in red ware (1)
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Plate 42: Chancay Sub-group 1.6.1: Cuchimilcos of Phase3 3 and 4 in red ware (2)
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Plate 43: Chancay Sub-group 1.6.1: Cuchimilcos of Phases 3 and 4 in Red Ware (3)
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Plate 44: Chancay Sub-group 1.6.2: Cuchimilcos of Phases 3 and 4 in black ware
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Plate 45: Chancay Sub-group 1.6.3: Cuchimilcos of phases 3 and 4: A Chillón sub-style?;
Sub-group 2.1: Early Chancay figurines with elongated head and folded or absent arms;
Sub-group 2.2: Early Chancay figurines with elongated head and extended arms
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Plate 46: Chancay Sub-group 2.3.1: Black-on-white figurines with elongated head (1)
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Plate 47: Chancay Sub-group 2.3.1: Black-on-white figurines with elongated head (2)
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Plate 48: Chancay Sub-group 2.3.1: Black-on-white figurines with elongated head (3)
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Chancay Sub-group 2.4.2
Plate 49: Chancay Sub-group 2.3.2: Black-on-white figurines with elongated head of
the Jecuan sub-style;
Sub-group 2.4.1: Figurines with elongated head in red ware; 2.4.2: Black ware
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Plate 50: Chancay Sub-group 2.5: Special Figurines with elongated head;
Sub-group 3.1: The black-on-white "Witch"(l)
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Plate 51: Chancay Sub-group 3.1: The Black-on-white "Witch" (2)
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Plate 52: Chancay Sub-groups 3.2.1,3.2.2: The "Witch" in red or black ware
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Plate 53: Chancay Group 4: The "Attendant" (1)
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Plate 54: Chancay Group 4: The "Attendant" (2);
Group 5: Personage with Helmet;
Sub-group 6.1: Small, crudely made figurines - black-on-white (1)
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Plate 55: Chancay Sub-group 6.1: Small, crudely made figurines - black-on-white (2);
Sub-group 6.2: Red ware (1)
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Plate 56: Chancay Sub-group 6.2: Small, crudely made figurines
Red ware (2); Sub-group 6.3: Black ware.
Group 7: The Anthropomorphic Monkey
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Plate 57: Chancay Group 8: Chancay-related Specials
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Plate 58: khma Figurine8
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Plate 59: Late Horizon Sub-group 1.1: Large, hand-made, hollow figurines (1)
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Plate 60: Late Horizon Sub-group 1.1: Large, hand-made, hollow figurines (2)
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Plate 61: Late Horizon Sub-group 1.2: Figurines generally made of one (frontal) mold
and solid (1)
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Plate 62: Late Horizon Sub-group 1.2: Figurines generally made of one (frontal) mold
and solid (2)
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Plate 63: Late Horizon Sub-group 1.2 (3);
Late Horizon Group 2: Figurines with elongated head
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Plate 64: Late Horizon Group 3: Specials;
Ceramic Infant Cradles
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Plate 65: Ceramic Funerary Litters
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Plate 66: Ceramic Palanqums
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MAP 2: GeneraL Layout
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MAP 3: Pativilca and Supe Valleys
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MAP 4: Huaura and Chancay Valleys
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MAP 5: Chittón ValLey
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MAP 6Rimac and LurIn VaLleys
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